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FOREWORD
This document is submitted to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Johnson Space Center by Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver Division, as part of the final report for Contract NAS9-12182,
Acquisition Expulsion System for Earth Orbital Propulsion systems.
The final report consists of five volumes as follows:
f
Volume I - Summary Report;
Volume II - Cryogenic Design;
Volume III - Cryogeni_ Test;
Volume IV - Flight Test Article;
• Volume V - Earth Storable Design.
?
. This work was administered under the technical direction of Mr.
: L_rry Rhodes, NASA-JSC Technical Monitor. Mr. Howard L. Paynter,
, Chief of the Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics Section, Propulsion
i Department was the Martin Marietta Program Manager.
i
' The following Martin Marietta personnel made significant contribu_
i tion to the Phase A Cryogenic Design effort:
; K.C. Lunden A. J Villars Jr Fluid "techanics and Capillary
and T. Richard Barksdale System Design Analysis
: R.N. Eberhardt and W. _. Karlln Thermal and Thermodynamic -
. Analysis
Preston E. Uney Screen Structural Analysis
E. Robert Wilson Detail Design
i
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SUMMARY
A comprehensive cryogenic design effort was conducted under this i
phase of the contract. Design methods and techniques for desig_ !ing cryogenic acqulsition/expulsion systems were developed and
verified through ground tests. !
Detailed designs were made for three Earth orbital propulsion f_
systems: (i) the Space Shuttle (integrated_ OMS/RC_, (2) the i
Space Shuttle (dedicated) 0MS (L02), and (3) the Space Tug. The
t preferred designs from the integrated OMS/RCS were used as the
basis for the flight test article design in Phase C. A plan was
i prepared that outlines the steps, cost, and schedule required to
complete the development of the prototype DSL tank and feedline
(LH 2 and L02) systems.
Ground testing of a sub6cale model using LH 2 verified the expul-
sion charaeteristlcs of the preferred DSL designs. Because of
the l-g thermal stratification of LH2, the liquld-free vapor
venting of the DSL concept could not be completely verified.
The passive cryogenic DSL tank/feedllne design has great poten-
tial application for space missions in the near future. The de-
sign should be validated in a test flight that will provide an
extended period (7 to 14 days) of low-g performance at an early
date.
x
_t
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I. I _TRODUCTION
Results of the design effort conducted during the cryogenic system
phase (Phase A) of the program are presented in this volume. In
this phase, preferred passive acquistion/expulsion concepts were
t designed and recolmnended for subcritical storage of cryogen_ used
in the Space Shuttle Orbiter and the Space Tug propulsion systems.
: The design effort was complemented by the experimental program
, presented in Volume llI.
A. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
{
!
' :'he design effort was considered to be an extension of work begun
under Contract NAS9-I0480, a general study that evaluated a wide
range of probable subcritical cryogenic storage applications in-
cluding a design for a low-crossrange Shuttle Orbiter. The para-
metric and point design results (Ref I-l), show the dual-screen-
liner (DSL) concept was extreraely attractive for service in both
the Orbiter LO 2 and LH 2 storage tanks. The unique feature of the
DSL concept (Ref I-2), compared to other proposed acquisition/ex-
pulsion concepts, is that it passively controls the entire bulk
propellant duriog io_-g storage, it is the only passive concept
that provides th_ following performance when incorporated in the
storage tank a_.d feedline.
i) Prass_re-.re!_cf of the storage _ystem by venting vapor, as re-
quired;
2) Gas-free liquid expulsion on demand;
3) Near-contluuous control of the bulk propellant.
Because reliability and weight are key considerations for reusable
vehicles such as the Space S_uttle and Space Tug, the attractive-
ness of the passive DSL screen device is evident. Its pressure-
relief technique compares favorably on a thermodymanic basts with
other methods such as the liquid venting technique (Ref I-I and I-3),
while allowing either intermittent or continuous venting of vapor.
Based on these earlier results, the DSL concept was selected as
the baseline for this study. It was modified to satisfy the re-
presentgt_,¢e mlssion/3ystem criteria compiled during the study and
listed in Reference I-4.
' I-1|
I
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Martin Marietta conducted the program under direction of Lhe NASA- i
Johnson Space Center (JSC) as part of NASA's Advanced Technology i
Program to provide propulsion systems for future manned Earth or _
biting vehicles (circa ].ate 1970s and early 1980s). Specific ob-
jectives of the cryogenic study phase (Phas_o A) were to:
i) provide detailed cryoger_c designs for the Space Shuttle
(integrated) OMS/RCS, the Space Shuttle (dedicated) OMS (L02)
and the Space Tug;
2) verify the designs with subscale ground tests;
3) provide a development plan, emphasizing schedules and costs,
for tb_ Space Shuttle OMS/RCS integrated systems;
4) provide the design for the'orbltal flight test article to be
used for the Phase C effort°
B. GUIDELINES AND APPROACH
iJ Contract NAS9-I0480 was limited to the cryogen tank only and did
i' not include detailed analyse_ of the total system integration and
performance requirements. These considerations were included in
the acquisition/expulslon system analysis and design tasks of
program Phase A. The system boundaries, as defined here, began
with the pressurant inlet to the propellm,t tanks and ended at the
interface provided by the turbopump assembly (TPA) in the feedline.
Design flexibility, i.e., efficient and reliable operation over
the range of Shuttle Orbiter and Space Tug missions, was to be
i emphasized.
The primary operatlenal requirements for propellant acqui_tlon/ex-
i pulsion system were to: (I) supply gas-free liquid to the TPA on
demand; and (2) provide pressure relief of the store_e system, as
_,_ required, by venting liquld-free vapor. Because the Shuttle Or-
biter and Space Tug ar_ reusable vehicles (i00 missions over i0
years), __ was also desirable to make the acquisition/expulsion
: device be reusable and inspectable with minimum maintenance.
The program was conducted in four separste tasks over a 23-month
period, as shown in Fig. I-i. During Task £, the design criteria
i and mission duty cycles were compiled for the Shuttle Orbiter (in-
tegrated) OMS/RCS, the Shuttle Orbiter (dedicated) OMS (L02) , and
the Space Tug.
i I-2 '|
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The design criteria were obtained from the most current information
available _rom both NASA-and DOD-funded studies. The criteria and
guidelines fro_ Task I (Ref 1-47 were used in the design task.
(Task II). Under Task Ii, design analyses and trade studies were
performed that resulted in 3electing and recommending preferred de-
signs for the three Earth-orbiting vehicles. During Task II, criti-
cal technical areas affecting the designs were also evaluated with
an eye to establishing recommended design guidelines and approaches
while identifying preferred analytical tools. These results are
presented in Chapter II of this volume. The results of Task II,
and the designs for the integrated OMS/RCS, dedicated OMS (LO2) ,
and the Space Tug, are presented separately in Chapters III, IV,
and V, respectively. The preferred integrated OMS/RCS design was
also selected as the baseline system (see Volume IV) for the or-
, bital flight test article.
.
The technical approach in this proM_am placed a strong e=>hasis on
ground testing. During the 18 months of testing under Task III,
the design methods and analytical models (see Chapter II) were veri-
fied experimentally. The ground test plan outlined in Reference 1-5
was submitted and approved by NASA in October, 1971. The plan in-
cluded testing of the 63-cm(25-in.) diameter model to demonstrate
I vapor-free liquid outflow and llquid-free vapor venting using LH 2 as .
the test liquid. The plan included low-g tests to be conducted in '
; the KC-135 aircraft. This phase of the program also benefitted by i
J results obtained from two IR&D experimental programs which were con-; |
! ducted concurrently with Phase A. The two programs were: (i) the
i development add testing of a 6.l-m (20-ft) long cryogenic feedllne
model using LN 2 as the test liquid; and (2) the fabrication and in-
! speetion of the 178-cm (70-in.) diameter screen tank. Results of the
, Task III effort, including the IR&D programs, are shown in Volume III.
[ _,e DSL development plan, Task IV, is presented separately in Chap-
1 ter VI. This plan outlines the steps necessary to carry the cryo-
genic systems from an engineering conceptual design to a completely _ ;
developed prototype system.
Concluslo,Ls and recommendations from the Phase A effort are presented
in Chapter VII.
I-4
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II. CRYOGEIIIC PROPELLAN_ ACQUISITION/EXPBLSION DEVICES
' This chapter presents the basis for the design effort conducted
_ under Phase A. Candidate systems are described, which use pas-
sive methods for controlling cryogenic propellants under the
operational environments of the Shuttle Orbiter and Space Tug.
, From these candidates, systems can be selected for more detailed
analyses and trade studies to yield the preferreo design for a
t
; _ specific vehicle. In addition, thins chapter presents design in-
_ formation basic to the analyses and efforts presented in Chapter
_ III through V. The majority o_ this design information was
generated under this program. The information Is categorized
into the four technical areas that affect the design of cryogenic
acquisition devices, as follows:
i '1) Fluid mechanics;
I 2) Thermal and thermodynamic considerations;
1 '
3) Structural coasiderations;
4) Configuratio_ and size considerations.
A. CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
The systems evaluated for cryoget_ic propellant aL 'Jisition/expul- •
sion systems were based on the Mactin Marietta dual-screen-llner
(DSL) capillary concept. The systems are varied from this basic "
design, as required, to meet the specific mission requirements.
The DSL is a complete capillary screen liner within the storage
tank that passively controls the bulk propellant during low-g
periods.
Capillary systems are designed to provide stability and control
• of the fluid to assure single-phase fluid withdrawal for vapor
venting and liquid expulsions during low-g operation. Stability
criteria are available for selecting pore size and type of foram- _.
inous material to be used In cap_llary devices (Ref II-I and II-2).
Whether the capillary system is a small trap or includes a com-
plete llner, the screen device assures the desired liquid/vapor
interface stability and bulk liquid control for any vehicle ! .
] 9740044] 3-0] 6
maneuvers. Technical areas affecting the design of capillary
systems, such as pressure retention capabi]ity of the screen,
are discussed later in this chapter.
The DSL has been analyzed extensively by Martin Marietta under
company-funded and contractual programs and compares favorably to
' the thermodynamic liquid vent method at required operating press-
ures (Ref 11-3). The DSL tends to be simpler (no valves), while
weighing less and providing a better system response for inter-
; , mittent ventinB. A discussion of the basic DSL concept and varia-
tions of the concept is presented in .he following paragraphs
i. Dual-Screen Liner (DSL) S__stem
The basic dual-screen liner (DSL) system is illustrated in
: Figure II-i. Two complete Dutch-twill metal cloth liners are po-"
I sitioned within the tank to (i) enclose all of the propellant
during low-g storage; (2) provide a liquid trap that will supply!
gas-free liquid on demand; and (3) provide a controlled vapor
| region to permit liquid-free gas venting as required for achiev-
I ing tank pressure control during long low-g coast periods.
I The outer screen liner isolates the propellant from the tank wall
during low-g storage periods. The region between the liner andj
, tank wall provides a controlled volume from which vapor can be
vented overboard to control tank pressure. The annular region
between the two screens provides a preferential path for gas-free
liquid to flow to the tank outlet on demand. Liquid in this
annulus is displaced during expulsions by liquid from the central
bulk region. Passive communication screens allow pressurization
of the bulk propellant region by introducing pressurant in the
outer annulus.
While vaporization of liquid at Lhe surface of the outer liner
" tends to thermally isolate the bulk propellant, it also raises
_ - the pressure in the outer gas annulus. If the pressure is not
• relieved by venting, gas will break through the communication
"_: screen and enter the bulk region. This occurs when the pressure
• difference between the vapor region and the bulk liquid exceeds
the bubble point (BP) of the screen.
During high-g operatlon, the liner will protrude some distance
above the gravlty-dominated liquid position end liquid will be
in the annular region formed by the liner and tank wall. Suffic-
ient ullage volume is provided in the central portion of the
i 1I-2 " =d
I
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tank so liquid can be positioned within the lillerwhen the high-g
• condition is removed. This liquid repositioning can be accomp- ;
lished in at least two ways: (I) self-pressurization, and (2) ex-
ternal pressurization. Heat leaking into the system will vapor-
? ize liquid near the tank wall. The resulting _ncrease in pressure
will force liquid into the lower pressure central region until all
• liquid is enclosed by the screen liner. A quicker method of
emptying this region is to introduce pressurization gas into the
outer annulus, thus, forcing the liquid into the central region.
?
• /-- Nonpropulslve Vent/Pressurization
Communication
Screen
T
,4k
1
Gas Annulus "_
Liquid Annulus
, The liquid annulus is filled during tank loading and stabilized
• by the capillary retention capability of the screen so it will
remain filled during the mission. The critical mission periods
: for stability are during high-g boost and low-g maneuvers. Fac-
• tots affecting stability under these condltion_ are discussed
in Section B.
_h.erefilling problems associated with other trap concepts andi
start tanks do not affect the DSL. During an expulsion, bulk
liquid flows through the liquid annulus to the tank outlet.
Pressurization gas, including warm autogenous pressurant, may be
introduced into either the bulk or gas annulus regions, with
the latter tendivg to be the preferred method. Pressurant flows
from the outer annulus through the passive communication ports
and into the bulk region, displacing propellant into the liquidi
annulus. The screen liner filters gas out of the annulus until
nearly the entire bulk region is emptied. At that point, the
liquid entrance loss (bulk liquid entering the annulus through
the screen) becomes excessive and the screen retention cap-
ability is exceeded. The retention capability, as determined
from the bubble point of the screen, must be greater than (or at
least equal to) the sum of the adverse pressure differences
acting on the screen during the entire mission to continually
stabilize the liquid/ullage interfaces at the pores. During
low-g, the expulsion efficiency for the DSL is determined by the
liquid remaining in the liquid annulus and in the bulk region
when the entrance loss exceeds the pressure retention capabillty
of the screen forming the liquid annulus.
Venting of the gas annulus must be performed within the bubble
point of the screen liner to assure that liquid does not enter
the vapor region during venting. Venting vapor from the tank
and feedline requires that the bulk liquid be controlled. Pass-
ive communication devices (screen with a lower bubble point
than that forming the controlled liquid volume) permit inter-
mittent venting by providing a path of lower resistance for the
vapor in the outer axmuius to enter the bulk region rather than
the liquid annulus. The absolute pressure level may be allowed
to increase without caualu 8 screen breakdown, i.e., vapor will .._
not enter the controlled liquid annulus region. _
Support of the bulk propellant within the tank's central region
is provided when the pressure in the gas annulus is greater than ,_
that of the central ullage region, This pressure difference _
must he adequate to support the hydrostatic head of the bulk ._/
prop_llant, o_
3-0
IIf some liquid is lost into the gas annulus, it will tend to be
pushed back into the central portion of the tank because the
liquid vaporization and the resulting presmdre increase in the
I annulus will force the liquid into the bulk region. The DSL
i provides nearly continuous bulk pr=_ellant control under thedynamic conditions that may result from thrusting and docking
maneuvers during low-g storage. A more detailed discussion of
the critical parameters that influence the design of the DSL are '_
_I 2. Channel/Liner System "!i,,
![ Since the expulsion efflciency of the DSL is based on the volume [
of the liquid annulus, expulsion efficiency a_d screen weight can
be improved by using the channel/llner _ystem shown in Fig. 11-2. _:
Instead of a complete liquid annulus, a number of separate screen _
channels are uniformly spaced around the tank perimeter extending
th_ full length of the tank. The channels are manifolded at the ._
tank outlet to provide gas-free liquid to the feedline. The reg-
ion between the screen liner and the tank wall provides the gas i
annulus for venting. The screen between the channels provides
passive communication between the gas annulus and the bulk region.
The operating characteristics of this system are similar to the
basic DSL. Structural support for the screen configuration is
provided by coarser screen and/or perforated plate.
In addition to a lower hardware weight than the basic DSL, the
channel/llner system reduces the residual propellant, thereby im-
proving the expulsion efficiency. However, the geometry of the
channel/llner system is limited by the wlcklng capability of the
communication screen between channels. As an example, during
pressurization, the liner may dry out (break down) while allowing
gas to enter the bulk zeglon. After pressurization, the liner
must fewer if support of the bul_ liquid is to be assured. Con-
sequently, one consideration for spaciLtg between channels is to : i_
limit the maximum distance to twice the wicking capability for ,'"
the communication screen. This design constraint and others _ "_
are discussed more fully in Section B.
_,_;_
_
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3. Trap/Liner System
)
Another variation of the DSL is the refillable trap/liner system
shown in Fig. 11-3. The trap device is fabricated of fine mesh
screen and contains a liquid annulus. The liquid annulus is
connected to the tank outlet and is designed so that it is
always full The bulk liquid contained within the trap will!
contact the liquid annulus and displace liquid in the annulus
during pressurization and liquid outflow. The device is
refilled under a settling mode when vehicle acceleration during
thrusting settles the propellant over the trap.
The region between the outer screen liner and the ta_k wall
_ forms a gas annulus that allows venting at any time without the
need for settling the propellant. Liquid is expelled by
pressurizing the gas annulus until pressurant breaks through
the screen liner and into the bulk propellant region. Con-
tinued pressurization will force the propellant into the
controlled liquid regic_ of the device and out the tank outlet.
The trap volume is sized to provide gas-free liquid until '
I settling occurs.
This variation of the DSL concept is particularly applicable
I for systems that experience relatively large longitudir_laccelerations. Because the hydrostatic head approxlmetely
covers the tank length, the basic DSL system would require
several layers of fine mesh screens to maintain stability under
high accelerations. This, of course, results in additional
hardware weights. The refillable trap uses the high, longitudinal '_
accelerations for refilling and the height of liquid that it
must support can usually be that provided by a single layer
of screen. The refillable trap, however, is mlssion-dependent
and does not offer the flexibility provided by the basic DSL or
channel/liner systems.
m _
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4. Eccentric Screen Liner
Another variation of the basic DSL is the eccentric-screen liner
(ESL) shown in Fig. 11-4 and 11-5. It uses an eccentric posit- ;
ionlng of the liners to afford the desired minimum surface energy I
conditions assuming that caplilary forceg will dominate and
position the fluids. Both of the illustrat_d designs have three
: , spherical-screened compartments. Liquid is expelled from the
,_ small central compartment. This compartment is designed so that
it remains gas-free until the total liquid volume becomes less
than the compartment volume. This iv accomplished by the two r
I outer screen liners, which keep liquid in contact with the screen .
of the central compartment at all times. The two outer screen i
liners are also sized to minimize hydrostatic head support re-
qulred during hlgh-g expulsions.
The dual-feedline design using the ESL concept is shown in
Fig. 11-4. Except during reentry, liquid is expelled from the
central compartment throrgh the feedline that is approximately
on the X-axls of the vehicle. During reentry, the screens will
break down and the liquid remaining in the tank will settle over
the reentry feedllne which is parallel to Y-axls of vehicle.
!
.. This axis corresponds to the approximate direction of acceler-
atlon during reentry.
The slngle-feedline design using the ESL concept is shown in
Fig. 11-5. The outer and middle _creen compartments are the
same as those in the dual-feedlin_ design. However, the central
compartment consists of two hemispheres, one screen hemisphere
and another thln-walled hemispherical dome with an outlet. This
outlet is also parallel to the vehicle Y-axls. During reentry,
the remaining liquid is retained in the central compartment. .
With these unique features, the ESL system can provid,, gas-free
liquid expulsions during high.-g periods, which is not possible
with the basic DSL system. However, the three screen liners "_
also result in more screen surface areas and larger hardware
weight than that of the basic DSL _ystem.
5. Weeping Tank Concept
With th_ basic DSL, environmental heat input is intercepted by
evaporation at the outer screen surface. Proper operation of
this system dopendR on maintsinlng the pressure in the outer "_
vapor annulus slightly higher tPan tnat in the liquid annulus.
The pressure difference across the outer _creen (between the
11-9 _-_
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•_ gac annulus and liquid annul, must not exceed Lhe bubble point
of the screen; except, o_ _,. e, during pressurization. The
• weeping tank concept (_e_ 1' ,_ provides a means of circumventing
_ the relatively narrow _P _ations of the DSL by allowing the
'_ pressure in the vapor _ _, ._ - to drop below that in the liqui(l
_ annulus. The resul_n_ ,....ellant leakage is controlled by
_ gr_atly reduc_g r_ _ " .bility of the outer screen. Thls per-
"_ _ _'e,_bi!Jtyi_ _,_o_ ,_ leakag,_ rate is exactly required to
_ mai!_Lain _vaporat., ,,oiing equal to the net heat load.
P
The weeping _ank ,:_n_;ept,shown in Fig. II-6, has different vent-
._ ing characterist_c_ from the basic DSL system. The outer liner
is a solid ,hel_ _::ather than a screen) with porous plugs or.. ¢,
"visco jet" plug_ _o allow relatively slow propellant leakage
i into the vapor annulus. Scceen channels provide gas-free liquid •
to the tank outlet as in the channel/liner system.
Two p_asibilities exist for controlling the vent rate with such
i a system--either contro].led or uncontrolled, For an uncontrolled
system, the vapor annulus is vented directly to space. The per-
meabillty is chosen to accommodate the anticipated heat load with
variations in the hea_ load resulting in departures from the
design of the tank operating pcessures. The sultabilltv of such
a system depends on how well the heat load can be predicted.
This type of system could be designed to operate with the pressure
in the vapor annulus either above or below the triple point, de-
pending on the pressure drop through the vent system. If oper-
atlon is below the triple point, then the fluid will freeze some-
where within the permeable material and cooling will be by
sublimation.
For the controlled system, venting occurs through a control valve
(either on-off or continuous modulation). The vent rate is de-
termined by the pressure difference b_tween t_e liquid annulus
and the vapor annulus. By closing _he vent valve, the difference
is reduced to zero. This type of system would probably always
operate with the vapor annulus above the triple point. Also, the
outer shell would have to be designed for the Full tank pressure.
For heat inputs on the order of 0.787 W/m 2 (0.25 Btu/ft2-hr), the
desired range of shell permeability is quite low. A cursory
survey of porous materials disclosed no material suitable for a
continuous permeable surface with reasonable thickness. However,
_hls survey was for from exhaustive. Also, it is possible to use
a permeable material intermittently. For example, dl_erete porous
plugs may be spaced at sultable intervals in the tank wall. In
L II-11' _ '
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' lthis construccion, coohng is localized, and the alloweble Cem-
perature gradients in the wall are determined by the required |
porous plug spacing.
- The weeping tank concept appears to offer an attractive alterna-
tive to the dual-screen liner for cryogenic low-g propellant '
storage systems. The same venting principle also appears suit-
:. able for feedlines.
6 Screen Fee_lines I
The DSL concept can also be applied to the cryogenic feedline :f
{ design. As shown in Fig. 11-7, a screen liner within the feed- i
• line provides a gas annulus and maintains a gas-free liquid core. :
, _he screen is supported by a perforated tube. Heat entering from ;
the sides of the feedllne vaporizes liquid at the screen liner,
providing uniform cooling along the length of the feedline. The r
gas annulus, which is in communication with the gas annulus of 4
; , th_ tank (Fig. 11-8) can be vented to maintain the Fcoper gas ,
i _ _nnulus pressure. Multilayer insulation (MLI) and a feedline i
vacuum jacket provide the thermal protection system. .
The liner operation is similar to that dlscussed for the storage!
; _ tank designs. It is attractive becaus_ it permits both wet and
dry fee_line conditions prior to liquid expu!sions. Once the
' screen liner is wetted, the liner stabilizes the interface at!
its surface. Liquid between the liner and llne s'all tends to be
i positioned with the bulk liquid, provided it is In contact with
i _ the screen at some polct. The controlled vapor region may or may
not be in direct communication with the vapor region of the tank.
i
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B. TECHNICAL AREAS AFFECTING SYSTEM DESICN _,_
The evaluation and design of a cryogenic acquisition/expulsion
system required extensive knowledge of a number of important
i technical areas. Some of the information assembled during thecourse of th progra , as an a d to selecting the ultimate design, ,,
m
was the result of literature searches and indu3try surveys. The ,,
hulk of the information, however, was collected from analytical
! and experimental investigations. These investigations were ILt
_ basic in nature and were directed toward answering the questions ;
" _ of--How passive cryogenic retention/expulsion systems could be
[ used? What factors influenced the size, shape, weight perfor- '
•I mance, and service environment of the systems? This general
information is presented here in four basic categories (i) Fluid
' i
Mechanics, (2) Thermal and Thermodynamics, (3) Structures, and ._
t (4) Configuration and Size.
i. Fiuld Mechanics ,_
k i
The investigation of fluid mechanics, as related to cryogenic
propellant acquisition/expulsion systems, included consideration
of both static and dynamic fluid phenomena. Static phenomena
investigations included analytical and experimental study of
the nature of screen capilla_ stability. Dynamic phenomena in-
eluded basic investigations of fluids flowing through capillary
media together with computer dynamic s>stem simulations and
physical testing of representative system designs. Also included
were start transient analyses and tests for representative systems,
and analytical definition and test verification of wicking
models,
u. Cup_u_ Stub_t_ - The candidate concepts described in
Section A may have functional differences, but they all rely on
i
a common phenomenon for successful operatlon--the retention
capability of the capillary media. All of the retention devices
separate liquid regions from vapor regions in the tank and,
generally, any ingestion of vapor into the controlled liquld
region is undeslrabl_ and contrary todesign philosophy. Thus,
a complete knowledge of the capillary retentJon capabilities of
the retention media in the devices is requlred_ !
When vapor passes through a screen or other c_pillary device into
a controlled liquid region, the screen is said to have broken
down. This 5reakdown phenomenon occurs when the'sum of the
pressure differentials associated with (I) the exposed hydrostatic
I1-15
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head of the device, (2) the viscous losses from fluid transfer
across the screen, (3) the viscous losses from f)uid transfer in I
the controlled liquid region, and (4) the velocity head at the
point of breskdown, exceed the capillary retention capability
of the device. Depending on the orientation of the acceleration
vector, these terms can be additive.
1_erefore, in Fig. II-9, when the acceleration settles the liquid
away from the outlet, the differential pressures are additive !
for a screen of uniform pore size. Breakdown will first occur
at the point near the outlet, as indicated. This is a worst-case _
. condition because if the acceleration were in the opposite di- :
, rection then the terms would not be additive.
Point of Outflow Line
,
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||
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The breakdown phenomenon can be represen=ed mathematically by
the algebraic inequality
< _Pvh + APfl + APsl + APsh [II-I]APc
where
AP = capillary retention pressur_ capatilityc
APvh = velocity head
APfl = viscous flow losses in flow passage
APsl = viscous flow losses through screen
APsh = static head pressure differenti_l
When the sum of all the terms on the r:.ght hand side of the
equation is greater than the retention capability (APc) of the 1
screen, breab_own will occur.
The velocity head term in Eq [II-I] is expressed simply by i
_Pvh = _ V_
The pressure drop in the flow passage is a function of the flow i
velocity and the nature of the flow passage. The stanJard ex-
presslon for thlSv2 is i" _ _!
_Pfl m f KI P i
gO 2 [II-3] . :,
where KI is a unique co:mtant for a given system geometry and f
which be functionally related to theis a _rictlon factor, can
Reynolds number N_e =-- . _'_
flow through the screen can also be expressed in terms of a
friction factor and velocity as
APal = f K V2 [11-4] _
vhere K is a constant de_ermlned by the screen properties, V is :_
i ,_>.
"._
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the velocity of the fluid approaching the screen, and f is the j;
: friction factor established by a screen _eynolds number.
7
The last term of [ll-1] is the hydrostatic head term. This :_
/ term repzesents the pressure differential that is present in a
column of liquid in any gravitational environment and is
expressed by '
a
_Psh o--h [11-5] _:
gc !
; where 0 = fluid density, kg/m 3 (ibm/ft3) ;,
t
a local acceleration, m/sec 2 (ft/sec 2) ,
• t
h = liquid height, m (ft) _i4
kg - m Ibm - ft {
[ gc = converslon factor, 9.8 N : sec z (32.2 Ibf secz)
I In the case of a retention device with a vapor annulus, the liquid
, height across which the screen must remain stable is the dia-
meter of the device in the direction of the acceleration, as
i shown in Fig. ll-lO.
However, in the case where a single screen liner is used, such
as in the weeping tank concept, the inner capillary surface is
I the one subject to breakdown and the hydrostatic head is a
function of liquid level in the bulk region, rather than being
constant as in the pre_ious case. This is illustrated in
Fig. II-II. . ,
_ b. HydmosCut{o Head - The hydro_tatlc head is quite often the ._
_.,' most important consideration of those previously outlined and _%
_ expressed by Eq [ll-1]. The acceleration environment, in _._
_ which the capillary device must function, can have a first- _
_! order impact on the determination of the device size, shape,
;_ and configuration. An acceleration envlrom_ent, of sufficient _
_._.- _agnltude may require the use of a capillary device (such as :
f_:_,-_ a trap), which encloses only a portion of the tank (thereby, " _':._,
reducin 8 the hydrostatic head). There are cases where a o,, _.
::_, screen device is designed 8o a part of the system wlll be un- , ._
_' stable above certain acceleration levels. This is the case ,_
_'_ with a refillable trap design, where the trap cover must break- _ :_,
_:, down to allow liquid refill during certain mission maneuvers. : ,
Yet the same screen must not break down as a result of accel-
ezatlon exp_rlenc_ in directions opposite or normal to the
refill acceleration vector. These potential design requirements
II-18
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illustrate the need for precise and detailed information on the
: capillary retention capabilities of fine mesh screen and othe_
candidate capillary barriers.
i
, The expression that predicts the pressure differential across a
:" liquid-vapor interface is
t
Ap ,, o I + 1 [11-61
where o is the liquid surface tension and rI and r2 are the
principal radii of curvature measured at a point on the inter-
; face. For the small pores in capillary media these radii are
essentially equal and the expression becomes
r
where r is the pore radius.
A large body of empirical data has been assembled that corre_
• fates well with the analytical predictions. However, little
data have been available for bubble point values of screens
tested in cryogens. Furthermore, data on the potential additive
nature of multiple screen layers were unavailable for either
noncryogens or cryogens. Therefore, a test program was initiated
• to establish the bubble point values for screens in cryogens
and the bubble point values_ of multiple screen layers in
cryogens as well as in the standard test fluid--methanol. These
tests substantiated that bu.bble point values for screens in
cryogens could be accurately predicted from the known values of
"_.'_. fluid surface tension.
_E_:_,', Curves showing the retention capab_.lity of selected fine meshi,,::,_ screens are presented in Fig. 11-12 and II-13 for LH2 and "-'-
_£'_{ LO2, respectively. The tests also showed that when care was
l_}_._", exercised to maintain a minimum gap between screen layers, bubble
_#],-.'_ point values were additive for combinations of similar or dis-
'_,+_-_+_+_ similar screens, These tests are discussed in detail in
_j._ _,-,_ Volume III of this report. Based on these test results, the use , :
,. _[[i:;[}).j;; of multiple screen layers to wlthstaud l_rge hydrostatic head, :J?;a reasonable solution to some dmsign requirements. _:',
' '-':<L
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In some of the candidate systems use of communication _creens
poses another design consideration. The communication screen
is broken down as an oper_tlonal requirement during pressurization
events, It must be able to recover, or regain, its capillary
stability after the pressurization event is ended. Tests run
with methanol indice_e that the pressure differential across a
screen must drop to approximately 57% of its bubble point value
before the screen can recover. At that point the pressure
differential supportable by the screen is again the bubble point
of the screen.
These data are essential to the proper design of communication
screens. The communication screen has a lower bubble point than
the screens formiag the controlled liquid regions; therefore,
the wetted communication screen will break down before the other
screens in the system and pressure will be equalized in the two
adjacent vapor volumes. For the design to be successful, op-
eratlonal parameters must be carefully considered. Any liquid
outflow event requires a certain pressurization flow rate. The
communication screen must be sized so that this flow can pass
into the bulk region without experiencing the lazge pressure
drop that would result from an undersized communication screen
area. The information gained from the communication screen tests,
presented both here and in the Subsection c. on hydrodynamics,
wa_ used to estimate minimum communication screen areas for
/ specific design applications.
i The surface tension of cryogens depends on the liquid temperature
at _he llquld/vapor interface. Because the bubble points of the
scraens are directly related to the surface tension of the wetting
liquid, the temperature/surface tension dependency is an important
design consideration. Curves illustrating this phenomenon for
LH2 and LO2 ara shown in Fig. II-14 and 11-15. " >
These curves were generated using the empirically derived
relatlonship
°"°o -Tr 11/9 {11-8]
where T is the reduced temperature, T/T and o is an empirical
r c o
constant, whlchmay be regarded as the surface tension of a
hypothetlcal supercooled llquld at 0"K. These values of surface
tension agree within 2X of those presented in CPyogen_o und -."
Z_S_@U_ GGSe8 (Ref II-5). As shown in the figures, the surface
tension of LH2 (and therefore, the capillary retentlou capability
of the devlces) degrades rapidly with increased temperatures.
w
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This same phenomenon is also _'e_ent for oxygen, although not so
+,
pronounced. Each design was car_:[ully analyzed over the entire [
mission duty cycle, for w_<ch it was intended, to ensure that {
it would function properly over the entire anticipated temper- f!
ature excursiop. !i
i
a. :_ydrodyn_nias Ii) General Considerations - The other major area of fluid mechan-
ics that was treated extensively during the program was the I_
. general area of fluid dynamics. Three of the four terms centaILled +_r
in Eq [II-i] are dynamic terms. In the absence of an acceleration il
environment (i.e., with no _+.'drostatichead present), the dynamic
condiuions expressed by the Lhree dynamic terms become the con-
=rolling factors in the performance of a capillary system. An
understanding of these terms is crucial to selection and ultimate
design of an acqulsitlon/expulsI_n system.
The technical area of viscous losses experienced by tL,e flow
of liquids through screens and other porous media was consid-
ered through both experimental and analytical techniques. Losses
for fluids in both the liquid and gaseous states were investi-
gated over temperatures ranging from ambient to cryogenic.
This information is an important determinant in the proper
design of boLh the capillary surfaces defining the controlled
liquid regions of the device and the capilla_y barriers which
serve as co_nunication devices between vapor regions,
Knowledge of the pressure losses experiences by fluid flowing
across a screen or other capillary device is also important to
the _roper design of a capillazy system, If not enough screen
surface area is present in the system, situations may occur
where the screen area, thtough which the fluid is flowing, may
be small enough tlmt the pressure dr)p experienced by the fluid
e_ceeds the capillary retention capability of the screen. If
this occurs, vapor will oe ingest¢_ into the controlled liquid
volume--a condition which is generally contrary to the design
philosophy.
Relationsalps defining pressure losses experienced by fluids
flowing through screens have been well established (Ref II-6).
The possibility of incorporating multiple layer screen devi_es
in certain designs poses the question of how pressure losses
are related to the series of resistances that several screens
in a flowing system represent. The only availablc literature
suggested that the pressure loss was a multiple of the pressure
loss expezlenced by a single screen of the sa_e mesh; the
.
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Lpultiplying fdctor being the number of s_reeus across which _Icw
was occurring. This information was based on tile testing of i'
relativeb" _oarse squ:_rc-weave screens in series. Th=refore, a
series o: te_ts "_'asconiucted to d=termine if this relationship Iheld fo_ f[:-_ ;.esh Dutch-t.dll s_reen ,_s well. (These tests are ,;f
discussed in d=tail in Volume [ii ,_f thi_ report). The results ;_
I
of ti_ese tests indicat_ that the _ressure loss experienced bv
a _eries of c- -_.=_:_±ar fine mesh screens is _ l_ccabie as a multi-
ple of the loss through a single screen of the same mesh. More-
cvet, these data conlormed to the predictions of Armour and
Cannon {Ref !1-6) and were found to hold for both qas and liquid.
Therefore, in all analyses requirin_ the investigation of
systems employing more than one laver of screen, these relation-
ships were assumed.
[n addition to screens, a number of other capillary materials
were investigated ahsivticai!'_. Although from the onset
fine mesh screens appeared to be the most reasonable, a compara-
tive evaluation of all available capillary materials was
performed. Tlr'.sevaluation is discussed in Subsection 4.c of
this section, but the results of the flow loss analvsis ar- .'
_resented brie_!v here i
k
A transfer fum'_tion, independent of screen properties, was !
derived from the packed bed analysis for flowthrough screens i
developed by Armour and Cannon. Computer analysis of two candi-
date nonscreen material_ with bubbl_ point values comparabl _ to
line mesh screens is si_ow_ for liquid hydrogen in Fig. 11-16
and II-1, .
Tr.e materials analyzed were various grades of Huyck Metals i
Company "Feltmetal," an__ Bendix Filter Division "Poroplate."
The figures show that these two candidate materials produce
p_es_ure losses one to two orders cf magnitude higher for the
same flow rat_s _han a representative fine mesh screen. More-
over, these materials ar 7 to 8 times as heavy per square foot
than screen• fhese data serve to enhance the desirability of
i fine mesh screens.
With the exception of the weeping tank concept, all of the
._, proposed candidate, capillary retention/expulsion concepts
rely on some form of communication screen to regulate pressure
differences between adjacent vapor regicns. The communication
_ screen passively regulates the pressure difference by allowing
r_$ vapor to pass through it whenever the difference in pressure
11-27
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between the two vapor regions exceeds the bubble point of the
wetted screen.
v
A number of operational characteristic_ of communication screens
were investigated experimentally and analytically. The pre_suce
loss experienced by pressurant gasses passi,g through a communi-
cation screen was investigated by experiment with cryogenic
gases and by computer aaalysis, i
I
I
When a communication scr,_en first breaks down, it goes from a il
fully _etted condition eo a partially wetted condition and |
eventually, if the pressure equalization event takes long
enough, the screen becomes completely dry. The differences in
pressure loss across the screen, which these variations in screen
conditions could cause, were investigated. A necessary operat-
ional feature of communication screens is their ability to
rewiek or reseal after breakdown. Some knowledge of this re-
sealing mechanism is desirable for the purposes of design and
; operational prediction; therefore resealing of communication
: screens was studied in the laboratory using cryogenic fluids.
The significant result obtained by testing communication screens i
; in cryogens was that pressu,ant flowing through a wetted screen
i will experience pressure losses of no more than 125% of the '
bubble point value of the screen. This result was established
' for liquid nitrogen, liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. This
pressure loss'value will not be exceeded as long as the screen
through which gas is flowing can be resupplied with liquid so
i that it stays wetted. Experimental results and computer pre-dictions show that once the screen has dried out the pressuret
I loss for gaseous flow through a screen is strictly an exponen-
i tial function of the flow rate and ha_ no upper bound. One
other noteworthy result of the theoretical analysis was that the " ,
. pressure loss due to flow across a screen was not necessarily
a function of mesh size alone. As shown in Fig. 11-18,
, 250x1370 Dutch twill produces a higher pressure drop at the same
flow rate than does 325x2300 Dutch twill.
2) Feedline Considerations - The design of a capillary feedline
is governed by the same relationships that are the basis for the
design of any surface tension device. That is, the pressure
differential across the screen device must never exceed the
bubble point of the screen if g_s-free liquid is to be maintained.
Referring to Fig. 11-19, th_ pressure dlfferenae between the
liquid core at Point i, Point 2, or av,m_kore alon_ the entire
I I!-30
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length of the feedline and the vapor annulus must always be
less than the bubble point of the screen. In equation form
BP > Po - PI, P - P2, P - P [II-9]o o n
Under static conditions, the pressure along the line is constant
and the only consideration is the pressure difference between
; Po and PI" During outflow, a pressure differential will exist /
throughout the length of the feedline due to frictional flow
losses. Also a decrease in static pressure due to the velocity
head will exist. With these considerations in mind the governing
equation for feedline design in zero-g is
BP>(%- +Apfl  APvh[-101
where Pfl and Pvh are the pressure drops associated with !
: frictional losses and velocity head, respectively, i
i
Should the system be accelerated, the effect of the acceleration
head, ogL, must be considered. For any given value of osL the
i worst condition from a design standpoint would be an acceleration
f vector parallel to and in the direction of flow. The term,
r pgL, would be additive in the following equation.
BP _ (Po- Pl) + APfl + APvh ± PsL [II-ii]
Depending on system geometry and basic design criteria, the
first three terms of the rlght-hand side of the equation do not
present any significant design problems. Since bubble points
of screens are additive, the required number of screen layers
may be determined to satisfy the equation. If the magnltude of
osL is comparable to th_ other terms in the equation, a real- .
istic design may still be achieved. Bowever, if the accelera-
tion head is,very large, the required number of layers of
screen may exclude the capillary system as a practical design
solution.
An acceleration vector opposite the direction of flow would aid ,,
the design because the acceleration head would reduce the effect-
ive press drop in the line. The term ogL would now become nega-
tive in Eq [II-11]. If the value of osL is comparable but smaller _ _
than the other terms in the equation, the pressure gradient :_
actors the screen will be small and easily accommodated to assure _
that gas will not enter the liquid core. For a negative value ,_:_
of the equation _sL larger than stm of other terms), liquid .._
will be pushed into the vapor annul.us to a level where equilibrium -:m_
11-33 t._
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!_ reached. However, _s-free liquid will still be available in I
the liquid region and system operation will not be impaired.
Equation [Ii-ii] is the general equation governing the design of I
a capillary feedline system where P1 i_ the liquid core pressure _,
at some point i. This equation is valid at any distance,_ down-
stream of Point i. It should be noted that the feedline distance,
£, and acceleration head length, L, may be considerably different
depending on feedline geometry and acceleration direction. When [
the equation is applied to a capillary propellant acquisition/ I
expulsion system (storage tank and feedline), Point i is Just
before the feedline inlet and the viscous losses in the propellantI
; acquisition/expulsion device are neglected. The term, P0, is
. equal to the tank ullage pressure assuming =ommunication between
the feedline vapor annulus and storage tank.
The value of P0 - P1 is constant for a given storage t_nk con-
figuration. For a trap and screen liner storage tank system, it
is the sum of the screen liner bubble point and the bubble point
o_ the trap communication screen. The term, APvh, represents
frictional flow losses in the feedline due to pipe wall friction,
bends, and other system plumbing. The dynamic pressure, hPvh , i
accounts for the reduction in inlet static pressure due to flow.
Thus for a given flow rate, line geometry, and acquisition/expul-
sion device, these terms are constant and the number of screen
layers required depends on the acceleration head term, 0gL.
At the inlet to the feed!ine, the frictional losses {APfl ) are
essentially zero and L reduces to the height of the storage tank
device (assuming a positive acceleration vector with respect to °
the vehicle). Depending on the relative value of the terms in-
volved, the required layers of screen may be less at the inlet to
the feedline than at the outlet. Considerable weight savings
as well as simplified fabrication may be realized by designing a
capillary feedline as a function of feedline length. This ap-
proach was used in the feedline designs presented in the following
chapters for the integrated OMS/RCS and Space Tug propulsion
sys terns.
3) Candidate Concept Outflow Modeling - The basic expression for
determining the local pressure in a capillary system was given
in Eq [II-i]. Any one of the phenomena represented by the respect-
ive terms of that express.ion can, under certain circumstances,
' be sufficiently large to cause breakdown of the capillary barrier.
!-. i
i
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Normally, however, breakdown will be precipitated by the combined !
infiuencu uf _Lz""L,_=_'-terms. _
; Several computer models were constructed to predict outflow cap-
abilities of capillary systems. These computer models basically
balance the two sides of Eq [If-l], the variables being the system
geometry, outflow rate, fluid level in the tank, mesh size and
number of the screen layers, and acceleration environment.
Figures II-20 through II-25 show typical results of these analyses.
In all cases the acceleration vector was assumed to settle pro-
p_llant away from the tank outlet, thereby creating a worst-case
condition.
f
' The curves show result_ for typical cryogenic Shuttle tanks. The
: ; curve for each respective acceleration level defines the boundary
• _ between the regions where stable outflow is possible and the
region where breakdown will occur• In all cases the curves tend
: to merge into a single horizontal line near the abscissa. The
intersection of this line with the ordinate defines the fraction
of the tank volume enclosed by the particular screen system and
I is, therefore, a measure of expulsion efficiency. A comparisonf
' _ of Fig. 11-20 for the 2.59 m (8.5 ft) LO 2 dual-screen liner and
-_ _ Fig. I1-24 and 11-25 for the 2.59 m (8.5 ft) 16-channel variation
.
! _ of the dr_l-screen liner concept, illustrates the variations in
_ outflow capability of these similar systems as determined byI
I I changes in system geometry. These curves also serve to demon-
! strate the versatility of these computer programs as tools for
I i system comparisons and optimization studies.
.I 4) Dynamic System Testing - In addition to the system performance
!
predictions provided by the computer models, two subscale DSL
i systems were tested with noncryogens in the low-grav_y environ-
I ment of the KC-135 aircraft, The qualitative tests _ere designed °as functional tests of the DSL components to evaluate: (i) the
vapor annulus as a pressurization space: (2) the communication
screen as a path for the pressurant between the vapor annulus
and the bulk vapor space; (3) the liquid annulus as an effective
discriminator between vapor and liquid that is able to deliver
gas-free liquid to the outlet.
The tests successfully demonstrated the soundness of the basic
concepts. Complete gas-free liquid expulsions were accomplished
in the low-g aircraft environment and in minus l-g bench tests
prior to the aircraft tests. Expulsions were completed in times
on the order of 30 seconds. These tests are described in detail
in Volume III of this report.
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I3. Vapor Annulus = 1.27 cm (1/2 in.).
4. Liquid Annulus = 2.54 cm (I in.). s
5. Screen = 325x2300. I
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Fig. II-20 O_.tflowCapabilityof a _phericalDualScreenLinerwith LiquidOxygen
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¢1.0r- Note: i. Tank, 2.6 In (8.5 ft" dia.
2. Fluid, LO2. , _:_
3. Vapor Annulus = 1.2, cn (1/2 in.).
4. Liquid Annulus = 2.54 cm (I in.).
0.9-- 5. Screen = 325x2300.
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E_'R.II-22 Outflow Capability o,Pa Spherical Weeping Tank _ith Liquid _zygen
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Note: i. Tank, 3.81 m (12.5 ft) dia. 1
2. Fluid, LH. I
3. Vapor Annulus = 7.63 cm (3 in.). l
4 Liquid " + . = o 54 .... (i :_ "• :' IL_|LI_LLI,_ -. ,....... _ • |
5. Screen = 325z2300 I
1.0-
I
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e: i Tank, 2.6 m (8.5 ft) dla.
2. Fluid_ 1,02• it
3. Vapo'fAnnulus - 1.27 cm (1/2 in.)
4. Liquid " .._..... o _I, (! in.. !
5. Screen = 325x2300. !
?
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fi_. i'I-2# Outfl.aw Capabi'_ity of a SphericaZ Channel System with Liqui_ Oxygen
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Note: i Tank, 2.6 m (8.5 ft.) dia.
2 Fluid, LO 2 .
3 Vapor Annulus = 1.27 cm (1/2 in.). i
4 Liquid Annulus = 3.18 cm (i 1/4 in._..i
5 Screen = 325x2J00. _
6 16 ch_nneis. !
] Channel Spacing = 0.3C4 m (I ft.).
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Fig. II-26 Catflow Capability cf a Spheriaal Channel S_stem in Liquid O_gen
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In addition to these noncryogenic tests, a sdc_essful series of
tests was performed with a typical channel design in cryogens.
The design was a full liner and channel system, containing eight
channels in a 63.5-cm (25-in.) spherical design. Test liquids
were LN2 and LH2. Detailed discussions of the device and the
test procedures are included in Volume III. Tests performed
covered all the operational requirements of an actual in-service
device that could be modeled in a one-g bench test. Tests in-
cluded fill a,ldrefill of the device, heat leak evaluation,
liquid outflow with outer annulus pressurization using conden-
sible and noncondensible pressurants, and venting evaluations.
These tests demonstrated the desig_l adequacy of the channel/liner
concept to meet the requirements of cryogenic s[orage and feed
systems in low-g environments.
d. Start Transient A_lysis - The transient condition occurring
in a fluid system by the initiation or termination of flow is an
important parameter in system pressure load considerations.
P_essure pulses caused by the rapid opening or closing of a valve
can be sufficiently large to break down a capillary barrier or
even cause structural damage to the capillary devic, An analy-
sis of this problem was conducted using the parametecs of a
typical capillary system.
_en a valve at the end of a _ipeline filled with static fluid is
suddenly opened, a decompression wave is generated and transmitted
down the pipeline, accelerating the fluid toward the valve. The
magnitude of the decompression wave is given by the following
equation (Ref 11-7 and II-B).
AH = a/g AV [11-12]
where
AH = magnitude of pressl_re wave, m (ft) of fluid;
a = fluid sonic velocity, m/se_ (ft/sec);
AV _ _elocity increase, m/sec (ft/sec);
g = acceleration of gravity.
In terms of pressure, P, the equation, assuming constant density
is
g
where _ = fluid density.
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This equation is applicable when the valve opening time is equal
- to or less than the time required for the wave to travel to the
' end of the plp_ and back to the valve. =hat is, the valve open-
ing time is less than the wave transport t_me according to the
following
t < 2L/a [I_-14]
where t = valve opening time, sec
: [ L = pipe length, m (ft);
; _ a = fluid sonic velocity, m/set (ft/sec).
If the valve openinB time is greater than 2L/a, the wave front
will have been reflected from the end of the pipe and returned to
the valve before the valve is fully opened. The result is that
, _ the maximum head or pressure difference will not have been
i _ produced.
t' I The effects these pressure surges would have on the fine mesh
screen is not well understood. Because the pressure pulses are
_ generally of large amplitude but short duration, a nonsteady
, _ flow analysis is required. In addition, the porosity of the
screen may allow some relaxation of the pressure pulse by pass-
ing liquid or the screen may absorb some of the pulse energy in
i elastic deformation.A hydraulic transient analysis compute_ program, using the hydro-
dynamic criteria outlined in previous sections, was used to in-
vestigate the p_oblem. The system modeled was a LO20MS tank
ond feedline system, which presents the more stringent require-
ments of the two propellant systems for this analysis. The
feedllne diameter was 10.16 cm (4 in.), tank pressure was
24.1 N/cm 2 (35 psi) and the steady-state flow rate was 13.16 kg/sec
(29 Ibm/set). The feedline length was 18.28 m (60 ft) and the
valve opening time was assumed to be 0.137 sac. This valve open-
ing time is based on an analysis (Ref 11-9), which defined val_e
oFenlng times that would yield linear changes in velocity corre-
spondlng to the maximum required mass acceleration levels of the
propellant. These accelerations were 289 kg/sec 2 (88 ibm/set 2)
for LH 2 and 227 kg/sec 2 (500 Ibm/set 2) for LO 2. A 25.4-cm (10-1n.)
dlamet_r 200x1400 fine mesh screen trap was simulated on the tank
bottom. A schematic of this system is shown in Fig, II-26. The
results of the study are shown in Fig. II-27 through XX-29. Fig-
ure II-27 illustrates the pressure transients in the sy_tem that !
are associated with the initiation of fluw. Figure IX-28 shows
the expected system velocities; Ylg. 11-29 shows that the pressure
differential across the screen trap levels off at approximately !
-- -- m _
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1.03 N/cm 2 (1.5 psid). It should be noted that this screen device
is much smaller than any of the anticipated d_igns and *here- i
fore, experiences pressure losses far iu excess of any which _imight reasonably be expect d in Lhe candidat s3_ eros.
' The results of the analysis indicate that although start trans-
ients must be considered in th_ design, the phenomenon does not
appear to be a serious or restrictive design consideration. These
conclusions were substantiated during testin_ of the noncryogenic
L
transparent feedline which is detailed in Volume III. During
these tests start transients caused some liquid to drop out of
7 the feedline screen core.
5
; e. Wioking Analysis - Tile containment of liquid within a cap- ;
illary retention device depends on the existence of a stable
liquid meniscus across each capillary pore of the screen. With
i. cryogenic propellants, heat transfer through the tank wall will
i cause a continuous evaporation of liquid from the screen surface.
Wicklng of the propellant along the screen must supply enough
liquid to meet this evaporation rate and keep the screen wet.
During pressurization with relatively warm gas, higher evaporation J
rates may occur locally. Should the screen dry out under these
evaporation rates, wicking velocities must be high enough to
fewer the screen in a reasonable length of time.
i
Previous work (Ref II-I0, II-Ii, II-12) has shown that the wick--
ing velocity in a single layer of screen can be characterized by
where V = wicking velocity
• c -wicking constant ._
l "1 = wicking distance,_,: _ o = surface tension
_,,./ _ = viscosity
'_ Wicking velc".ities in a single layer of screen are quite low. By
' "'. comparison, tilewlcklng velocity in a narrow channel can be
several orders of magnitude greater. Such a channel is formed
With vaporization occurring either along a wick or at a concen-
__ trated heat input located some distance away from the reservoir,
:,_a.
':,wi n-,.8 r:a
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an equilibrium is reached in which the capillary forces are
balanced by the frictional and gravitational body forces. If
the frictional losses or the heat load for a wick are sufficiently
' high, the wick will not wet completely. The distance between i
the reservoir and the liquid interface is called the dryout limit, i
Although winking velocities are of interest, dryout limits are
' critical to the design of the cryogenic acqulsitlon/expulsion
device. Therefore, an analytical and an experimental program
were undertaken to determine dryout limits of screen and screen-
plate wicks.
The analytical investigation considered both steady-state and
transient winking phenomena. The analysis produced the ex-
presslon for wlcklng limits
' _ hfg
" Pgc oK(a + b)
" S - [lI-16]
i
' where S = the dryout limit of the wick, m (it)
i K = C._._. + b2/6
a + b , m (it)
= porcsity of the screen
a = thickness of the screen, m (it)
b = thickness of the gap between the screen and plate, m (it)
Q ffi heat: flux, W/m 2 (Btu/hr-ft 2)
hfg = heat: of vaporization, W-sec/kg (Btu/ibm)
= viscosity, kg/m-sec (Ibm/it-sen)
o - surface tension, Dyne/cm (ib£/ft)
p = density, kg/m 3 ( bm/ft 3)
4D 2
C= a
DBPAw, m (ft)
"" Winking lengths for various screens without perforated plate are
plotted in Fig. 11-30 and 11-31. Equation [11-16] is plotted in
Fig. 11-32 and 11-33 for liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen,
respectively, for various values of screen-plate gap (b) with
20{'_1400 screen. The value b - 0 represents a screen by itself.
Note the significant Jump in the dryout limit when plate (sig-
nified by a finite value of b) is added to the screen. This is
due to the relatively large volume of liquid being supplied by !
t_/ the channel between the screen plate.
and
,,_:' _
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The development of Eq [II-16] assumed a constant velocity e'ong
the screen, i _e consideration of evaporatio_ along the screen
surface imFlies a velocity gradient along the screen. A com-
puter model was used to more accurately represent ehe wlcking
phenomenon. This program uses finite differences to solve the
heat transfer problem and a method of excess degrees (Ref 11-13)
to model the eval_oration. The evaporation rate is then used to
determine the wicking velocity. Figure 11-34 shows a plot of
' the llquid/vapor interface location as determined by this mc_el.
Fox the conditions considered, t_ curve approaches a constant
value predicted by Fig. 11-32.
!
An experimental program, described in Volume iII, was conducted
: to augment the wicking analysis. The results of these tests
correlated well with analytical predictions, substantiating the.
validity of the analytical model.
; On the basis of these tests and analyses, the wicklng problem!
does not appear to he more than a design consideration and the
( wicking limits for fluids of interest do not appear to be restric-
tive.
2. Thermal and Thermodynamic Effects
The design of any cryogenic acquisition/expulsion system is sig-
; nificantly affected by several thermal and thermodynamic pro-
cesses. In this study, the thermal and thermodynamic processes
affecting the design of the DSL system were analyzed to yield
design approaches and guidelines. _he analyses conducted were
primarily in the areas of pressurization and venting. An eval-
uation of the collapse of hydrogen and oxygen vapor bubbles was
conducted, which included analytical and experimental investi-
gations. These studies and the computer program used in the
pressurization and venting analyses are _resented in the follow-
. ins paragraphs.
a. A_lyticag Model - An analytical mo_el was da,,eloped to speci-
fically analyze the DSL baseline concept. The DSL comp=te_ pro-
gram was developed and used extensively under previous studies
(Ref 11.-14 and 11-15) to simulate the performance characteristics
of DSL systems for various cryogenic propel3ants and mission duty
cycles. Under this program the model was modified, improved,
and used to predict thepressure and temperature histories of the
cryogenic storage systems for specific mission duty cycles of the
Space Shuttle Orbiter and the Space Tug.
. - j,
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The analytical model simulates the pressurization and venting
characteristics of the DSL system. The program considers three
concentric compartments divided into five nodes--an outer annulus
i vapor volume; a liquid and vapor volume in the bulk region; andJ
two liquid volumes within the controlled liquid annulus one
I sees the gas and the other see_ the liquid in the bulk region.• The communication screen is simulated by specifying a screen with
i a bubble point less than that of the controlled liquid annulus
screens. This simulation allows for propellant and pressurant
mass transfer between the ou er annulus and the bulk region.
_ Briefly, the model can simulate the following operations
'ti i) Tank pressurization in either the vapor annulus or bulk
: _ region with either autogenous or inert gas;
t
2) Coast periods with external heating and venting, using
several vent control schemes;
3) Liquid outflow, maintaining a specified NPSP and controlled •
by a regulator.
The model assumes natural free-convection heat transfer through
the tank and uses the standard hydrodynamic and hydrostatic re- i
latlonshlps fur predicting pressure drops throughout the system.
Because the hydrostatic head and natural free-convectlon heat
transfer coefficients are functions of acceleration, the model !
simulates a low-g environment by using an acce].eration value
near zero. The model will not handle the diffusion of a two-
component gas mixture in the bulk region. The condensation and
vaporization are assumed to occur at a flat i-t_rface.
The thermodynamic and transport propert_s for the fluids are
calculated from curve fit equations. 1,1th the exception of
Ii'_Iii! " i hydrogen, all the vapors are cons_d_ced to be an ideal gas. For
hydrogen, the Redlich-Kwong c_uatlon of state was used to cal-
culate densities. This equation of state was checked out for
GH 2 and was determined to be within 5% of published data for
pressures up to 103.3 N/cm 2 (_50 psla) and for a temperature range
i'I of 19°K (55°R) co 294°K (530°R). A more detailed description and:i discussion of this analytical model is presented in ReferencesII-14 and II-15.
b. Pre88,a_ation System C_a,acterigtic8 - The previous section
briefly described the operating characterlstistlcs of the DSL
system during _ressurizatlon and liquid expulslon. This section
_,
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ipresents the importanL pressurization cons!deratlo, s that affect
the design of a cryogenic acqulsltlon/expulslon system. For the
cryogenic Space Shuttle OMS and the Space Tug, the propulsion
systems are basellned as pump-fed with the exception of the ded-
icated OMS (LO2) system, which could also be a pressure-fed
system. Therefore, the pressurization system considerations were
primarily those associated with a pump-fed system.
For a pump-fed system, the single most important pressurization
system requirement is that of satisfying NPSP as dictated by the
turbopump. This requirement can be met using either an autogenous
gas or helium as the pressurant. Helium pressurant is slightly
more complex, requiring an additional storage tank, valvlng, and
plumbing. Also trade studies have shown that autogenous pressur-
ization has a slight weight advantage over helium. For the in-
' tegrated OMS/RCS and the Space Tug, autogenous pressurization
was _herefore basellned. In these systems, the pressurant _upply
is provided by the gaseous accumulators, which also provide the
propellants for the RCS propulsion system. The gaseous accum-
ulators are recharged using li_id from the main propellant tanks;
the liquid is conditioned by the turbopump and heat exchanger
assemblies.
The pressurization characteristics for the preferred DSL concept
are illustrated in Fig. 11-35. This curve shows a tank pressure
history for the DSL system during a multlburn and coast duty
cycle. The tank prepressurlzation occurs between points A and B
and the pressurization and liquid expulsion (burn period) occurs
between points B and C. As previously mentioned, during liquid
expulsion the pressurant gas enters the outer annulus and then
communicates into the bulk liquid via the communication screen.
Following the burn period, the tank pressure drops from point
C to D, which is caused by the warm ullage cooling down. During
the burn and pressure collapse period, there is an increase in
the bulk liquid temperature, illustrated by a corresponding
_i increase in vapor pressure. This temperature increase is due
to the energy exchange between the warm ullage and the bulk liquid,
point D. Following the completion of a burn and during the press-
ure collapse, the DSL vent system is activated and venting con-
t
tinues until the next prepressurization period, point E. The
cycle is then repeated.
The curve also shows that the NTSP is satisfied for every burn : "
period with the last burn period being the most critical, i.e.,
t ,.
if NPSP is satisfied in the last burn, it will be satisfied for i_
all burn periods. This is due to the bulk liquid temperature _
• . . t_
._J.:_
I "_,
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rise being inversely pro_ ,rtional to the quantity of liquid
present and, of course, the quantity of liquid is the smallest
during the last outflow period. It is, therefore, important to
predict the tank pressure and bulk liquid tempera=_re histories
' as functions of pressurant temperature, heat flux, initial con- -:
2-
dltlons, etc, for a representative mission duty cycle.
: As previously mentioned, these predictions can be made using the ::
DSL computer program. In addition, estimates for pressurant use
-- and pressurant mass flow rate are considered important and affect i
• the system design. The pressurant mass flow rate is important i
because it affects the design of the comBunication screen. The
', cou_unlcation screen surface area must be large enough so that :
the pressure drop during pressurization does not exceed the
_ bubble point of the liquid annulus screens. The pressurant
usage is most important because it affects the size of the pro-
pellant conditioning unit and gaseous accumulator.
J
i o. Stru#ific_tion Effeots - The stratification effects have been
investigated both analytically and experimentally in both 1-g
| '_' and low-g envlrouments during the past few years (Ref 11-16 and
II-17). In a 1-g environment, the typical vertical stratification
results from heat entering the storage tank through the walls and
penetrations. Buoyant forces establish the convective flow, of the
liquid within the storage tank. This convective flow, which could
be turbulent depending on the magnitude of the heat rates, deposits
warm Liquid at the gas/llquld interface. The stratified liquld lay-
er continues to grow as a function of heat flux, type of cryogens,
confiKuratlon of storage tank, etc. At the warm gas/liquld inter-
face, vaporization occurs, thus cooling the bulk liquid.
,?
For the same cryogenic propellants in reduced gravity, the free- ::
convection circulation is significantly reduced. At the same ._._:
heat flux, the surface temperature rise will be much faster under
the reduced sravity conditions then under the 1-g environment. ':
The creation of nucleation sites on Or _.ear the heating surfaces . _.
must be considered. Following nuclea._u," the vapor bubbles _
generated will Krow rapidly because'o_the continued heat addit- }_:._
ion and vaporisation which results. _creates a condition !_
that produces hish tank pressure rise r_t,_, i _#
The DSL cryopnlc acquisition/expulsion system incorporates !_=,i
/__
capillary barriers that themally isolate the bulk liquid from !
the heatin s surfaces, usiu s a complete screen liner. The super- iheatin 8 of ".he liquid and the inception of nucleation is circum- _vented. The pressure rise within the tank is controlled by _
11-59
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iproviding a large gas/liquld interface directly opposite the
heating surfaces and allowing normal vaporization of the liquid
at the screen surfaces. This cools the bulk liquid. The tank
.; pressure is relieved by venting from the controlled outer gas- ,
eous volume. ,_
F ?
The thermal stratification for the DSL system becomes radial
rather than the vertical orientation of the standard gravity
environment. The pressurization of the DSL during expulsion also '_t...
tends to enhance this condition because' the warm pressurant is
f_
• introduced in the outer annulus. Under this stratified condit-
ion, the bulk liquid can be passively maintained in a subcooled
condition without the use of mixers or heat exchangers, i
f d. Ven_ _jatem Chul,aate_stics - Under Contract NAS9-I0480 ii.
J (Rei.r 11-15), analytical trade studies were conducted that IdenLi- -
• fled many of the operational ct,aracteristlcs of the baseline !
' DSL concept. In particular, a preferred DSL vent system was ;
i selected baJed on a parametric analysis that considereJi weight
, _' end thermal performance tradeoffs. During this study, the
- analyses of the previous contract were continued and supplemented
i with experiment data.
The prefezre_ vent system is illustrated in Fig. 11-36 for both
LH 2 and LHp. Using this vent system, the stratification condl- _
tlon discussed In tho previous section is maintained. The tank
pressure can be controlled while maintaining the bulk liquid in":...... _ a s abcooled condition. The tank pressure is controlled by vent- •
in8 llquld-free vapor from the outer annulus. The outer annulus
I pressure is controlled between two levels. The lower pressure
'_ level (when the valve is closed) is approximately the bulk _!
pressure and the upper pressure limit (when the valve is opened)
is the bulk pressu-'e plus the bubble point of the comunlcatlon _:,_
screen. The upper limit was established to prevent the communl- _
cation of the wan_ vapors from the outer annulus Into the bulk i._
region, thereby minimizing the energy input to the bulk liquid. ::,_
The lower pressure limit corresponds to the pressure required _
in the outer annulus to support the liquid in the bulk region.
With a negligible hydrostatic head iu a low-g environment, the _
lower lkit pressure is approximately the bulk pressure. The _
vent band would, therefore, be reduced in an acceleration environ- :
mant where :the hydrostatic head becomes siKnificant. Figure 11-36 _._
shown the difference in the outer annulus vent bands _or LH2 and _
LO2 systems, The vent band for T_:e is much greater than that
II-60
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.. for LII2 because of the corresponding differences in the bubble
_ points of the communication screens. Also, as expected, the
vent frequencies between the two systems show the same differ-
7 ences.
_" The operation of the preferred vent system does not depend on
_' _he tank pressure The system is activated following the tom- _
pletion of an outflow period and its operation is terminated _;
prior to the prepressurization of the tank for the next out-
= flow. The venting system requires a sensor for sensing the press-
ure differential between the outer annulus and the bulk region•
The sensor operation would be similar to a pressure switch and t
i- will actaate a vent control (solenoid) valve. The desired vent
[ rate would be achieved by orlflcing the vented gas downstream
of the vent control valve.
j-__ o
• The parmmeters moat affecting the performance of the DSL vent .
system are: _
[ l) external heat flux,
2) outer annulus gap,
'- 3) preasJre drop during venting, i_
4) vent rate, '
p
5) va_,ve open time. "
i-
The performance of the vent system for a I_ 2 or LO2 tank, inde- I
pendent of tank size and geometry is presented in Fig. 11-37. ! _
The annulus gap, At, i8 presented as a function of the group _ /,_::,
parmmetar, q{}/bP, where q is the external heat flux, 8P is the , _'_:'_
t/me the vent valve is open. The parameter K is the ratio of the ' _ _
vent rate to evaporation rate. For hydrogen, the values of K I_ _,_
presented range between I.I to 4; for oxygen, a wide range of I.i ' '"_'_
to 20 £e preeented.
Before discussing the performance curve, a aore detailed explana-
tion of the critical performance pa_maeters and how they are
established is required. The annulus sap is 8enerally sized by
the £n3,ttal ullqo volume and caste where tim initial ullage8 are
small, force•the annulus gap to be nail. For the fixed pro-
pellant loaded volumes, the only way to increase the annulus
88P £a to increase the tank voltme, which is generally undesirable. _
i / •
!42 _
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' For mission duty cycles that use propellants early in the mission,
the annulus gap can be increased to accommodate the smaller pro-
_ pellant volume following these initial burn periods. The larger
the annulus gap, the better the performance of the vent system.
: Increasing the annulus gap increas-s the superheat of the vented
vapor, thereby reducing the vent vapor mass. Increasing the
annulus gap also reduces the number of vents required as shown
in Fig. 11-38
i
During low-g the AP terc is a function of the bubble point of the
} communication screen. As mentioned earlier, the communication
screen mesh and size are determined by the design of the liquid
annulus screens.
For a fixed heat flux, the vent valve open time is inversely pro-
portlona] to the vent rate and directly proportional to Ar and
AP. Because 8 nos a direct influence on vent frequency, it is
desirable to have as large a 8 as possible. Since it is the ratio
of vent rate to evaporation rate, the parameter K is influenced
by severa_l considerations. First, the vaporization rate is, of
course, a function of the heat flux and the propellant. The vent
rate is determined by considering both the size of tbp vent ori-
. flce and the vent frequency. The exi_ vent pressure is very near
vacuum; therefore, the vent orifice sizing considers sonic flow,
which means that the vent rate can be changed only by changing
the orifice size. To avoid plugging, the orifice should be as
large as possible. However, as shown in Fig. II-38, reducing
the vent rate reduces the number of vents; this is also deslr-
able. Therefore, a tradeoff between orifice size and n:-,ber of
vents must be made in order to establish the vent rate.
To further illustrate the performance characteristics of the DSL i
__ vent system, consider a vent system design where the At, AP, 8, : "
; and vent rate have been established for a specific heat flux, q.
First, assume that the q has doubled, which also doubles the _ :
evaporation rate. This means that unless the initial value of K i "
was greater than o_ equal to two, the vent system will not be l
able to control the tank pressure increase resulting from the
increase in q unless the vent orifice is increased. If the inl-
tlal value of q were reduced by one-half, the value of K would _ ,_,
double, bUt the vent system would still be capable of handling I _"
this change. The only significant effect produced by this change _,_:
would be an increase in the vent frequency. .._
This example illustrates that the preferred vent system is very _i_
sensitive to an increase in q and the design must be capable of ,_
Increaalng the orifice size. This increase can be accomplished >
1974004413-079

by incorporating additional orifices in parallel with the design
orifice. Initially isolated, the additional orifices would he
_ activated as required to accommodate an increase in heat flux.
[ The additional orifices would not be used if a decrease in q
occurred unless the vent frequencies became excessive.
; Although fine mesh screen has been the focus for most DSL system
designs, various foraminous materials with higher bubble points
were evaluated to determine their effect on vent system perfor-
mance. Pressure rise and quantity of vapor mass vented are pre-
sented for several bubble points and for both the LO2 and LH2
storage systems in Table II-l. The 7-day coasting period with
venting (no pressurization or liquid outflow) produced relatively
small pressure increases. This allows the cryogens to be stored
with little increase in temperature despite appreciable external
heating. Venting, as usual, is initiated just before the pressure
differential between the outer annulus and the bulk region would
cause breakdown of the communication screen. Venting was ter-
minated when pressure differential fell to 0.034 N/cm 2 (0.05 psi).
LH2 cases considered a 63.67 m 3 (2250 ft3) sphere with a 3-1n.
outer annulus gap and 20% total ullage and a 28.18 m3 _995 ft3)
cylinder with hemispherical end domes, 30% total ullage, and a
similar gas annulus gap. Heat leak to both tanks was 1.57 W/m 2
(0.5 Btu/hr-ft2). As the bubble point was increased from
0.048 to 6.89 N/cm 2 (0.07 to I0.0 psi), tllepressure rise at the
end of the seven days also increased. However, venting was less
frequent with the higher bubble point material and the vapor vent-
ed "_d a greater amount of superheat, yielding a smaller mass
vented during the seven-day simulation. The vent rate shown in
the table is the actual vent rate _uring the vent period. The
seven-day pressure rise and vapor mass vented for the low bubble
point _ases were extrapolated because the computer interval
needed to maintain such a narrow pressure control band would
require a long and costly computer simulation. The vapor mass
vented at the end of the three-hour period was zero because the
tank was not vented during that interval. The ullage pressures
for the large 6.895 N/cm2 (i0 psi) tank case, are presented in
Pig. II-59. The tank was vented about 20 times during the 7-day
mission. The upper curve shows the amount of liquid in the central
region as a p_.centage of the initial quantity, The venting sim-
ulation for the _arge 0.69 N/cm2 (i.0 psi) tank case is shown in
Fig. 11-40. Vent frequency is slightly over I vent per hour. The
pressure history for the 28.18 m3 (995 ft3) LH2 tank is shown in
Fig. II-41.
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_jj _ of B_b_Ze _4nt on Venting_ E_te_al Heat _ate 1.52 W/m _
(0.5 Btu/_r-ft 2)
i Mas_ of
7-Day Period
Vent Ra_e Pressure Vapor
l during Vent, Rise 2 Vented,
Simulated Cases kg/hr (ibm/hz) N/cm z (psi) kg (ibm)
Case 1
Bubble Point, N/_ 2 (psi)
0.048 (0.07) 1.63 (3.6) Constant 170.7 (376)*
0.689 (1.0 1.63 (3.6) 0.579 (0.84)* 134.4 (296)*
6.89 (10.0) 2.27 (5,0) 4.84 (7.03) 1114.8 (253)
Case 2
Bubble Point, N/cm 2 (psi)
6.89 (10) 2.53 (5.57) 6.0 (8,69) 69.5 (1.53)
Case 3
Bubble Point, N/era2 (psi)
0.365 (0.53) 0.994 (2.19) 0,689 (i.0)* 119.8 (264)*
0.689 (I.0) 1.00 (2.21) 0.689 (i.0)* 112.1 (245)*
2.41 (3.5) 1.12 (2.4") 2.31 (3.36) 27.2 (60)
3.44 (5.u) No Vent 3.13 (4.54) No Vent
0.365 (0..53) 0.994 (2.19) 0.689 (1,0)* 119.4 (263)*
Case 4
Bubble Point, N/cm 2 (psi)
1.72 (2.5) 1.04 (2.29) 1.12 (1.63)* 69.5 (153)*
3, _ (5.0) No Vent 3.15 (4.58) No Vent
Case i: Hydrogen Spherical Tank, Volume = 63.76 m3 (2250 ft3) ; Gas
Annulus = 7.62 cm (3.0 in.); Liquid Annulus = 2.54 cm (i.0 in.)
2OX Initial Ullage, including 7.5% in Gas Annulus.
Case 2: Hydrugen Cylindrical Tank with :iemlspherlc_1 End Domes, Volume
= 28.15 m (995 ft ); Gas Annulus = 7.62 c_ (3.0 in.); Liquid
Annulus = 2.54 cm (i.0 in.); 30Z Initial Illa6e, including 10%
in Gas Annulus.
Case 3: Oxygen Spherical Tank, Volume = 14,15 m3 (500 ft3) ; Liquid An-
nulus = 1.27 cm (0.5 In.); Gas Annulus - 3.81 em (1.5 in.);
20% Inltlal Ullage j includlug 7.44Z Ullas_ in Gas Annulus.
Case 4: Oxygen Spherlcal Tank, Volume = 14.15 m3 ,_500 ft3) ; Liquid An-
nulus - 1.27 cm (0.5 Zn.)_ Gas Annulus = 1.27 m, (0.5 in.)_
20Z In_tlal _ll_e, including 2.4_ in Gas Annulus.
*Extrapolate d data, based on 3-hr vent period.
I_-67
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Yhe effect of bubble point variation for a 14.15 m3 (500 ft3)
spherical liquid oxygen tank is shown for gas annulus widths
i of 1.27 (0.5 in.) and 3.81 on (1.5 in.). The same effect is seenfor the oxygen case, i.e., the pressure rise increased with In-
creasing BP; however, the vapor mass vented decreased. In addl-
tion, it is clear that the venting performance is insensitive to
the vapor annulus gap size for the two sizes considered. It
should also be noted that for bubble points greater than about
2.62 N/cm 2 (.3.8psi), the tank was not vevted because the pressure
t differential between the bulk ullage and the gas annulus did not
exceed this value during the seven-day period. Although the tank
; was not vented, the tank pressure rise was less than 3.44 N/cm2
(5 psi) as shown in Table II-i.
The results of this BP variation study tend to indicate that
, venting performs, rice is not a primary factor in selecting the
i liner material because satisfactory'performance can be obtained "
over the range of bubble points considered. The higher BP mater-
' ials do, however, require a less stringent vent control and,
correspondingly, less sophisticated vent control devices. How-
l considerations such of the foraminous material
ever_ as wet tin_
and weight tradeoffs become more significant with regard to -
| selecting the foraminous material for the outer liner.
J|
p e. VUD02" Bubble C_L_se Ar_Zys_s - The existence of vapor bubbles
in the controlled liquid region of a cryogenic propellant acqui-
sition system prior to pressurlzationmay be a problems, depending
on how io_Lg it takes for these bubbles to collapse after pressur-
ization. This discussion is restricted to the case when no non-
condensible gas (i.e., helium) is present anywhere in the system.
In such a case, a vapor bubble can only exist (in more than a
transitory way) if the surrounding liquid is at the local boil-
ing point; that is, the local NPSP is zero. Prior to starting
a pump, the liquid must be pressurized to provide a positive
• NPSP, whlchwill cause the bubble to collapse. This section
• presents some data on the time it takes for this collapse to occur
as a function of the initial diameter and the applied NPSP.
Several investigations, both theoretxcal and experimental, have
been made of vapor bubble collapse in a subcooled liquid. (See
Ref 11-18 through I_-21 for & representative sample). The main
emphasis here is on those situations where the bubble collapse !
rate is controllad, primarily, by heat transfer rather than by
liquid inertia or surface tension. L%quid inertia is important
only for very large AP, and surface tension only for very smmll
. ' AP or very s_all bubbles.
i
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The theoretical analyses are based on calculating the conouctlon
rate of the latent heat of condensation from the bubble surface
into the liquid. The problem Is complicated b7 the moving
boundary and by the presence of heat convection due to the radial
liquid flow, and the solutions obtained are of a nu_erlcal type
: or are based on simplifying approximations. Florschetz and
Chao (Ref 11-18) give examples of both types. They give two
solutions based on different simplifying approximations; the
t_ simpler (which also seems to fit the experimental data better)
; being expressed as
X = I - _HI/2 [11-!7]
i where y (nondlmen_ional radius) = r/r°J
i TH (nondimensional time)
4_ja2 ut
_
_" C
' P£ P£ AT
Ja (Jacob number) = 0 v I
a = thermal dlffuslvity of liquid
|
t = time
r - bubble radius
r = bubble radius at t - 0
0
AT - Tsa t - T£
;.. A - latent heat of evaporation
J
_":_" " The nm.erlcal solutiona, which also include the effects of liquid
_.. inertia, are not very useful, because they are difficult to
.... _ generalize. They de, however_ tend to follow the approximate
i_ solutions, with the addltlov of a slight oscillatory behavior.
" Prisnyakov (Ref 11-19), by adopting a different set of slmpll-
_ fying approximations, arrives at the equation
_.. _, - 1- 2 ¢ [11-18] _i
-- (2Ja - I) is very nearly unity for .',,
where the factor ¢ - 1 + P_ :.:
I1-72 ' _**_
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most cases of interest. This solution, therefore, gives collapse
times that are essentially four times greater than those of
Eq [II-17].
Experimental data _ve been obtained by Hewitt and Parker
: ! (Ref 11-20), using LN 2 at i g, and by Florschuetz and Chao, using
._ water and ethanol in a 1.83-m ((-ft) (0.6 sec) zero-g drop
facility. Both of these investigations were subject to experi-
mental difficulties and exhibit considerable scatter. The LN2 :
, bubbles at i g were subject to for_ed convection while rising in ,
: the liquid. The water and ethanol bubbles always contained
; some air, coming from the air dissolved in the liquid, which !i
slowed the bubble collapse rate in the later stages, and thus i
total collapse of these bubbles was never observed. Also, because b
of the short zero-g time available in these tests, the initial
bubble motion was n_ver completely arrested _rior to initiation
of bubble collapse.
!
Prisnyakov compares both Eq [11-17] and [11-18] with the above _
I
mentioned LN2 data and with some other l-g water data, and shows _!
that Eq [II-18] gives a better fit. This is also the case with _i
i the Florschuetz and Chao ethanol data; however, their water data _,
' tends toward Eq [11-17]. Hewltt and Parker give an empirical
correlation of their LN2 data as I
,_ = 1- [n-191 i
( $ Ä !where "rs " zH x_, I
This correlatins parameter decreases the data scatter signifi-
. cantly.
Figure 11-42 shows the resultd of applying Eq [11-18] to two
dlffere.td gr..,of,ubc.l ,,corre. ndln,to137C2pei>
_--"_" and 6.89 N/cm 2 (10 psi), to LO2 and LIL2. It should be noted that {_
;L; :_ "": the experhnental data are all restricted to small bubbles, on the [
_._.:: _,_ order of 0.254 cm (0.1 in.) d/_aeter, and extrapolation to much
Ii__'i'. : larser sizes is, therefore, very _leky. Florschuetz and Chao
not£ced a tendency for _arser bubbles w_th h_h AP's to exhibit
unstable collapee8, in which the bubble ult/_ately shattered into
many smaller bubblas,
.::_, II-73
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, These analyses showed a need for additional experimental data, s
particularly at low-g and with large bubbles. An experimental
: program was, therefore, conducted to further verify the analy-
22
; tical predictions. The details of these tests are presented in
,; Volume III of this report. The experimental and analytical
; results showed generally grod agreement. It is, therefore, con-
- cluded that hydrogen and oxygen vapor bubbles with diameters of
l-ln. or less can be collapsed within a reasonable time period ;:i
by pressurizing the tank. !i
, f. Weepi.ng Tank Ther_waZ AnaZys_.8 - In a cryogenic tank using :
the weeping tank cooling system where evaporation of the liquid _ i
} occurs in small localized areas distributed over the tank sur- ;
face and the heat input to the tank wall is more or less uni- '
I fozmly distributed, temperature gradlent_ will result from heat i
, flow within the tank wall. A simplified analysis was performed !
I to permit estimation of the magnitude of these temperature i• gradlent s.
I: To simplify the analysis, a few approximations are made. The
$
thickness and curvature of the tank wall are neglected, and the
cooling spots are assumed to be distributed on equilateral trl-
angles as shown in Fig. II-43. _or this geometry, and assuming
uniform heat flux, each cooling spot is surrounded by a hexagonal
adiabatic boundary as shown. Approximating each hexagonal cell
by a circle of equal area, and assumln_ the clrcular boundary to
be isothermal, the heat flow becomes purely radlal. The result-
Ing equation for the steady state is
4b
d2T 1 dT q/A 0 [II-20]+ T + kt "
where q/A is the incident heat flux, k is the thermal conduct- 5 ,:.,_i-.
• 7"
Ivlty, and t is the thickness of the wall. The derivation of this _
equation is illustrated in Fig II-44. _For the a_iabatlc _'_
boundary condition .5
dT 0 at r - a, [II-21] '-'°_-_d"_"" ':%"
the solution is _-_-
" 2kt +i ""
Q
•_ 11-95 "
_'I t. "J
' I
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J,
0 1
or = Zno (1 - 02) t I-2] ii
where 0 = T - T
a
. o = 51A a2
o 2kt .;
r
a
This function is plotted in Fig. 11-45. _i_
Values of 0 are plotted in Fig. II-46 against "a" for variousO
wall thickn_;ses at a heat flux of 1.57 W/m 2 (0.5 Btu/ft2-hr).
The tank wall is assumed to be aluminum with thermal conduct-
ivlties of 0.173 and 0.640 W/cm - °K (i0 and 37 Btu/ft-hr-°F)
at LH 2 and LO2 temperatures, respectively.
In the above analysis, the heat conduction in the liquid adjacent
to the tank wall is neglected. An order of magnitude estimate
of the resulting error can be obtained £rom the ratio of the wall
thermal conductivity to that of the liquid. For LH2, this ratio
is 150 and for LO2 it is 465. The thickness of a liquid layer
of the same thermal resistance as a 0.I01 cm (0.040 in.) thick
tank wall is, therefore, 15.24 cm (6 in.) for LH2 and 47 cm
(18.5 in.) for LO2. The effect of liquid conduction would be
appreciable for cooling spot spacings that ere large compared , -
with these dimevsions.
As an example of the use of these data, consider an aluminum
L02 tank of 0.i01 cm (0.04 in.) wall thickness and a cooling spot
specing of 30.48 cm (1 it). The radius, a, of the equivalent
circle is Chert 16.03 cm (9,526 ft) and, for a heat flux of _
1.57 Wlm 2 (0.5 Btu ft2-h_), Fig 11-46 gives a % of 255.67 °K i /(0.56°F). Arbltrarily assigning a maximum temperature difference ""
of 251¢.25 °K (-2°F), gives 0/% = -3.58 and Fig. II-45 shows that /_
the minimum r/a is approximately 0.017, so t,hat rmin 0.274 cm .:
• (0.009 ft) or 2.74 mm _0,II in.). This means that each cooling /_
spot must be 5.48 mm (0.22 in.) diameter. If porous plugs are _
used to control the bleed rate in such a way chat evaporation is _' .,,_
completed within the plug, then the plug diameter must equal ._.,,L,
this value. ,._,_;_
i , _f..
- II-77 " _):
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_ The tank wall area associatcd with each spot is ,_a2 = 8.08 x 10-2 m 2
(0.87 ft2), SO the cooling load is 458.6 W (0.435Btu/hr). This
gives a bleed rate of 2.15 x 10-3 kg/hr (4.75 x 10-3 ibm/hr) for
• each plug. The necessary length ano porosity of the plug can then
i be determined for any desired pressure drop.
t
3. Structural Considerstions
One of the attractive features of capillary propellant management
systems is their potential for extremely lightweight construction.
To take max_nmn advantage of this potential, a number of anglyt-
i experimental investigations were undertaken to determineical altd
the structural characteristics of sc-eens and proposed structural
: support techniques and to perfect techniques for system fabric-
! ation. The information evolving from these studies was success-
i fully applied to several hardware articles during the course of
_.he study.
With the exception of the weeping tank concept, all of the pro-
posed candidate systems are designed so that a pressure gradient
_ exists that causes a collapsing force to be exerted on the
capillary device. This external buckling pressure is determined
by the bubble point capability of the capillary media employed.
This pressure wou_ _ uormally be that sustainable by the communi-
cation screen, which is desisned to break down before any other
part of the system. The first structural consideration must,
therefore, Le that the _ystem_maintain skructural integrity under
these types oi l_ds.
The pressure bearing surfaces of the capillary systems are also
subject to the intermittent pressure cycllnZ due to pressurization .
and venti_ operations. These cyclic pressure excursions affect
cyclic screen _e_lectiona having the #oc_.ntial for causin_ screen
fatigue failure. The preae.nce of a 7o_-_ble intermittent vibra-
" tion environment associated with l_ro_ui_ton system firings
suggests an additional potential ca. _?_ of str_ .c,ral fatigue.
_ These considera_tona must also be eva'uated Jr, Lhe design of
_, capillary syetem_.
,_- The requirement that the acquisltion/e_pulsion systems be flisht
hardware implies that the sy.tem uei_ht oe the minimum consistent
'_ with accepted design pzacti_es and _,imsion requirements. Poten-
_;_'!ii" tlals for system w_i_ht reductions _xist when fine mesh screen canbe _aployed witheut t e n cessity of. additional structural support
""." over the ent_re screen surface, But to effect this type of design,
_/i ,1liable predictions of screen stress/strain characteristics are
,._ required. .-
- xx40 , ,,','
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:, _ Information necessary in e _luating these technical areas was
: i produced under several study efforts including--(1) computer [
I analyses and specimen tests of golyspherical support structures; L(2) unsuvported scr en structural charactelistics tests and
analyses; (3) cyclic pressure-induced screen structural fatigue
tests; and (4) fabrication and cleaning techniques of capillary I_.
• structures, i_|
a. Polysphere Support Struat_a - In the past, caFillary devices
i have been fabricated by one of two methods--(1) by pleating the ,
screen to provJde additional strength, or (2) by attaching thescreen to a structural member, generally perforated plate. For
| the screen device to conform to the contours of a tank interiur, '
I t especially a dome area, the screen must be formed into a compound
curvature. This has been accomplished on a small scale with
pleating as shown in Fig. 11-47. Forming singly-cur_ed surfaces
i presents fewer fabrication problems and this technique seems more
feasible for very large tanks--typically, those tank_ envisioned
i Space Shuttle and Space Tug. A convenient method approx-
for for
imating the compound curved surfaces of tank domes with singly
i curved surfaces is to use gore sections of screen and perforated• plat formed into a polysphere.
The DSL and its variations present at least two problems for which
polysphere configu'ations may offer solutions. The first of
these is the necessity of providing capillary liners that are
lightweight and can withstand an external application of pressure
approximately equal to their bubble point. _ecocJly, this barrier
must be made, a_ nearly as practical, to conform to the geometry
of the enclosing tank. Generally, pro_ellant tanks will be of .
spherical or hemisphere/cyllnder configurstlon because of their ?
favorable volume to weight ratios. Therefore, capillary barriers
must also have hemispherical shapes.
Forming hemispherical shapes from flat stock is nJt an unusual
or new technology and can be done by drawing or spinning. How-
ever, the additional requirement .> form these shapes of porous
material such as perforated plate_akes these routine forming
operations very difficult. Spincraft, a vendor of spun domes,
indicated that any attempt to form domes of perforated plate
stock would result in the development of cracks between the holes.
Mo_eovero aside from pleating, no techniques have been success-
fully developed for forming compound curvatures from fine mesh I_
screen.
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It is physically pcssible to form a compound curvature of fine
mesh screen; howtver, the bubble point is generally degraded so
tha_ the screens are no longer capable of maintaining adequate
hydrostatic heads.
A computer analysis and a test program were conducted on the
octosphere (se_ Fig. II-48.), an eigi_t-sided member of the poly-
sp] _e family The computer analysis was executed for octo-
sphe;es of typical tank sizes to determine the applicability of
thlr _echnique to flightweight systems.
The octosphere is a member of a class of shell-type structure
called polygonal domes. .Lpolygonal dome consists of a number
_f cylindrical sectors joined in such a manner that horizontal •
sections lie along the generators of the cylindrical sectors and
form a regular polygon. They are transversely loaded and, due
i _ to the abrupt curvature change at the sector intersections, are
generally supported at these intersections by ribs and along their
_ base by a foot ring. If the top of the dome is open, another ring
i _ is usually provided at the top. The ribs essentially carry only
i _ axial forces and the rings are required for shear and bending.
x
If the tangent to the sectors is perpendicular to the base, there
.i _ are no bending moments in the plane of the ring, only transverse
i _ to the plane.b
.
G_rth Frame
Stainless Steel
325x2300 Stainless
Steel Screen '"
Perforated Stainless
Steel
F_g. II-48 Ootosph_e 6,'up_7,uz'_l Someen S%._uctu_e
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The state of stress is essentially that for a membrane. The
stresses in the struuture are determinable from statics alone,
as leng as the loading is symmetric. Examples of symmetric load-
ings are vertical inertia loads including weight and external
pressure loading. Once the stresses are known, the deformation
can be obtained by numerical integration. For nonsymmetrical
loadings, approximations are required but the analysis is similar.
Para_etric analyses were conducted to evaluate the effect of
: s)_mmetrical loads, due primarily to different pressure differences
across the capillary material, and critical design parameters
such as material thickness, percent open area, size, and number
of supporting ribs. Trade studies yielding structural weight as
a function of critical buckling pressure loading (the bubble
point of the screen) are presented in Fig. 11-49 through 11-51.
: The test program involved fabricating a small octosphere, sub-
jecting it to a buckling load, and measuring the deflection at
various points on the octospherG surface over a range of pressure
loads. Two octosphere shells were fabricated, one of 0.635 mm
i (0.025 in.) thick stainless steel perforated plate and one of
0.396 _m (0.0156 in.) thick stainless steel perforated plate. The
, tests were conduated to determine the structural adequacy of the¢
3 configuration and to evaluate the fabrication techniques for both
the shell structure and the screen cover. The shells were sealed
i with a plastic material so that a vacuum could be drawn on the
I inside. The results of the tests showed that bo£h the deflection
I measurements and the ultimate failure load agreed well with the
predictions of the analytical computer model. The tests verified
the adequacy of the technique and, as a result, a dodecasphere
i (12 sides) was selected as the configuration for the i.77m (70 in.)
diameter channel/liner _abricatlon program. Details of both
test programs are presented in Volume III of this report.
Despite t,,epositive results of this effort it shou]d be noted
that the results presented in the screen structural character-
Istics section indicate that a construction method using un-
supported _r_en is also feasible. The equal applicability of
the two fabrication concepts emphasizes the advisability of
_:onducting ccmparative studies of the two techniques for each
design, for which both can be considered. Since weight minimi-
zation is a crucial factor for flisht designs, these weight
comparisons would be required to help select the lowest weight
fabrication technique for each application.
4
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B. U_upported Screen Characterietics - %he use of screen un-
i supported by perforated plate offers the opportunity, for light-
weiBbt capillary device construction. Since lightweight con-
struction and weight savings are a prime concern in the design of
flight articles, a coordinated analysis and testing program was
' performed to establish design criteria and predict performance
characteristics of unsupported screen.
, Empirical results were incorporated into the analytical treatment
of screen structural characterZstics. The test results and s
discussion of the test program, appear in Volume I_I. Analyses
were performed for both circ,_lar and rectangular sczeen sections.
Using the Rayleigh-Ritz calculus of variations method, equations
for maximum deflections and maximum stress were derived. Maximum
screen deflection obeys the following dependencies on pressure
load and screen segment size and shape for circular segments:
W° = 0.815 [II-24]
where W = maximum screen deflections, cm (in.)
O
AP = pressure differential, N/cm 2 (Ibf/in. 2)
R = circular radius, cm (in.)
K ffiscreen constant, N/cm2 (Ibf/in.)
For rectangular screen segments, deflettion is determined by
= 0.452 /AP b4 _i/3
Wo + i)I [Iz-2s] "
where b = long side of rectangle, cm (in.),
• a = ratio of long to short side of rectangle, a = bla.
K factors for the screens tested are
i) 325x2300 stainless steel, 18,738 N/cm (10,700 ibf/in.);
2) 250x13?0 stainless steel, 23,082 N/cm (13,180 Ibf/In.);
3) 200x1400 stainless steel, 45,533 N/em (26,000 Ibf/in.);
4) 200x1400 aluminum, 13,958 N/cm (7,970 lbf/in.).
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iThe deflection dependencies are only valid up to a transitiou
point, which is defined as the point where maximum stress in the
screen segment exceeds an experimentally determined critical
stress. For a circular screen segment
," 2;i/3N = 6ot = 0.281 (K AP2R
, max
, where N = maximum stress, N/cm 2 (±hi/In. 2)
max
= cross-sectlonal area ratio term,
o = critical stress for individual screens, N/cm 2
(Ibf/in.2),
t = screen thickness, cm (in.).!
! For a r_ctangular section of screen
i rE ]I/3Nma x = _ot = 0.582 [(e_ + i)z [11-27]
The values of _ and o are
325x2300 stainless steel 0.351 16,548 N/cm 2 (24,000 psi)
250x1370 stainless steel 0.362 18,134 N/cm 2 (26,300 psi)
200x1400 stainless steel 0.352 7,171 N/cm _ (10,400 psi)
200x1400 aluminum 0.354 3,378 N/cm 2 (4,900 psi)
Plots of screen size as a function of critical stress pressure
are shown in Fig. 11--52. These curves are used by assuming the
critical pressure is the bubble point of the screen and detelmin-
Ing the maximum screen size from the curve at that pressure
value.
Figure II-52 can be used to find either the maximum screen seg-.
ment size that can safely support a specific pressure, or in-
versely, the maximum pressdre that a specific screen segment can
support without failure. For the first case, assume, for example,
a pressure differential of 2.06 N/cm2 (psi). Read the proper
shape curve for the correspondin 8 universal radius or short span. i
For a rectangular screen with an aspect ratio of a = 0.7 the i
corresponding value of b would be 1.04 cm (0.41 in.). From the
u
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• Note: I. For Circular Screen
Rcrit - 10.9 Ru, 25_1370 Stainless Steel
Rcrlt - 5.5 Ru, 325x2300 Stainless Steel
Rcrlt - 2.2 Ru, 20Ox1400 Stainless Steel
t_ _ Rcrit - 1.3 Ru, 200x1400 Aluminun
_ 2. For Rectansular Screen
.o'lO00.O bcrlt = 3.b3 bu, 25Ox1370 Stainless Steel
l -_ _ Vcrlt - 1.82 bu, 325x2300 Stainless Steelt
_ _ bcrit _ 0.733 bu, 200x1400 Stainless Steel
. m _ befit - 0.428 bu, 200x1400 Aluminum
' _ ec 3. Safety factor on Stress = 1.5
lOO
I0 ¢
_ = 100.0
° EO
10 ._
_ Infinite Strip or Circle, a = 0
ta
•,4 '_
"'_I0.0 Rectangle, a = 0.5U
_ Rectangle, a = 0.)
_ Rectangle, a =' 0.8
Rectangle, a -
1.0
Square, a = 1,0 .,
1,0
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; _ criteria for rectangular screens included on the figure b of
• _ ' U
_ 1.04 cm (0.41 in.) would mean a screen dimension of 3.78x5.41 cm
(1.49x2.13 in.) is the largest 25Ox1370 screen that could support
_ 2.06 N/cm 2 (3 psid) without exceeding the critical stress.
' i Inversely, to find the maximum pressure a 25.4-cm (10-in.) diameter
; _ screen circle could safely support, first determine the corre-
sponding universal critical radius. From the formula listed for
{ 325x2300 stainless steel screen, this would be 2.31 cm (0.91 in.).
Using the curve for e = O, the corresponding maximum AP for
R = 2.31 cm (0.91 in.) would be approximately 0.744 N/cm 2
u
(1.08 psid).
i Basically, the results of this anal/sis show that fine mesh
screens offer considerable structural strength when uniformly
loaded as flat screen segments. However, screen offers essent-
lally no strength when loaded in a buckling mode. The upper
design limit can be determined and is a predictable function of
pressure differential raised to the one-third power
[Wo = K API/_.
c. Cyclic Pressure-Induced Screen Structural Fatigue - The re-
peated pressurization and venting cycles experienced by the
screen device in an operational system subject the unsupported
screens to a cyclical pressure loading. Structured materials
which undergo repeated or cyclic loads are subject to fatigue
failures. Therefore, a test was conducted to investigate the
structural characteristics of screens undergoing repeated pressure
loading. The pressure difference across the screen during the
cycling events was maintained at a level below the pressure that
corresponded to the transition point.
A screen sample loaded over i00,000 times at intervals of from
14 to 20 seconds showed no degradation of bubble point when it
was checked at the conclusion of the test. Moreover, the maximum
deflection of the pressurized screen did not change during the
test and no permanent strain was observable. From the results
of these tests, we concluded that screen structural fatigue is
not a serious design problem and that attention to other failure
modes in design criteria will ensure the adequacy of screen to
resist fatigue.
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d. Fabrication and Cleaning Techniques
i) Fabrication Techniques - FabrJcation and cleaning techniques
are presented briefly to complete the discussion of structural
considerations for screen devices. This section represents only
a summary of the details and results presented in Volume III of
this report.
i
Fabrication and assembly techniques for successful manufacture of
capillary screen devices (especially large devices) were investi-
gated and verified during this study. The investigations included
basic forming and joining techniques, assembly methods, and
quality assurance and control procedures. These methods were
tested and refined during the fabrication of two complete cryo-
genic _equisition/expulsion systems. A 63.5-cm (25-in.) channel
and l_ner test article was designed and fabricated under this
i teLl,tact for liquid hydrogen _ervice and a 177.8-cm (70-in.)scLaen liner and channel model was designed and fabricated underJ
i an IR&D program.
• Under both contractural and IR&D programs, Martin Marietta aas
pioneered the technology of screen system fabrication. In
assembling a screen system, two Joining methods are possibl_--
screen joined to screen or screen Joined to some structural
member, such as perforated plate. Sa=isfactory methods h_.ve been
developed by Martin Marietta to effect these kinds of joints by
either welding or brazing. During the course of this study, two
additional me=hods of Joining and repairing screens were investi-
gated under an IRbD program (see Vol Ill, Chap. IV).
The first of these methods was a spray metal overlay technique.
With this process, high velocity molten metal particles are
sprayed by a special gun over the faying surfaces of two sheets
of metal. Three types of metal overlayg were tested--copper,
monel, and aluminum. They were used to Join stainless steel
screen to stainless steel structure, stainless steel screen to
aluminum structure, alumlnum screen to stainless steel structure,
and aluminum screen to aluminum structure. Acceptable bonds were
achieved with all of theee combinations. The fabrication samples
showed no degradation of the screen bubble point.
I Unsupported screen samples, which were attached to test structures
i by spray-metal applications, were tested by pressurizing to rupture.
Generally, the failure occurred in the spray-metal bond rather
! than in t|_escreen itself. However, these failures occurred at
i
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relatively high pressures, 20.6 to 34.4 N/cm 2 (30 to 50 psid),
which are far beyond any pressure currently envisioned in even
the most severe operating ranges of screen devices. Spray-metal
application was selected as one of the methods used for fabri-
cating the 25.4--cm (10-in.) screen device.
Salver solder was also tested as a joining candidate. Stainless
• steel screen was joined to a stainless steel struct,re using
zinc silver solder. A high quality bond was achieved which did
t
; not degrade the screen capillary retention capability and which
_ functioned well in cryogens. Although this joining technique
i ! also shows promise in screen system fabrication, there is a
= potential disadvantage associated with its incompatibility with
_ liquid oxygen. This technique was the basic method for attaching
the screens to the supporting structure of the 63.5-cm (25-in.)
_ diameter liquid hydrogen test model.
The majority of screen attachments performed in fabrication of
! the 177.8-cm (70-in.) diameter screen liner were welds. Resis-
tance welding has been particularly successful in joining one
/ fine mesh scree- to arother and to supporting structures. During
! fabrication of 177.3-c: (70-in.) liner, an automated process was
developed for attachih Z large screen segments to the support
structure using a resistance seam welder controlled by a photo-
electric pattern follower.
It should be emphasized here that welding i_ considered the
i superior method for joining scceens. Other successful methods
I are considered only as alternate Joining methods or as tech-niques for repairing creens.
Techniques and facilities were de_reloped for testing the bubble
point of the large screen surfaces after they were welded to the
perforated plate structural member. There are 24 of these gore
sections in the 177.8-cm (70-in.) liner. Testing must be done
after each manufacturing process to assure that the process has
not degraded the screen bubble point. In addition, the weld or
other Joint must be leaktight. Special fixtures and procedures
were tested and verified to satisfy this objective. Procedures
were also developed and tested to assure the integrity of the
completed assembly. Tests verified that an entire assembled
hemisphere could be bubble point tested by flowing an alcohol
film across the screen.
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Special fixtures and procedures were implemented for the process
of joining the individual gore sections into a hemisphere. Lip
welding proved to be the best method and was used to make all
closure welds on the device. The closure process, as well as
the screen welding process, was automated.
2) Penetration Design - The design of any capillary propellant
management system requires penetration of the capillary barrier
! one or more times to provide f_r the feed!ine, pressurization and
' vent lines, pressure taps, and instrumentation wiring. There
are advantages to being able to penetrate the screen barrier at
will without any requirement of predetermined location. Such
penearations generally must exclude welding or brazing because
they are difficult to implement after assembly of the screen/
perforated plate laminate. Welded penetration methods were used
successfully when they had been included in the screen system
i design prior to fabrication. The added ability to effect screen
penetrations without elaborate preplanning can greatly enhance
the flexibiliL] of capillary systems. An additional feature of
, these types of mechanical penetrations is their ability to accom-
J modate dissimilar materials, such as an aluminum tank wall pene-I
trated by a stainless steel feedline.
I A test program was implemented to evaluate mechanical penetration
!
, designs. Three basic types of penetrations were evaluated: (i)
i a pressed-type design (shown in Fig. II-53) where the parts were
forced together with a hydraulic press; (2) a screw-type (shown
I in Fig. 11-54) which is torqued _.gether; and (3) a riveted type
I (also shown in Fig. 11-54). Each of these devices featured acopper c mpression gasket, which was seat d into the s ainless
steel screen to effect a proper seal. Aluminum gaskets were used
with aluminum screens.
Tests were conducted after fabrication of the pe,etration to
determine if the bubble point of the screen had been degraded by
the fabrication process or if the penetration assembly itself
leaked gas oefore the surrounding screen bloke down. The samples
were also immersed in liquid nitrogen and then rechecked by bubble
point test to evaluate any leaks that might have developed.
The results of the testing, discussed in detail in Volume III,
showed no significant change in the screen bubble point when
compared with the "as received" screen after fabrication and
after each cryogenic exposure. All three types of mechanical
penetrations appear to be candidates for application with pene-
trating tubes in the 0.635 to 7.62 cm (1/4 in. to 3-in.) range
, that was tested.
'
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_} f7¢a_:f_ 'J;;_.f4:t_s - Martin }iat[u_ta has gained considerable
experience in cleaning and handling fine mesh screen system_ for
propellant management applications. Experience has shown that
the cleaning and handling requirements are strongly influenced by
the nature of the test liquid or propellant, the construction,
materials, and the complexity of the s_stem hardware. The in-
clusign of fine mesh screen in th= system doe, not significantly
complicate cleaning or handling techniques. Also, cleaning
methods do affect screen performattce. Vapor degreasing, ultra-
sonic cleaning, normal chemical procedures, high temperature
vacuum annealing, and chemical cleaning followed _y vacuum anneal-
ing have all been used successfully. The last three tec.miques
listed have been used successfully to clean fine mesh screen for
i service in liquid fluorine. Based on previous work (Ref II-22),
no problems in cleaning the screen systems are anticipated.
4. Configuration and Size
; The final technical areas affecting system designs concern the
' basic question of the gross physical characteristics of cryogenic
propellant acquisition/expulsion systems. The size of a pro-
pellant system has significant effect on the particular design
" details and the Functional characteristics of the capillary system
included for propellant manag_uent. Therefore, the topics of
configuration and size are closely interrelated.
a. f_e Tank _s _o Tanks - The impact of various environmental
parameters on the choice of tank size was investigated. The
basic environmental constraint or Shuttle mission parameter that
affects tank size is the acceleration spectrum in which the =;nk
containing a screen device must function. For the cryogenic
Shuttle studiea, the hydrogen system could include tankage com-
i prising a single 4.72-m (15.5-ft) diameter s_nerical LH2 tank
or two 3.81-m (12.5-ft) diameter spherical LH2 tanks. It is
obvious from the hydrostatic considerations discussed earlier
that two screen devices fabricated of the same mesh screen would
have different hydrostatic head capabilities in the two differ-
ent tank sizes. The ratio of the maximum acceleration level, in
which each could operate, would compa e as the inverse of the
ratios of the tank diameters. Therefore, the smaller tanks could
operate in a higher acceleration environment. This fact alone
would tend to make a two-tank system a more desirable design.
To further substantiate this argument, computer analyses were
performed on both the one-=ank and two-tank coafigurations to
determine the effect of tank size on outflow capability. The
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results (Fig. II-55 and II-56) show that although the larger tank
does exhibit slightly more prup=_±onL =-_=......u=.. _ capability o_
zero-g, it is not twice the capability of the smaller tank; and
the smaller tank only contains half the volume of the lar_er.
Moreover, as the acceleration level increase_, the outflow cap-
ability for each of the two smaller tanks quickly overtakes thdL
of the larger tank, and as expected, continues after the larger
: tank capillary device has broken down. These results heavily
favor the two-tank system. Therefore, the two-tank concept was
assumed in all further considerations of the study.
b. Parallel 78 Series Tankage - Assuming that th= Icng--term
cryogenic storage system for the Shuttle Orbiter consisted of
i two separate tanks per propellant, additional configuration defin-
ition studies were required. Propellant can be emptied from two
or more tanks either by simultaneously draining all tanks at
once into a common manifold of a parallel feed system, or by cas-
cading all tanks through a single outlet in a series feed system.
: The differences between these parallel and series feed systems
that could significantly affect the propellant acquisition
I
system were evaluated.
The comparison criterie used were--relative complexity, perfor-
mance or weight, and technology cost or risk. Complexity is
related to reliability and was evaluated qualitatively by the
number of components required and the relative simplicity of
; operation. Maximum performance was assumed to be indi _ted by
minimum weight. Technology cost or risk was evaluated qualita-
i tively for each new or unproven concept.
Three systems were considered in the study: (I) parallel feed .
systems; (2) serles--start tank systems; and (3) series-common
systems. These systems were all analyzed with fall operational/
fail safe criteria, which imply triple redundancy.
The paral%el system concept considered was a sequenced drain of
two separate tank systems as shown in Fig. 11-57, A schematic
of the serles/start tank concept is shown in Fig, 11-58. The
start tank concept implies that Tank 2 is always available for
supplying the subsystems, with refill possible at convenient times
from Tank i. The serles-common concept, shown in F_g. 11-59,
utilizes the unique features of the multiple screen liner concept
by coupling both tanks functionally into a simple common system.
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i The results of the comparison studies are summarized in Tables11-2 through 11-4. The comparisons were made on the basis of
complexity, weight, and technical risk. A recirculation feedline
concept was assumed to be representative of the plumbing and con-
i trol complexity required for this function. Two separate pressur-
ant gas systems were assuaged for the series-start tank concept
(Fig. 11-58) to minimize helium usage and to maximize complexity
in this comparison. Helium pressurant alone could be used for bothJ
_ tanks, but considerable development on the potential pressure
i collapse in Tank 2 would be required before autogenous pressur-
! ! ant gas could be recommended for both tanks.
I The complexity comparison is shown in Table 11-2. The total num-
i bet of active elements in these systems is lowest for the seriescomm n concept and highest for the s quenced-parallel fe d systems.
The weight performance comparison appears in Table 11-3. The
totals of the weights also show a clear preference for the series
concepts. Technology cost/risk comparisons are shown in Table
11-4 witl: assessments of the subsystems indicated.
The results of this study do not collectively favor parallel feed
systems for on-orblt cryogenic propulsion systems. Series systems
provide less complexity and lower weight with little discrimin-
ation in technical risk.
o. For_inous Materials Survey - Suppliers were surveyed to
identify candidate capillary materials for use in device fabri-
cation. In all, nine different materials were evaluated. Although
there are considerably more than nine capillary materials com-
mercially available, many were immediately eliminated (e.g., they
were not compatible with the propellants of i_iterest). Ten prop-
erties were evaluated for each candidate and each property was
assigned a rating according to the following criteria.
Property Rating Factor, r
1 Unlcceptable; not usable without major design com-
promise and associated performance penalty.
2 Poor; significant design compromise required with
some penalty, i
3 Pair; moderate design compromise and little penalty, i
4 Good_ little design provision and no penalttes.
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Table II-2 Complexity Comparison :.
4
SEQUENCED SERIES-START SERIES-COMMON
ACTIVE COMPONENTS PARALLEL TANKS TANKS
, |
i Mech Elec Mech Elec Mech Elec
Valves ii0 440 89 356 57 228
: Check Valves 9 36 3 12 6 24
Filters .... 3 -- 3 --
Pressure Regulators 3 12 3 i2 3 12
Pressure Sensors 6 24 6 24 3 12
Low Level Sensors 6 24 3 12 3 12
Ground Fill Le,,el i 4 I 4 i 4
Totals 138 540 108 420 76 292
?.
t
Table II-.3 Weight and Performance Comparison
i _O,_J_T $_b'l_Cl_ PAI_I_I_ _ERIES-START TAI_ SF£1ES-CO_O,N TANK
Qty. _lge k_ (Ibm) _ty. Size ks (1_) q_y. Size kg (Its)
Va2v_8 and Chick Valves
One PropelXeu(
i Fe_lllne 27, * 10.1 ca 96.2 (2163 27, - 10.1 cm 98.1 (216) 27, * 10.1 ¢ez 98.1 (2163
(& in.) die (& la.) dis (4 in.) dis
• 18, - 7.62 cm 49.0 (308)
(3 tn.) dLa
P£e_sur_ Vent &5, - 7.62 ¢m )22.6 (270) 27, - 7.62 ca P3.6 (162) ltl, - 7.62 c_ z,O.O (lOa_
{3 Ln.) 4].8 (3 in,) die (3 in.) die
Reclrculat_.on Syetlm 18, - 5.08 cm 40.9 ,.90) 6, - $.0B ell 13.7 (30) 12, - 5.0B cm 27.3 (6U)
(2 ln,) dis (2 In.) dJ_ (2.0 in.) d,a
Total, (Tvo Z'rol_etlan_.te_ 621 (1368, 390.6 (016) _8.6 (748_
Vacu_ Feedli_e,
?t'eellurant, line d_e,
ere
H_ 15.8 • ($2 ft), 212.4 (468) 12,2 _ (40 f_), 127.1 (280) 12.2 • (40 f_), 127.1 (260)
7.62 c_ (3 in.) dis 7.62 c:_ (3 In.) dis ".67 ca (3 in.) die,
0_ 11.3 It (37 _t), 369.$ (814) 12.2 (40 f_), 7;.6 (160) i 12.2 • (_0 ft), 72.6 (16036.35 C• (2.$ :Ln.) die 6._5 tie (2.5 in.) dill 6.35 cls (2.._ ln.) die
ituldu4Jl8, Liquid
H: 3t. &810 kS (_0_,000 Ibm) 143.3 (320) 3_, 2405 ks ($330 lbm) 72.6 (1603 3_, 240_ k_ (5330 lbm) 72.6 (1_03
02 3][, 18,300 ks _60,700 Ibm) 353.8 (1220) 3Z, 9250 ks (20,350 Ibm) 276.0 (6103 32, 9250 ks (20,350 Ibm) 276.0 (6103
TO_II 1902 (&1603 938.9 (2026: 879.1 (19583
rt
|
5 Excellent; no design compromise, provision, or
penalty.
_ Each property was also assigned a weighting factor based on itst importance to the system design.
• _ Weighting Factors, w
: L
_ i Noncritical; even where r = i, could be tolerated
! in the system.
_ 2 Semicritical; unacceptable to poor (r = i or 2)
t: characteristics could not be tolerated in the
_ system.
| 3 Critical; characteristics must be fair to excel-
i lent (r = 3 to 5) in order to be usable.
f The properties and thelr weight factors are listed below
1 Property . Factor, w
a) bubble point 3.0
I b) gross weight 2.5
c) volume 2.0
d) compatibility 3.0
e) formability 2.0
f) Joining 2.0
g) cleanability 1.5
h) durability 2.0
i) wicking 2.0 :_
J) cost 1.0
F_achof the nine materials selected had at least one outstanding
attribute that warranted evaluation. These materials are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.
L ....... I__Jl.._ i JimJill
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; I) SteeZ Screen - This material has been used more often than
any of the others because it rates high in most of the critical
: areas. Despite only a moderate bubble point and no inherent
bending strength, it is the most promising material in this study.
2) Polyester Screen - Inexpensive a,d light in weight, this
material might find application in some other system. Low bubble
point and incompatibility rule it out in this study.
3) Porous Ceramic - A very high bubble poinu and basic inertness
make this material attractive. Its chief disadvantages are
weight and fabrication difficulty.
! 4) Sin_ered Fiber - This is a promising material in most re-
spects, although weight and volumetric efficiency could be a
_ problem.
i I 5) Laminate - Strength and durability are favorable factors fori screen l minates. Bubble points were low r than expected and
weight is a definite problem.
6) Perforated Plate - Although this material has no appreciable
bubble point, it has been used with good results as a struct-
i ural backup for other capillary candidates.7) Metal Foam - This material produces good bubble points and
has good strength. However, it is heavy and difficult to form.
8) Porous Teflon - This relatively new material is lightweight
and has a moderate bubble point. Fabrication and wicking are
problem areas.
9) EZectrofoz_ed Mesh - This material has good weight and join-
ing properties, but low bubble points and poor wicking.
The overall rating factor, R, for each material is obtained from
rw
R [i -28]
max
where r is the property rating factor,
w is the weighting factor,
R is the maximum possible rating of 105.
max
I1-106
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The results of the survey are shown in Table 11-5, The rating
factors are shown in the lower right corner of each matrix ele-
ment and the weighting factors are shown at the top of each
: column (where applicable). The last column of the matrix lists
the overall rating factors for each material.
The matrix shows that woven steel screen is the best material
" choice, but it possibly needq some structural backup. The second
: high_st rating was scored by perforated plate. Although it was
regarded unacceptable because of its low bubble point, other
characterfsties were rated high enough to result in a high over-
all mark. Bascd on this survey, stainless steel woven screens
backed with stainless steel perforated-plate were used as the
i primary construction material.
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C. RESULTE AND CONCLUSIONS
The ipvestigations discussed in this chapter form ' he basis for
the three specific acquisition/expulsion system design studies
presented in Chap. ill, IV, and V. The gcn_,ral investigations l'
described here can be applied to any <'ryo_e.nir acquisition/ex-
pulsion system design. The five systems ideptified in this
chapter have characteristics that -an satisfy varied mission re-
quirements and design criteria. In general, the systems are
variations of the basic DSL _'ryogenic storage concept. The
passive c_aracteristics of this concept make it one of the most
desirable approaches for the long-term storage of cry.,gens in
i space.
Four of the five ca:ndidate storage syst,.ms are identical in their
venting characteristics. Their expulsion characteristic,_ differ
slightly. These four systems are the basic DSI_, '" ,2 channel/
i liner, the trap/linqr and the ESL. 'dim differunt expulsion char-
acteristics make these systems more attractive for some pattie-
, ular missions than for others. For a spc'tfic mission some of
the candidate systems can be eliminated by requirements such as
i acceleration environment. Candidate systems can be further
evaluated by conducting appropriate trade studies to yield the
, preferred system for the specific misslon.
i The weeping tank concept, however, is a ,tpecial case. This
system relies on a completely different vent system for achieving
tank pressure control Its primary advantag," is the venting
flexibility al]owed by the wit,or vent band. The preliminary
analyses conducted have pointed out its capabilities and limit- .
ations. Although this concept has potential, it needs further
development to achieve the state-of-the-art level of the other
_o candidate systems. Additional analyses are required to identify
i plug designs and venting characteristics. In addition,
porous
testing is required to substantiate these analyses. The primary
advantage of the weeping tank concept did not appear significant
to warrant further analyses and testing during this study. Forthese reasons, Lhis concept was not considered a candidate for
the three specific designs accomplished under tl,isprogram.
i
! The resul_s of the analytical and experimental investigations
i during study represent a significant
conducted this contribution
,_ to the knowledge required for evaluating and design'_ng cryogenic
, capillary expulsion systems. The results represent answers te
I many questions that affect the design of passiw, Lryogenic pro-
pellant management systems. Critical data were compiled in the
1
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four technical areas that inflt,ence tile size, shape, weight,
and performance of cryogenic acquisition/expul.'+ion sybten's.
fn the fluid mechanics area, the critical parameters affect'ng
•_he capillary stability of these cryogenic systems were identi-
fied and modeled. Experimental data verified design approaches
in the areas of retention capability of multilavered screen_ and
pressure losses associated with both g-_a and liq_id flow through
fine mesh screens. Wicking analy_es were conducted and ex-
: perimentally verified to provide data used in the design of tile
DSL vent systems. Tile results of the start transient analyses
indicate that typical start transients do not present signifi-
cant design problems for capillary propellant management systems.
Thermal and thermodynamic effects are considered c,-itical for
, cryogenic system design. The investigations in this area centered
: primarily on pressurization and venting. Pressurization system
t
! characteristics for the DSL systems were established. The use
' of either autogenous gas or helium pressurants was experimentally
verified over a wide pressurant temperature range. The preferred
DSL vent system was identified and its operational characteristics
and sensitivity to changes in heat flux, vet't pressure band, etc,
were established. Although the vent characteristics were not
exper_mentally verified because of the l-g thermal stratification
: effects, a vent control scheme was developed for the small vent
control band required for the liquid hydrogen system. The re-
sults of the thermal stratification investigation show that low-g
thermal stratification will favor the DSL concept. The collapse
of any vapor bubbles within the controlled liquid volume of a
propellant management system was investigated both analytically
and experimentally. These results indicate that bubbles of
2,54-cm (1-in.) diameter or less can be collapsed during tank
pr essur Izat ion.
From the structural investigations, two approaches are available
for the structural design of capillary propellant management
systems. A polysphere structure that uses perforated plate for
supporting screens uuder collapsing loads was developed. Also
the structural characteristics of unsupported screens were
investigated both analytically and experimental]y. The test
results from the cycling of pressure loads on unsupported screen
Indlcate that this is not a serious design problem.
Other potential problem areas such as cleaning, inspection, and
maintenance of capillary acquisitlon/expulslon devices were
investigated, but revealed no critical design problems. The
II-110
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Lscreen joining techniques developed under a related Martin
Marietta IR&D program are considered more than adequate to satis-
fy the critical sealing requirements of the fine mesh screen
systems. Of the several joining methods investigated, the pre-
ferred method is resistance w_Iding although other method_ look
prcmising for making screen repairs.
The sysLem configuration and size investigations yielded three
important conclusions.
i) The results of the one versus two propellant tank compar-
ison favor the two-tank system.
i
2) For a two-tank system, a series feed has advantages of
lower weight and gre_ter reliability over a parallel feed
system.
3) Results from the foraminous material survey . nd comparison
showed that the fine mesh metal screens are preferred over
all other materials investigated.
The results of these investigations yield the data for designing
various cryogenic acquisition/expulsion systems. For all of
these critical investigations, the consistent approach followed
was to experimentally verify analytical techniques and models.
This approach adds credibility and confidence to the information
and data comp_led and to the designs based on the data. TheJ
next three chapters present detailed discussions of specific
designs for the integr=ted Orbital Maneuvering System/Reaction
Control System (OMS/RCS), the dedicated OMS (LO_), a_d the
Space Tug.
, 4 j
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Ill. IN'I'EG_kTED O:iS/_CS DE._[(;'_
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This chapter discusses the analysis and dusign of the cryogenic
acquisition,"exFu]sion sysL.'ms for [he integrated OMS/RCS pro-
, pe].lant tanks of the cryogenic-fueled Space Sh_ ttle. Compara-
tive evaiuatio_s wer_ made among the most promising candidate
sysuems described in Chapter !I. The comparirons were made use-
ing mission parameters and criteria fo_ typical Space Shuttle
missions• The most promising concept was analyzed in greater
i detail and a detailed design of the system was accomplished.
T: The ability to fabricate, assemble, and check out systems similar
'_ in design and size to the proposed integrated O'tS/RCS design was
developed. These topics are discussed under three headings.
(]_ _,ission Requirements and Design Criteria"
_ _ (2) Preliminary Design Analysis;
t
(3) Detail Design.
$
A. MISSTON REQUTRF_.tENTS AND DESIGN CRITERIA
The cryogenic Space Shuttle vehicle configurations and related
mission requirement_ that were used to design the acquisition/
expulsion system for the integrated OMS/RCS cryogenic storage
system are outlined here. These vehicle configuration and miss-
ion requirements reflect the Space Shuttle Phase B study results
(Ref IIl-i and 111-2). These data were continually updated
during the study to assure thdt the acqulsition/expulsion system
design satisfied the configuration*and mission requirements. Tne
. design approach did not favor one particular vehicle and mission,
but rather met a worst-case set of criteria.
i. General ReRuirements
The following general performance and design requirements were
to be satisfied within the existing Space Shuttle design philos-
ophy. The systems were designed for easy inspection, checkout, I
and maintenance while making maximum use of aircraft design
. practice. The integrated OMS/RCS system was designed to operate
• satisfactorily throughout the range of acceleration and thermal
environments anticipated during Shuttle operation. TI_e designs
3
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included provisions for a minimum service life of i00 missions
over a 10-year period. For each of these missions, at least 7
days of self-sustaining lifetime were provided for, with the
additional capability of extending the on-orbit stay to 30 clays.
The useful storage capacity of th _ tanks provided for 609.6 m/sec
(2000 fps) delta velocity. The capability for receiving pro-
pella_.ts while on orbit was also included.
i
2. Design Missions
Three specific Shuttle missions were used as a baseline. The
three missions are: I) an easterly launch; 2) a polar launch;
• and 3) a space station resupply. Typical propellant and delta '
velocity requirements for these missions are shown in Tables Iii-I
through III-4 (Ref III-I). None of these missions approaches the!
baseline tan_ge capacity of 609.6 m/set (2000 fps) delta veloc- o
: !ty. Howler, a nearly fully-loaded condition at liftoff (5%
initial ullage) was considered to incorporate future growth te-
qulrements into the acquisltion/expulsion s_tem design, i
3. Tankage an, Feedllne Geometry
The Shuttle Phase B study results (Ref IIl-i and III-2) were
used to establish a representat_e set of tank and feedline
dlmensi, ns and geometries. The baseline design parameters are
shown in Table III-5 under the headings, Tankage and Feedlines.
4. Thermal Criteria
The thermal criteria of primary importance to this study ere
listed in Table III-5 under the heading, Heat Leaks. Other cri-
teria were defined in the Design Requirements Document (Ref 111-3).
5. Propellant Utillzatlon Crlteria
The expulsion dvty cycle for the cryogenic storage system is
-j
based on satisfying (I) the OMS engine requirements; (2) the RC$
gaseous accumulator pump requirements; and (3) tne thermal con-
ditioning needs. These duty cycles are outlined 'n Tables 111-2
through III-4.
The acquisition/expulsion systems were designed to provide gas-
free liquid instantaneously on demand, without relying on pro-
pellant settling. The systems were designed so that neither the
design. The systems were also designed to assure maximum
I .... I _ ._ I - Jill _I i_
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%_ Table III-1 Summary of Design Mis8ions
RCS PROPELLA_ITS, OMS AV,
3, !'ISSION PHASE kg (ibm) .. m/set (fps)
: _. Easterly Launch
i Orbit Injection 180.1 (396.7)
Hohmann (2) --- 46.42 (152.3)
I Deployment 482.4 (i,062.6)
Wait in Orbit 302.2 (665.6)
Hohmann (2) --- 51.75 (169.8)
Phase 195.7 £431.1)
I Hohmann and TPI --- 20.7 £68.0)Rendezvous 665.0 £1,464.9)
[ Retrieval 157.5 (346.9)
_ Deorbit 171.2 O77.i) 101.5 (333.0)
; : Preen _ry 71.8 (158.2)
: _ Ent;-y 544.8 (.i,200.0)
< _oT.al 2,770.8 [6,103.1) 220.4 (723.1)
Polar Launch
Orbit InJectlon 179.6 (395.6)
| Hohmann (2) --- 73.2 (240.0)
Deployment 533.2 (1,174.5)
5-Day Mapping or 15,572.0 (34,300.0)
Weather Reconnaissance 1,167.1 . (2,570.8)
Deorblt --- 64.0 (210.0) +g
Preentry 70.8 (156.i) :
Entry 544.8 (1,200.0) +
i i , m ,
Total 17,519.7 (38,589.8) 137.2 (450.0)
2,660.7 (5,860.6)
!
Space Station Repupp!y
Orbit InJectlon 340.9 (750.9) i
Hohmann (3) --- 156.4 (513.0) !
Rendezvous 563.7 (1,24 i.6) ;+
Hohmann (1) --- 41.7 (137.0) '
TPI -- 8.2 (27.0) :
Docking 212.1 (467 .I)
5-Day SCat£onkeeping 315.1 (694.0) i
Redo eking 282.3 (621.7) :
Deorbit 115.3 (254.0) 132.5 (435.0) !
Preen try 67.8 C149.4) i
Entry 544.8 (1,200.0)
ii m | | .
Total 2,441.9 (5,378.7) 338.4 (112.0)
i H i i •
111-3
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rexpulsion efficiency. The propellant flow rates considered are
included in Table III-5 under the heading, Operating Conditions.
I 6. Acceleration Criteria
i
_ The three different Shuttle Phase B configurations were used to
i _ generate a worst-case on-orbit local acceleration profile. Thisprofile was used to design the acquisitlon/expulsion system.
) The ascent and reentry accelerations were essentially the same
regardless of orbiter configuration. These criteria are shown
i in Table 111-6.
Table III-6 Acceleration Environment
Orblt-To-Orbit Maneuvers
Acceieration Direction
Maneuver Subsystem Employed X Y Z Tank
..... , L L
OMS Translational One RL-IO Engine +0.07§ LH2/LO 2
RCS Translational RCS Thrusters ±0,024% "_.046% ±0.044* LH2/LO 2
RCS Rotational RCS _hrusters +0.046T +0.027% +0.018"
-0,086" -0.0125 -0.020_ LH2
+0.056t +0.027t +0.015. i
-O.Ol&§ -0.022§ L02 {
Abort (Translational) Two RL-IO Engines +0.14§
Launch +3.0 LH2/LO 2 !
,
Reentry -2.3 LH2/LO 2
* Ref 111-2.
% Ref III-i.
§ Ref 111-3. i
7. Pressurization and Ventlng
Pressure control for the OMS/RCS LH 2 and L02 tanks is accomp-
llshed through proper pressurization and venting. Pressurant i_
introduced through a diffuser to prevent impingement of the
pressurant on the screen surfaces, Ventln_ Is based on the sys- i
_em's ability to keep liquid away from the vent so that cnly
llquid-free gas is vented.
III-7 i" "
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i Pressurization was assumed to be autogenous with NPSP for RCS
pumps and OMS steady-state operation of 1.38 N/cm 2 (2 psid) for
hydrogen and 2.76 N/cm 2 (4 psid) for oxygen.
The vented fluid is 100% vapor and is vented through a nonpro-
pulsive vent from a maximum tank pressure of 34.4 N/cm 2 (50 psia).
The vent is designed to operate during all nonpressurization
events of the entire mission, including the high-g prelaunch and
the low-g on-orbit operations.
i
8. Structural Design Criteria
i The acquisltion/expulsion systems were designed:
i) for minimum mass and volume;
! 2) to provide a minimum number of thermal paths to the fluid
i through structural supports;
i 3) for compatibility with both LO2 and LH2;4) for service through i00 missions of 7 to 30 days each;
i 5) for structural integrity through all the mission-imposed
shock, vibrational, acoustic, and operational loads.
i i B. PRELIMINARY DESIGN ANALYSIS
A series of studies were conducted during the preliminary design
phase of the integrated OMS/RCS design effort to define the most
appropriate acquisition system. The first study involved defi-
nition of the system geometry. This definition was accomplished
by comparing different system configurations according to their
ability to deliver propellants within the constraints of the
mission acceleration criteria. From these comparisons, optimum
configurations weze determined on the basis of maximum outflow
with minimum propellant residuals and minimum system hardware
weight. Additional studies were done to determine thermodynamic
characteristics of the systems, specifically with regard to
system pressurization and venting. Preliminary design analyses
were also conducted to identify a feedll,e configuration. The
results of these _tudles were used as the basis of a detailed
design effort for the LH 2 and LO2 integrated OMS/RCS cryogenic
Shuttle acqulsltlon/expulslon systems.
XII-8 . '/
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i i. System Configuration Definition Strudy
The first goal of the system definition study wa:_ to define the
type of system to be used for the integrated OMS/RCS. Based on
data presented in the Chapter II, two equal volume spherical
tanks were assumed [or each of the two cryogeni_ propellants.
The LHo tanks were 3.81 m (I_2.5 ft) in diameter and the LO tank_
were 2.6 m (8.5 ft) in diameter. The tank volumes were cons|s-
}. tent with the 609.6 m/see (2000 ft/sec) delta velocity require-
ment. It was also assumed that they would be arranged in a
series-feed configuration.
i Of the five candidate acquisition/expulsion systems, _he trap
_ systems were immediately eliminated because tile baseline missions
' did not lend themselves well to trap designs. The RCS prope]lant
requirements between OMS settling maneuvers included as much as
20% of the total initial propellant load. Moreover, it was
difficult to determine which maneuvers could be defined as
settling maneuvers because some RCS maneuvers could result in
potentially higher accelerations in a nonsettling direction (-x)
than any available acceleration in the settling direction (+x).
Two candidate systems appeared to be applicable to the unique
requirements of the integrated OMS/RCS designs. These were the
basic dual-screen-liner (DSL) and the channel/liner systems.
Both systems offer the flexibility required to meet the varied
mission requirements of the Shuttle operational concepts. There-
fore, the initial comparative analysis concentrated on defining
the differences between the two systems within the framework of
Shuttle requirements to select the most promising system.
Defining the system geometry of a channel/liner design included
specifying both the Dumber of channels and the distance between
them. The size of the communication screen or the distance be-
" tween the flow channels is a direct function of the ability of
the communication screen to wick the wetting fluid. At the
time of this initial study, final results from the wicking analy-
sis and wicking t_sts were not available. From a preli,nlnazy
o analysis based on information from other sources (Ref 111-4), it
was estimated that a 15.24 cm (6 in.) wicking distance for both
LH2 and 1/)2 was reasonable. Therefore, a distance of 0.305 m
(i ft) between flow channels was specified for the channel/liner
design. The results of more detailed analyses showed that this
channel spacing estimate was slightly conservative for the LO2
system, but was essentially an optimum wlcking distance between
channels for the LH 2 system. Therefore, these ,'hannel ::pacing
l i_ dimensions were retained in the final design.
m m__........ - _
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The DSL and the channel/liner systems were analyzed to determine
the configurations necessary to satisfy the mission requirements.
: Several channel/liner designs with different numbers of channels
were considered. The basic comparison criteria were the amount
of propellant residuals inherent in each design and the estimated
weight of the designs. The propellant residuals included the
volume of propellant contained within the retention device and
the predicted additional propellant that might be trapped in the
i bulk propellant region when breakdown occurred. Considerable
conservatism was included in the analyses, including the con-
servative assumptions incorporated in the computer programs.
A 2.0 factor of safety was applied to the capillary _etention
capability of the screens analyzed. During the initial phases
' of the analysis, all screens defining controlled liquid regions
were assumed to be 325x2300 Dutch-twill stainless steel. In all
case_ the diameter of the screen liner was held constant so
, that comparison would be based on the same volume of enclosed
liquid.
The computer model assumed that the channels in the channel/
t , liner configurations were rectangular in cross-section and had
| parallel surfaces along their entire lengths. Therefore, the
greatest distance between the channels occurred at the equator.
Thu distance between the channels decreases as the reference
point moves from the liner equator toward the poles. The channels
Join to form a manifold in the vicinity of the poles. Therefore,
as the distance between the channels at the equator decreases,
the device approaches the limiting case of the DSL. For a given
wicking distance and a constant liquid annulus or channel depth,
the amount of trapped propellant within the device should decrease
as the number of channels increases. This comparison of ideal
expulsion efficiency was the first comparison made between the
DSL and various channel/llner designs.
The comparison of ideal expulsion efficiency between the DSL and
channel/liner designs consisting of 8, 16, and 20 channels for
both the LH 2 and LO 2 systems are shown in Fig. 111-i and III-2.
The results demonstrate the advantage of a channei system with
a large number of _hannels compared to the basic DSL. For
example, for Lhe uO2 system analyzed with a 8.64 cm (3.4 in.)
annulus gap, the difference in ideal expulsion efficiency be-
tween the DSL and a 20-channel configuration is approximately
3%. With a total LU 2 propellant load of rearly 18,[60 kg
(40,000 ibm), that difference amounts to approximately 544.8 kg
(1200 Ibm). Neither the percentaEe difference nor the weight
_f I III-lO
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difference is as large _or tile t.H_ system; huw=v=_, th_ results
clearly indicate the agvantage of the c.hannel concept in terms
of ideal expulsion efficiency.
To compare the outflow capabilities of the candidate system =,
the computer models described in Chapter _I were used. A worst-
case anaiysis was conducted to _emonstrate the ability of the
systems to meet t|e basic mission requirements. For these
• system_, _he worst-case is the requirement to deliver vapor-free
: propellant under an acceleretion that tends to settle propellant
away from the tank outlet (-x direction). As the bulk propellant
flows into the device and out of the tank, the propellant volume
decreases, as does th_ area it contacts on the screen device.
; For a constant flow rat_, as this contact area decreases, the
associated pressure loss across the screen increases.
' Eventually the sum of the pressure losses in the system will ex-
; _ teed the capillary retention capability of the screen device
, and breakdown will ocuur. The computer models consider this
phenomenon and compute the volume of propellant remaining in the
i • bulk propellant region. The sum of this volume plus the device
| volume is then comparable for any set of constant conditions!
(such as acceleration and outflow rate) for any candidate device.
1 The sum of these two volumes represents a measure of the actual
[ expulsion efficiency.
.f
!
_ During the course of the analysis, a number of system configura-
I tions was investigated. The volumes of the screen devices in
| these systems were seldom the same for any two systems. There-
fore, the ideal expulsion efficiencies also differed because
ideal expulsion efficiency is determined by:
VT - VD
EE 1 = VT [III-i]
where EE 1 = ideal expulsion efficiency,
V_ = total volume enclosed by screen linec,
!
VD - volume enclosed by screen retention device.
1 ;
i
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The actual expulsion efficiency is expressed by:
VT - VD - VB
EEA = VT [II_ ?]
where EEA = actual expulsion efficiency,
VB = volume remaining in the bulk propellant region at
screen breakdown.
; Comparing different system outflow capabilities on the basis of
an arbitrarily fixed value of actual expulsion efficiency is not
a useful comparison method because the systems with larger ideal
expulsion efflclencies are unduly penalized. For example, a
system with 98% ideal expulsion efficiency would have some finite
outflow capability that wcu!d cause breakdown with 0.9% of the
fluid remaining in the bulk region. Thus, the actual expulsion
efficiency for that specific flow rate would be
100 - 2 -0_9
EEA ffi 100 ffi 97.1%
It is impossible tb compare this particular system case to another
system that has an ideal expulsion efficiency of, for i_tance,
97% because it is physically impossible for the 97% system to
have any outflow at 97.1%.
It was decided that a better comparison of outflow capabilities
could be made on the basis that the actual expulsion efficiency
would always be a fixed percentage of the ideal expulsion effi-
ciency for any system, For example, if that fixed percentage of
the ideal expulsion efficiency were 200%. the comparisons be-
tween two systems would always be made (at the points where the
__ combined effect of the pressure losses caused the systems to
break down) when the amounts of fluid remaining in the respective
, bulk regions were equivalent to the volumes contained in respect-
- . ive screen devices themselves, i.e., VD = VB, VD + VB = 200% VD.
Essentially two criteria were chosen for making these outflow
comparisons. These were the breakdown points where the remain- --
in% propellant (representing the sum of the screen device volume
plus the propellant remaining in the bulk _egion) was I011 of
i the screen device volume (i.e., the channel volume) and also
I 110% of the screen device volume. Thus, these criteria were
called the 1.01 criterion and the i.I0 criterion
 i!il '- _' IIl-14
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To i!lustraLe these criteria, consider a system with an ideal
expulsion efficiency of 98%. Two percent of the propellant would
be trapped in the u=_---:_c. The criteria, when aoolied., to this
device, would call for comparisons when breakdown occurred with
2.02% remaining for the 1.01 critericn and 2.2% remaining for
the I.i0 criterion. The relationship of ideal to actual expul-
sion efficiency for these criteria is illustrated in Fig. 111-3.
These criteria are stringent measures of the capabilities of a
device; they were useful in demonstrating the wide range of ap-
plicability of the acquisition/expulsion devices proposed.
Using these criteria, a systematic evaluation of the candidate
systems was performed. Figures 111-4 and 111-5 show typical
; comparative results for LH 2 systems; Fig. ili-6 and 111-7 show
7 similar comparisons for LO 2. For both systems, configurations
, containing more than 20 channels showed sharply degraded outflow
capabilities, but designs with up to 20 channels compared favor-
ably with the DSL. Therefore, no results for configurations
with more than 20 channels are shown. The differences in tile
: , flow rate capabilities between the two criteria also illustrate
_ two points: (I) the reduced capability shown by the 1.01 crite-
' rion when compared to the I.i0 criterion shows _he difficulties
r
i _ that will be encountered in outflowin8 to complete depletion,
) _ and (2) the i.i0 criterion shows that the devices can deliver
I _ propellant flow rates that will satisfy mission requirements in
i worst-case conditions until the propellan_ is very close to :
[ ! depletion, i
i [ Figure 111-8 further illustrates the fact that the devices do not
vary in outflow capability until they are almost totally depleted.
For the DSL described, the outflow capability is nearly constant i
in the -x direction until only 10% (2.5 criterion) of the total
initial nropellant load r mains. This s seen from the fact that
the 20% and 10% curves are nearly the same. Since the ideal
expulsion efficiency of this device is approxlmately 96%, a 90%
actual expulsion efficiency implies that approximately 6% of the
usabLe propellant remains when outflow capability begins to
degrade, namely:
i00 - 4 - 6
EEA = 90% = I00 for VD ffi4% and VB = 6%.
The maximum outflow of the device at zero-g is approximately
10.9 kg/sec (24 Ibm/see) and is still 7.5 mR/see (16.5 15m/see)
or about 70% of maximum when only 0.4% (VB = 0,4%) of the usable
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propellant remains. It should also be noted that this example
is not necessarily representative of the final selections because
: they have expulsion efficiencies in the 98 to 99% range. There-
fore, they would show improved capabilities over the example in
, Fig. 111-8.
From the results of this initial configuration definition study,
it was concluded that the retention device could be designed
J
with a 20-channel configuration. The DSL does not offer signlf_-
cantly increased outflow capability when compared to the 20-
channel system (as shown in Fig. 111-4 through 111-7) and the
[ channel design has a significantly better expulsion efficiency.
Once the initial configuration of the devices for both the LH2
I and the LO2 tanks was determined, additional analysis was per-
i formed to determine the channel depth required to provide the
' necessary outflow rates. Figures 111-9 and Ill-10 show typical
i results from the analysis. All parameters were held constantwhile the channel depth was varied. Th results show a rela-
i _Ively linear increase in outflow capability with respect tolin ar increases in chan el depth.
Examination of the ideal expulsion efficiency curves in Fig. III-I
and 111-2 shows that a 2.54 cm (1-in.) channel depth should be
near the upper limit of gap sizes because efficiencies of approx-
imately 98% or greater, provided by channels of that depth, are
reasonable and desirable goals. Reexamination of Fig, 111-9 and
III-i0 show that the L}I2 system with a 2.54 cm (i-in.) channel%
depth can satisfy all but one of the requirements for outflow,
and the LO 2 system meets all requirements, it should be noted
that the OMS flow rate requirements are associated only with
a +x acceleration vector. The capability of the LH2 system can
be improved by using a multiple layer screen fabrication tech-
nique. This method is described in Section C of this chapter.
From the study results, it was also concluded that the full-liner
systems could not be conveniently designed to function during
the high-g reentry maneuvers of the Shuttle missions. To circum-
vent this problem, a noncapillary reentry tank was included in
one of the two tanks for each propellant. The reentry tank would
have a volume sufficient to satisfy the propellant requirements
during the reentry phase of the mission, i
Information provided by these studies was the basis for detail
design of the integrated OMS/RCS cryogenic acqulsitlon/expulslon
devices, as follows:
L_
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mi) Two spherical tanks for each propellant, 3.81 m (12.5 ft)
in diameter for LH and 2.6 m (8.5 ft) iu diameter for I.O ;
2) Full screen liners, each with 20 channels, for each tank;
3) Channel spacing was set at 30.5 cm (12 in.) at the equator
• with channel depths no greater than 2.54 cm (I in.);
4) A noncapillary reentry tank inside the primary tank of each
propellant system was also identified.
Details and refinements of the design, including final s_reen
selections, final configurations materia] selections and weight
estimates are included in Section C.
i 2. Pressurization and Venting Analyses
l
i : The analytical approach aL_d computer c_odel discussed in Section
!_ B of Chapter 11 were used to predict the pressurization/venting
! requirements a,d performance characteristics of the selected
LH2 and LO2 systems. The predictions were _ade _or a representa-
tive Shuttle mission of seven days duration. The results of
I these analyses are shown in Table 111-7 for both propellantsystems. The mission simulation included all propellant outflow
demands specified by the mission timeline and the pressurization
usage was modeled to produce those expulsion events.
Venting was accomplished within the vent bands indicated as
determined by the communication screen capillary retention cap-
ability in the two propellants. The cycle frequent differences
for the two systems illustrates the effect the vent band magni-
tude has on the requirement for venting. The vent band magnitude
of the LO2 system is nearly an order of magnitude greater than
that of the LH2 system and the vent frequency for LO:_ is, corre-
spondingly, an order of magnitude smaller. Nevertheless, the
20-cycles-per-hour vent rate of the hydrogen tank is not con-
sidered a concern.
Over the seven-day duration of the mission the temperature of the
stored LH2 rises only 0.67°K (I.2°R), corresponding to a pressure
rise of 2.2 N/cm 2 (3.0 psi). These values for stored LOp are
0.89°K (I.6°R) and 2.07 N/cm 2 (3.0 psi). The total temperature
rise for the propellants is significant when considering liquid --.-
surface tension degradatlou as a function of temperature rise. [
The numbers indicate that the surface tension decay and, there-
fore, the reduction in capillary retention capabilities of the
integrated OMS/RC$ LH_ and LO2 system screens, are of minimal
concern.
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Parameters LO L_,
Tank Sizes, m (ft) dia,
each of two tanks 2.5 (8.25) 3.8 (12.5)
Pressurant Temperature, °K (°R) 222 (400) 111 (200)
Initial Pressure, N/cm' (psia) 13.8 (20) 15.0 (21.8)
l
; Initial Liquid Temperature, °K (°R) 93.6 (]68.5) 21.7 (39)
i Vent Bandwidth (200x1400 A_ Screen),
: N/cm 2 (psi) 0.206 (0.30) 0.031 (0.045)
J
Vent Frequency, cvcles/hr 2 20
Vent Mass,* kg (Ibm) 108.9 (240) CO;_ 189.7 (418) GH2
Pressurant Mass,* kg (Ibm) 42.7 (94) GO:, 45.4 (i00) GH 2
Pressure at End of 7 Days, N/cm 2 (psi) 15.8 (23.0) 17.2 (25.0)
Bulk Liquid Temperature at End of 7
Days_ aK (°R) 94.6 (170.1) 22.35 (40.2)
*Values a=,. totals for both tanks.
3. Offloadin$ and Filling
a. Off_oad_ 3 - The shuttle tanks were designed to _rovid the
capability of loading an amount of propellant equivalent to a
609.6 m/see (2000 it/see) AV budget. However, none of the three
missions used as the baseline in Section A includes this AV re-
quirement.
The propellant loads for the three previously defined missions
are: (1) seven-day polar mission, 7,241.7 kg (15,951 Ibm); (2)
space station resupply mission, 14,613 kg (32,189 ibm); and (3)
due east mission, 11,028 kg (24,291 ibm). The total load capac-
ity of the propellant tank_ is 21,710 kg (4_,820 ibm). Therefore,.
v the tanks must be offloaded. Since an operational requirement of
the channel system is that the channels remain filled with liquid
throughout the mission, an offloaded tank can present a problem
where the propellant leve] during the high-g boost phase is low
enough to expose a hydrostatic head sufficient to cause screen
breakdow'h.
111-26
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p,o_=., can be circumvented by ,_ing the series-start tank
: approach to propellant delivecy. This approach assumes that :
¢ the primary tank (tank i) containing tilereentry tank is loaded
to capacity and the offloadlng occurs in the remaining tank
(tank 2). The screen device in tank 2 will then break down during
the boost phase of the mission; however, tank 2 will remain fully
o_e_=_^_=I and _111 ne capable of dellverin_ any propellant out-
flow requirements on demand. Tank I can be supplied from tank 2
at any time a favorable acceleration exists, svch as during the
t t OMS AV maneuvers, which would settle propellant over the outlet.
A small amount of propellant can be offloaded from tank I. This
offloadlng can be done until the liquid level exposes the height
i of screen that can remai_ stable under the 3-g boost acceleration.
; A maximum offloaded condition is depicted in Fig. III-II. By off-
_, loading tank 1 in the LH2 system, the maximum offload that can
• be accommodated is 47.85%. For the LO2 syst,_, this percentage
_ is 49.01%.
I
, Liner . ¢
Height Stable
Under 3 g
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I
The offload requirements for the Space Station resupply mission ;:
and the due east mis3ion are 66% and 50.8%, respectively. These i
missions would be flown with the primary tank fully loaded ([n-
cluding 5% ullage) and the remaining 16% for the resupply mission
and 0,8% for the d_e east mission loaded in tank 2. [n the Lase
of the due east mission, the small amount in tank 2 would be used
for the orbital insertion maneuvers during the first i hr and
35 minutes of the mission. In the case of the seven-day polar J_
mission, which calls for a 33.4% offload, propellant in excess of
the mission requirements would have to be loaded because the
minimum offload is approximately 49%. However, |.e mini1,uu pro-
: pellant requirements are cited for the 7-day polar mission The
polar mission is designed to perform a variety of [unctions that
require additional propellant. For example, a 5-day laappJng
: segment of the polar mission would raise the propellant require-
ments to a full capacity load. Therefore, the 49% offloadlng
i minimum is not viewed as a realistic restriction to the baseline :ssions.
! |
=
_, b. F_ZZ4ng - Filling the tanks and devices can be accomplished
i by either of two separate methods. One method was successfullydemonstrated during cryogenic testing of the 63.5-cm (25-in.)
i diameter test model. This method included purging the system
with propellant vapors before the propellants were introduced
, into the tank. The purge was carried out through several pres-
| surization and blowdown cycles to assure that all inert or un-
desirable gaseous elements (such as air) were eliminated from
the tank. Following the purge, the subcooled cryogen was flowed
into the tank until filling was completed. At ambient pressure,
the cryogen muat be subcooled to prevent vapor formation in the
channels. If the cryogen is filled in an ambient saturated con-
dition, vaporization can readily occur with even small heat
leaks and vaporization could occur in the channels. Loading
subcooled propellants helps to eliminate this concern. :-
The second procedure is vacuum loading. The tanks are vacuum-
Jacketed, so vacuum loading presents no problems from a struct-
ural standpulnt. Vacuum loading is also an attractive loading
option for on-orblt refilling because the tanks can be easily
vented co the vacuum of space prior to the loading event.
4. Feedllne Anal_sls
Normal design practice for capillary systems involves selecting
,. the finest mesh screen (largest pressure retention capability) ..
'i
- .....- .... :............................
% '_ ' i
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to minimize the number of screen layers required, tlowever, r
analysis of the storage tank design showed a weight saving by
using aluminum screen (200x1400 mesh) and supports, rather than
using the 325x2300 mesh stainless steel sureen, a similar anal-
II "
ysis was performed as part of the feedline design analysis. The
_ results showed that a similar weight saving could be realized
_ with 200x1400 mesh aluminum screen, although tile savings are less
:" ;_" _ significant. For the LH 2 feedline, a maximum saving of 12%* is
; _ possible for the OMS and 16%* for the KCS. For LH 2 feedlines, :
• 7; a saving of approximately 25% may be realized for both systems.
_ However, weight is not the only factor to be considered in the ;
i screen selection. Material compatibility, [abricability, and
: ; structural considerations are also important.
The integrated OMS/RCS feedlines are stainless steel, presenting
possible incompatibility and thermal expansion problems if "
: aluminum screen is used. The lower pressure retention capability ;
; _ of aluminum screen requires a larger number of screen layers for i
, the same design conditions, compared with the stainless steel
i screen. However, minimization of screen layers is advantageous
• from the standpoint of fabrication and system reliability. Based
on these considerations, 325x2300 mesh stainless steel screen
was selected for the integrated OMS/RCS capillary feedline de-
signs. The design considerations presented in Chapter II for
a feedllne with a screen liner were applied to the integrated
OMS/RCS feedline systems. Analyses were conducted to ideutlfy
feedllne designs for the OMS and RCS acquisition/expulslon systems
for both LO2 and LH2. The number of layers of 325x2300 Dutch-
• r" .i screen required to maintain a gas-free liquid core was
established and the _ropellant boiloff from each liner estimated. !_-
a. OMS FeedZine Design A_Zyg£8 - Tables III-5 and 111-6 showed _
the baselxne design parameters and acceleration environment for
the integrated OMS/RCS. As shown in Table 111-6, the OMS op-
• eratlonal acceleration is always in the +x direction (tending
! to settle propellant in the aft end of the tanks). This is an "
optimum design conditlon because the term pgL becomes negative, ._
helpln_ to decrease the resulting pressure drop in the feedllne.
Yi
!
Under these conditions, from a design sta_idpoint, the worst case
is not maximum, but minimum acceleration during system operation,
because this will maximize the pressure differential that must be
sustained by the screen device. This minimum acceleration is
._ +0.05 g.i
The selected acquisltion/_xpulsion system for the integrated OMS/
sr _: RCS is the channel/liner system which provides a low-g venting
capability. The liner design assures hydrostatic stability for
= _ most of the orbit-to-orbit maneuvers and possibly throughout the
: _ entire mission. Therefore, the feedlines must be designed to
; 7
: i provide gas-free liquid with a llquld-free vapor annulus.
The OMS flow rates (Table 111-5) result in feedline velocities
of 4.97 m/set (16.3 ft/sec) and 1.46 m/set (4.8 ft/sec) for the
_ LH2 and LO2 systems, respectively. Using these values the pres-e
' sure drop terms of Eq [II-I0] were calculated for both systems
! at the feedllne inlet and outlet. For the LH20MS, 19 screen
layers are required at the feed!ine outlet and three iayer_ at
I
_ the inlet. The LO20MS feedline requires only two screen layers
I " at the outlet and one layer at the inlet. These numbers con-servatively represent the number of screen layers necessary to
i assure gas-free liquid in the feedline core. The relatively
large number of screen layers required for the LH2 system is
caused by the excessive length of the feedllne, 18.3 meters (60
ft), and associated frictional losses.
From this discussion, several advantages may be realized by de-
signing the liner as a function of feedllne length. Assuming
that the number of screen layers required varies llnearly with
feedllne length, _: the average number of screen layers is simply
the arithmetic mean of the required layers at the feedline out-
let and inlet. For the LH2 and LO20MS this ccrresponds to
11 and 2 layers (rounded off to highest whole number) of 325x2300
mesh stainless steel Dutch-twill screen. This results in a sig-
._ nificant weight saving for the LH2 as will be discussed later.
b. RC5 Feed_Eno Des_n AnuZysis - The acceleration environment
_ for the RCS imposes different deslgn criteria than does the OMS. i
i i Accelerations in any directicn result in a worst-case design
condition for the capillary feedlines; i.e,, an acceleration
• vector such that the term ogL becomes additive in the basic
feedline equation. In this situation the maximum acceleration [
must be considered. This also /replies that the system will
' operate wLth a dry vapo a uulus because liquid could not be _,_
_': forced into the annulus even if the tank liner were unstable.
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iRCS flow rates result in velocities of 4.97 mlsec (16.3 ftlsec)
and 0.92 m/set (3.00 it/set) for the LH2 and LO2 system, re-
spectlvely. Based on feedline lengths of 3.05 m (i0 it) for
both systems, an acceleration of ±0.046 g and an approach similar
• to that of the OMS, a capillary feedllne design consistent with
the candidate acqulsltlon/expulslon system was established. The
: resulting design for the LH2 RCS requires eight and three layers
of screen at the feedllne outlet and inlet, respectively. Once
again the predominant terms are the friction losses and velocity
head associated with liquid hydrogen flow. The small density
; of LH2 results in large velocities, which are predominant in the
resulting pressure loss terms. An average of six layers of
screen are adequate for proper system design.
The lower velocities assoclated with liquid oxygen flow result
in insignificant frictional and velocity head terms as compared
to the other terms in the equation. Although the acceleration
head is now significant, the increased screen pressure retention
capability in LO2 results in fewer screen layers and a more
desirable design solution. Consequently, only two layers of
screen are required at the feedllne outlet and a single layer
at the inlet for the LO2 RCS. This is sufficient to prevent
gas ingestion into the liquid core. The hardware weights assoc-
iated with these screen layers are presented in Section C.
o. BodZoffAnaZy848 - With low operating pressures and the
small vapor-annulus gaps associated with feedllne design, the
effective cooling capacity of the capillary system is reduced
to the heat of vaporization of the liquid propellant. During
coast conditions (no flow), the amount of propellant boiloff
can be estimated by the heat of vaporization of the fluid divided
by the heating rate, q.
Feedllne boiloff rates were obtained from Ref 111-5. The i
values used were 4.1 kg/m (2.76 lbm/ft) and 4.6 kg/m (3.092 Ibm/ !
:-._ _ - ft) for the LH2 and LO2 systems, respectively. These numbers :
_'<- are based on vacuum-Jacketed stainless steel lines. For the
_",:.ii_ feedline lengths specified in Table III-8, corresponding boil-
_._." off is 55.4 kg (122 ibm) and 21.3 kg (47 lbm) for the LH2 and
_ LO20MS, respectlvely. The RCS boiloff is 9.5 kg (21 ibm) for
[_?_ LH2 and 14.1 kg (31 ibm) for LO2. The resulting total bbiloff
_:, - for the LH2 feedline is 65 kg (143 ibm) and for the LO2 feedline
_)i_',-" 35.4 ks (78 ibm).
_ _ i The integrated OHS/RCS capillary feedllne design is su_arlzed
#_- in Tabl,_ 111-8.
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Table III-B Integrated OI_/RCS Feedline Summary
LH2 LO2
GEOMETRY OMS RCS OMS RCS
Feedline Length, m (ft) 18.3(60) 3.05(10) 4.6(15) 3.05(10)
Number of 90° Bends 3 3 3 3
(Estimated)
Screen Liner-Inner
Diameter, cm (in.) 10.2(4) 10.2(4) 10.2(4) 10.2(4)
Maximum Layers of
325x2300 Screen* 19 8 2 2
Minimum Layers of
325x2300 Screen * 3 3 1 I
Average Layers of
325x2300 Screen II 6 2 2
i
PERFOP_ANCE CHARACTERISTICS
l
Pressure Drop during
Outflow, N/era2 (psi) 0.31(.45)0.61(.89 0.29(.42) 0.86(1.25)
Maximum g in -x
Directlon for Hydro-
static Stability 0.047 0.079 0.347 - 0.347
Feedline Boiloff,
Kg/m (ibm/ft) 55.4.(122) 9.5(21) 21.3(47) 14.1(31)
Liquid Usage for TPA
Cooldown, kg (Ibm) 28.6(63) N/A 9.5(21) N/A
"_- ' _ Maximum layers of screen are required at feedl_ne outlet and
_'":_""_ minimum at feedline inlet.
,_= Note: All feedllnes use 300 series stainless steel for vacuum
_':- _acket, inner line, and screen liner,
. V • ,j
,w.-: i .
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C. DETAILED DESIGN
VariOUS aspects of the detailed design effort, including discus-
sions of final material selection, system capabilities, system
weight, and operational characteristics are presented here. De- "
tailed configuration drawings and dimension summaries are also
included for the screen systems in both the tanks and the capil-
; lary feedlines.
1. Storage Tank Design
The preliminary design and configuration tradeoffs discussed in
Section B defined the integrated OMS/RCS in a general m-_ner to !
include the following features: (i) two spherical tanks for edch
of the propellants, with the hydrogen tanks 3.8 m (12.5 ft) in '
diameter, and the oxygen tanks approximately 2.6m (8.5 ft) in
diameter; (2) full screen liners for each of the tanks with 20
channels evenly spaced at a distance of 30.4 cm (12 in.) at the
! equator; (3) channel depths of no more than 2.54 cm (1 in.); and
i (4) a noncapillary reentry tank in the primary tank (tank I) ofeach propellant system with a capac%ty sufficient to satisfy the
propellant requirements during the reentry phase of a Shuttle
mission.
One of the primary objectives of the detailed design effort was
to minimize the weight of the retention device as much as possi-
ble while meeting structural requirements and propellant demand.
XII of the initial system capabillty analyses were conducted for
structures that were assumed to be stainless steel 325x2300 Dutch
twill screen supported by a stainless steel perforated plate back-
up structure. The octosphere structural analysis presented in
Chapter II and the results shown in Fig. I149 and 11-50 indicate .
that for both stainless steel and aluminum, the perforated plate
thickness, which would be structurally adequate, is less than
j_ the gage _hlcknesses normally considered minimum for these types
_':" of applications. On this basis, even though the stainless steel
_"_ " m_nlmumgage is less than that of aluminum, the density of alu-
_: minum (one-third that of stainless steel) makes it an attractive
_ structural material option. The disadvantage of aluminum is that
it is not commercially available in Dutch twill screens with as
.... " fine a mesh as stainless steel. The finest available aluminum
__, screen is 200x1400 mesh, One layer of 200x1400 aluminum screen
_,_ .
_. , • cannot provide the capillary retention capability of the one lay-
• ,_ _,. . er of the 325x2300 stainless steel screen used in the preliminary
_ analysis. However, ths added capabilities of two layers of 200x
1400 aluminumscreen exceed the capability o£ a single layer of
1974004413-159
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325x2300 mesh screen while weighing less. This, together with I
* the additional weight savings achieved by using an aluminum sup-
port structure, makes aluminum the primary candidate material
for the re_.entlon devices _
: l
: The outflow capabilities of the systems using two layers of 200x [
1400screen are compared with the same systems using one layer of
325x2300 iv Fig. 111-12 and III-13. The comparisons show that
although the two-layer system cannot deliver the propellant vol- _i
umes at zero-g that the slngle-layer system can, this condition
is reversed as the acceleration le_,elincreases so that the over- ,
all capability of the two layers of 200x1400 is significantly
better.
The curves presented in Fig. III-12 and 111-13 illustrate the
: capabilities of the two tank designs in an adverse acceleration ;
condition (-x direction). They indicate that the aluminum de-
signs can meet the entire mission propellant demand when nearlydepleted (l.10 criterion) in a negative acceleration environment
i with the exception of the 13.2 kg/sec (29 ibm/sac) outflow ofLO 2 for an OMS burn at 0.07 g. However, all OMS burns produce
i accelerations in the +x direction. To account __orthe differ-
ences in the interaction of the various pressure loss terms for
' this condition, additional outflow predictions were developed.
Figur IIl-14 llustrates these results for the LH2 system. As
I shown, the capability to outflow propellant is increased when
the acceleration vector is in the +x direction. Similar pL-edlc-
ti ns &re shown for LO 2 in Fig, III-15.
The curves for LO2 show that the 13,2-kg/sec (29-1bm/sec) re-
qulrement cannot be met by the I.i0 crlterlon for 0.07 g i_ the
+x direction. A criterion of approximately 1.5 must be applied
*.oshow sufficient system performance to deliver 13.2kg/sec
(29 Ibm/sac) at + 0.07 g. Tha ideal expulsion efficiency of the
oxygen device is 98.1Z; therefore, applying a 1.5 criterion to
the system implies that the actual expulsion efficiency for an "_
OMS outflow at 0.07 g would be 97.2%. This represent_ an abil-
ity to outflow an OMS propellant demand until 0.9% of the usable
propellant remained in one tank, an equivalent of 0.45% of the "
total potential usable propell_t load of the Shuttle LO2 tanks.
It should be noted that ucue of r.he potential Shuttle missions
calls for an OMS propellant demand when the volume of propellant
remaining is that low. '
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A further attempt to reduce the weight of the retention deviues
: involved a detailed analysis of the mission duty cycles with re-
,. gard to the propellant demand timeline. Within a limited range
of variations, all of the missions called for use of some propel-
lant from the OMS/RCS tanks within the first 1.0 to 1.5 hours
, after launch. These demands were not constant for each mission,
• but were of the same order of magnitude. These usage schedules
are shown in Table 111-9, representing the total use from the
tanks before the first extended coast period in the mission.
The coast period begins at the end of the event occurring at the
mission time denoted in the table.
, Table III-9 Shuttle Mission InitiaZ Prop__;an_ Usage
i LH 2 kg (ibm) LO 2 kg (Ibm)
i 7-D__Polar Mission
, iOMS requirements 452.2 (996) 2262 (4982)
( RC$ requirements 30 (66) 150.3(331)1
Total Used to Time 1:35:30 482.1(1062) 2412 (5313)
Space Station Mission
IOMS requirements 172.5 (380) 862.6(1900)
RCS requirements 14.1 (31) 68.1 (150)
Total U_ed to Time 0:51:08 186.6 (411) 930.7(2050)
Due East Mission
OMS requirements 315.0 (694) 1576 (3472)
RCS requirements 30 (66) 150.2 (331)
Total Used to Time 1:35:00 3_5 (760) 1726 (3803)
The operational philosophy of the proposed designs during extend- ."
ed low-g periods is that the initlal ullage requirements for each
propellant load must be contained strictly within the vapor annu-
lus. The 5% ulIage load does not re_tesent the entire volume of
i
]
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i the vapor annuli of the de igns, particularly in the hydrogen
i' _ank, where a large annulus gap is necessary to ensure reason-
able venting characteristics. The approach adapted for the in-
II tegra_ed OMS/RCS requirements, therefore, was to load some of
! the mission propellant in the vapor annulus. The propellant
masses listed in Table 111-9 represent the volume of propellant
that will be outflowed almos_ immediately after launch• Since
", this propellant mass is not _tored in orbit for any period of
time, it does not need to be enclosed by the liner.
t
_ The diameter of the liners for both the LH2 and LO 2 systems w_re
i reduced so that the volume contained in them represented the vol-
ume cf the initial ullage plus the volume of the propellant to
' be used during the mission time specified in Table 111-9.
To make a special design for each mission unnecessary, the pro-
pellant volume specified to be used during the first 51 min 8 sec
of the space station mission was used to size the liner diameters.
This propellant mass represents the least amount required of the
: three missions before the first coast period. Based on these
considerations, the 3.8-M (12.5-ft) diameter LH> tank wa_ designed
with a 3.58-m(ll.75-ft) diameter liner, and the 2.5!-m (8.25-ft)
diameter LO2 tank was designed to include a 2.42-m (7.94-ft) dia-
meter liner.
The detailed design drawing for the LH2 acquisition/expulsion
system is shown in Fig. 111-16. The LO2 system is not pictured
because, except for the dimensions, it would essentially be iden-
tical in appearance. The system is an all-alumlnum welded design
fabricated of 200x1400 aluminum Dutch twill screen and 0.076-cm
(0.030-in.) (50% open area) alumim_m perforated plate. The chan-
nels are tapered from a rectangular cross-sectlon at the liner
equator to an essentially square cross-section at the point where
they enter the manifold near the pole of the device oc in the
start tank mat_!fold. The tapered design was adoyted so that the
material required to make the manifold would be minimized, thus
saving weight.
The design consists of 20 gore panels in each hemisphere. The
gore sections are perforated plate covered with a layer of 200x
1400 screen. An outflow channel is located in the center of each
o panel. The channels are fabricated of both plate and perforated
plate and are covered with two layers of 200x1400 screen where
required. All the screen attachments are made by continuous re-
sistance seam welds. Under an IRAD program, this design approach
i 111-40/
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was verifLed through the fabrication and assembly of a 1.77-in
(70-in.) liner. (See Chap. IV, Vol III.)b
i A reentry tank is included in one tank for each propellant. The
I
channels drain into a manifold around the reentry tank and the
manifold discharges into the reentry tank through a single entry
port. All propellant expelled from the systems is flowed through
' the s'ngle outflow llne of the reentry tank. The outflow line
is positioned so that during the reentry phase of the Shuttle
mission the acceleration will settle the propellant over the exit
port and complete tank dralning will be possible. The entcy port
into the reentry tank is directly opposite the outflow llne so
that during 2.3-g reentry, propellant will be unable to drain out
of the tank through this opening.
The inlet port of the reentry t_nk is covered with screen backed
by perforated plate so that propellant will be held in the tank
by capillary action, if requlred, during the terminal portion
of the low-g part of the mission. Placing this screen in the
system flow path created an additional pressure loss in the _'
fluid. The inlet port was sized so the loss experienced by the
flowing propellant was not of such a magnltude as to require the
start tank dome weights _.obecome excessive. The inlet port for
the hydrogen system was sized so that a 0.31-N/cm 2 (0.45-pal)
pressure drop was experienced by the LH 2 flowing through it.
The domes for the LH 2 start tank were theD designed for a 0.52-
N/cm2 (0.75-psl) collapsing pressure; the dome material thick-
nesses are 0.076 cm (0.030 in.) and 0.177 cm (0.070 in.), re-
spectlvely.
Similarly, the 56.9-cm (22.4-In.) radius dome of the LO 2 reentry
tank is 0.089cm (0.035 in.) thick and the 120-ca (47.2-in.) rad-
ius dome is 0.1828 cm (0.072 in.) thick, based on a 1.38-N/cm 2
(2.0-pal) collapsing pressure. The radii of the tank _es re-
present a tank volume sufficient for all propellant rt _'sments ,?
during the reentry maneuver so that once the reentry io ._itiated, "-
the capillary channels no longer have a function in the propel-
lant delivery system.
A smmary of the design geometry details is presented in Table III-
i0 for both _he LH2 and LO 2 systems. The flgures listed for the _:
channel dimensions represent the cross-sectional dimensions at ___
the equator followed by the cross-sectlonal dimensions at the "'
manifolds. 5
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The screen, unsupported by perforated place, requires support
me_bere spaced at approximately 30.4-cm (12-1n.) intervals along
the co_unicetlon screen length. This technique could result
in a potential saving of approximately 15.9 ks (35 Ibm) for each _
tank of the hydrogen system. On that basis, each of the screen
liners could weigh approximately 36.3 kg (80 Ibm), T_se weights
are also included iu Table III-11.
A summary of the final performance capabilities is shown in Table .'
III-12. The desl_m are capable o£ matting all the mission re-
quirements o,,tlined in Section A, ,_ _*
111-45
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T_Z# III-12 A_uiaition/E_ulaion b_yat_.m- Perfome
L_2, 3.58-m (ll.75-ft) LO2 2.42-m (7.94-ft)
t-
Channel Screen, 2 Layers 200x1400 0.154 0.094 ":#
t
I
Communication, 200z1400 0.077 0.047 !
OUTFLOWP.J_A_/LITY EEI/EE A Flov Ratakulaec(tb/secllale Otaxlnum) !
Lax T_ak I 98.1/97.9 8.17 (18) 0.057(-7._, 0.072(+X) ":
.*
Lax "lank 2 98.I197,9 8.17 (18) 0.057(-_, 0.072(+I0
Lax Tank 2 with Reentry Tank 8.17 (18) 0.057(-X_, 0.072(+30
LH2 Tank 1 97.3/97.0 2.72 (6) 0,087(-X), O.114(+X)
, l,llt_. "£m@,.2 97.3/97.0 2.72 (6) 0.087(-X), O.II4(+X)
<
UI2 Tank 2 with Reentry Tank 2.72 (61 0,087(-X), O.114(+X)
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free surface energy of any propellant present in the outer annu-
lus. With this eccentric annulus configuration in a zero-g con- 1
_ dition, the minimum free surface energy phenomenon will zause the _i
_ propellant to be positioned away from the vent port, thus allow- _!
_ in_ venting even though all the liquid may not be contained with- i
in the acquisition/expulsion device. !
! After completing the detail design effort, the designs were re-
viewed by the Beech Aircraft Corporation (BAC) of Boulder, Colo- !.
i rado, and were found to be completely adequate. The results of i
the BAC review are summarized below with the detailed discussion I
%
presented in Ref. 111-6. BAC evaluated the cable suspension
method for the pressure vessel and screen assembly and considered
it to be conservative. Screen assembly cleaning could be achieved
I by using proper techniques and seqvences. Also, BAC felt that
proper inspection techniques could be established to verify clean-
liness after repeated use. in handling large screen assemblies,
BAC indicated that standard procedures for handling man-rated
! flight components could also be used during manufacturing, storage,
i and transportation. It was also concluded that the maintenanceproblems should be minimal and would co,_ist primarily of checking
and maintaining cleanliness. In evaluating the proposed filling
I procedure, BAC stated that with proper care no significant pro-
blems should occur.
2. Feedline
Capillary feedline design incorporates cylindrical screen devices
to hold the cryogenic liquid away from the feedline wall and as-
sure gas-free liquid. The pressure gradiant on these devices is
ideally always from the outer gaseous region to the inner liquid
core and has a maximum value equal to the bubble point of the
screen configuration. For a single 325x2300 stainless steel Dutch-
twill screen, this maximum is 0.05 N/cm 2 (0.72 psi) for LH 2 and
0.36 N/cm 2 (0.512 psi) for LO 2. This preqsure gradient must be
sustained without degrading the system's performa,,ce.
As discussed previously, there are two ways of fabricating screen
retention devices. For feedline application the screen must be
supported by a backup plate (at least for larger diameters) to pre-
vent screen buckling or distortion due to pressure gradients.
No amount of scre_,L deflection or distortion can be tolerated,
because of the redu_ ion in flow area and possible degradation in
the system pressure retention capability.
i
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Feedline design is based on additive pressure retention capability !
caused by layering the screens. To ensurp this capability, adjoin- i
t'
ing screen layers must be separated by spacer material, which also i,
provides structural support. Any lightweight stainless steel mate-
rial such as perforated plate or perforated shim stock will serve i
this purpose. !
A representative feedline design is shown in Fig. III-19. A 15.2- !i
, cm (6-1n.) feedline is shown with a 10.2-cm (4-in.) diameter screen
!
liner. The screen liner has t,.,oscreen layers with perforated
plate or suitable spacer material between the layers. The drawing
shows the feedllne coupled to a storage tank. The feedline shown
; is not vacuum-jacketed but is covered with multilayer insulation.
{ However, the basic design is not affected by the presence of a vac-
i uum Jacket.
A prevalve is shown at the feedllne-tank interface which may or '"
! may not be incorporated into the system without affecting per-
formance. The basic function of a prevalve would be to prevent
i liquid from entering the feedline before orbital altitude is ob-
tained. This gives added flexibility to the propellant feed sys-
I tam capability. Should a prevalve be desirable it must incorpor-
. ate a valve in the vapor annulus as well as prevel.t liquid from
entering this region when the tank is filled. The vapor control
valve shown has this feature and is pneumatically actuated. Valve
I desirability depends on a tradeoff between valve weight and the
added flexibility and weight savings caused by reduced feedline
boiloff during orbit injection, A secondary llquid-control valve
is also shown at the feedllne/pump interface.
Expansion joints are shown at tank and turbopump interfaces and
may be necessary at other locations depending on feedline geometry.
Because of the small temperature gradient expected between the
feedline and screen liner, th&rmal expansion in this area is not
considered a problem.
Line fabrication and support details in the feedline are also
shown. A multiple screen liner is formed by first Joining alter-
nate segments of screen and spacer material. The width of these
segments is equal to the aircumference o_ the layer. The result-
ing screen-spacer-plata sheet is formed into a cylindrical liner
by rolling it into the proper diameter and JolninE it to en_ rinss
at each ehd of the liner section. The outside screen layer seam
must be Joined and sealed by resistance welding.
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Feedline bends are fabricated from a series of screen liner seg-
ments as shown in the tank feedline main view. Fabrl_atlng an
i elbow segment is also shown in detail. The procedure is basically
the same as for straight liner sections except that curved screen
and spacer segments are used. Also a solid sectJ .n is incorpor- ,'
ated Int_ the spacer material and located on the odcslde of the
bend to prevent inertial liquid dropout.
The liner is supported inside the feed!ine by a series of stand-
offs. Standoff geometry may vary according to _he size of the '
liner relative to the feedline. A triangular support would ,tin- :
_mize heat leak wlthout sacrificing structural stability. The
; _ square supprrt shown is a thin metal sheet with a hole the dia-
meter of the liner cut in it. Four gussets are shown to give
_ the suppcrt added structural capability. The support may be made
of any suitable material, preferably having a low conductivity,
i such as fiberglass to minimize heat shorts. As mentioned in the
_ design analysis, stai_less-steel Dutch-twill 325x2300 mesh screen
_ was selected because of its superior _ressure retention, capabil- ,
i Ity and compatibility with the stainless steel feedllne. Per- '
, _ forat-d O.012-cm (O.005-1n.) stainless steel shim stock was cho- : ,
_ sen as the snacer and support material. ;
The OMS _ad RCS feedline diameters for the capillary system are
the _um of the basel[ne diameters plus twice the vapor annulJs gap,
plus twice the liner thickness. The liner thickness is calculated i
from the required la,,ers of screen and spacer material. Determin-
ations of the vapor annuluG gap size must consider screen liner
thickness, vapor annulus volume requirements, and ease of fabri-
_tion, as well as the weight penalty associated with increased
•eedllne diameter. This weight is in addition to the liner and
support structure weight. The resulting annulus gap associated _
with feedline diameters of 12.7 cm (5 in.) and 11.4 cm (4.5 in.)
for the LH2 and LO2 system were consistent with these considera-
tions. " ._
A summary of detailed design data for the integrated OMS/RCS cap-
illary feedllne is shown in Table III-13. Geometry and weight
considerations for both propellant systems are included. Total
weight, as well as that for individual components, is shown for
all systems. It is interesting to note uhe larger percentage of
total system weigt._ represented by the screen liner for the LH2
systems compared to LO2 systems. The LH2 CMS and RCS screen !
liner accounts for approximately 26Z and 15X, respectively, of
tPs total weight. For both LO 2 systems (OMS and RCS), only _%
of the total system weight Is attributable to the capillary
screen liner. This is due to the significantly larger number of
screen layers r_|uired for the LH2 systems and shows the impor- ._
tahoe of minimizing the number of screen layers.
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Table III-13 Integraved CMS/RCS Capillary Feedline Detuited De6ign Da_u
LH2 LO2
GEOMETRY OMS RCS OMS IRCS
, ,l
Screen Liner •
ID, cm (in.) 10.2 (4) 10.2 (4) 10.2 (4) 10.2 (4)
OD, cm (in.) 10.56 (4.16) 10.36 (4.08) 10.3 4.01 10.3 4.01
Vapor Annulus Gap, cm (in. 1.06 (.42) 1.17 (.46) 0.64 (0.251 0.64 (0.25)
Feedline ID, cm (in.) 12.7 (5) 12.7 (5) 11.4 (4.5) 11.4 (4.5)
• Weight, kg (ibm)
i Vacuum Jacket 139 (306) 23.8 (52.5) 34 (75) 22.7 (50)
Insulation 17.5 (38.4) 2.9 (6.4) 8.3 (18.3) 5.5 (12.2)
Feedllne 34.9 (76.8) 5.8 (12.8) II.I (24.5) 7.5 (16.4)
Screen Liner I 68.6 (151) 5.7 (12.6) 2.9 (6.3) 1.9 (4.2)
Supporting Structure 5,9 (13) 0.9 (2" 1.4 (3) 0.9 (2)
[
[ Total 265.9 (585.2) 39.1 (86.3) 57.7 (127,1) 38.5 (84.8)
As discussed previously, maintaining the integrity of capillary
retention capability is important i._ the fabrication of any
capilla._y device. The same care and procedure should be followed
during fabrication of the feedline system as is used in construc-
tion of the storage tank system. This includes thorough bubble
point testing of the device as well as assuring the structural
• integrity of all welds and attachments.
%"
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D. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Designs for the acquisition/expulsion system of the integrated
OI_/RCS LH2 and LO2 systems were prepared. Designs for both th_
storage tanks and feedlines of the LO2 and LH2 systems are in-
cluded. The acquisition/expulsion systems were designed to sat-
isfy all of the expected propellant expulsion and storage require-
merits of a typical integrated OMS/RCS duty cycle. This includes
gas-free liquid expulsions during the random accelerations of
several orbit-to-orblt maneuvers and during the high reentry ac-
celerations.
The designs presented are passive, lightweigh :, re!labia, a_d
flexible. A_l experimental program was conducted using a repre-
sentative subscale LH 2 model, which veri£ied some of the oper-
ational characteristics of the designs in a l-g environment. Also
the ability to fabricate, assemble, end inspect these designs was
demonstrated b> building and checking out a 1.78-m (70-1n.) dla-
meter screen liner and channel a_sembly under an IR & D program.
In addition, the Beech Aircraft Corporation (EAC) reviewed the
designs and found them to be completely adequate structurally and
found no significant problems associated with the cleaning, in-
spection, handling, and maintenance of these systems.
It can be concluded that the designs presented in this chapter are !
capable of satisfying all of the varied mission duty cycles and
design criteria of the integrated OMS/RCS LO2 and LH2 systems.
Furthermore, confidence in the adequacy of the designs has been
gained through the experimental programs conducted under this study.
Additional design credibility was gained from a thorough design
review conducted by the Beech Aircraft Corporation. A cc_plete
development plan for these designs is cutllned in Chapter VI of
this volume.
j ,q
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IV. DEDICATED OMS (L__)_POINT DESIGN
The analysis and design of a Space Shuttle dedicated LO 20MS pro-
pellantmanagement system makes use of much of the basic Infor-
mation and the analytical tools presented in Chapter II- These
include screen wicklng data, screen structural data, modeling of
system flow dynamics, and modellng of system thermodynamics.
Both a high-pressure and a low-pressure system were considered
for the system design. The Io_'pressure system was, in:_any ways,
similar to those designs established for the integrated OMS/RC_
acquisition/expulsion systems presented in Chapter III and much
of "-beanalysis developed for the integrated OMS/RCS was also
applicable to the low pressure system discussed here.
A. DESYGN REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA
This section describes the Space Shuttle orbital configuration
and related vehicle/mission requirements, which were used to de-
sign the acquisition/expulslon device for the LO 2 tanks of the
Earth orbital maneuvering system (OMS). The requirements reflect
the most recent orbiter concepts available at the time of the
i
study, t
i. General Requirements J
A general consideration of earth storable propellants is presented
in detail in Volume V of this report. This study concerns only _"
the LO2 dcqulsition/expulslon deslgu for a dedicated OMS system, i
However, the general performance and design requirements for Space 1
Shuttle fueled _rlth earth-storable propellant were considered i
applicable. These are _ummarlzed briefly below,
The systems were designed for ease of inspection, checkout, and !
walntenance, including removal and r_lacement of parts. The / • :
acquisit_on/expulsion devices were designed'to operate satisfac- I " -.
torily throughout the range of acceleration and thermal environ-
merits anticipated during :he Shuttle operation. The OHS propellant i
management device was designed to function for a minimum self,Ice
life of I00 to 500 _tssions over a 10-year period. At least seven
days of self-sustalning lifetime was provided, with extended mission _ . ,_,
V
I .27f
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• llfe capability of up to 30 days. The storage capacity of the
tanks was designed for 152 to 427 m/sec (500 to 1400 fps) delta
velocity propellants. The capability of receiving propellants
" while on orbit was provided for. Table IV-I shows the entire OMS
candldaCe propellant list, although only LO2 was considered in
this study.
TaBle IV-I Earth Storable O_ Candidate Propellant
Performance
Specific Impulse
Mixture I;_ N-sec/kg
Oxldizer/Fuel Ratio (ibf-secllbm)
N2OjA_50 i 1.60 3070 (314)
N2OJHMH .-. 60 3051 (312)
N2OJN2H _ i.Ii 3090 (316)
LO2/A-50 i.33 3286 (336)
LO2/MMH 1.43 3266 (334)
LO21N2H _ 0.95 3296 (337)
LO2/UDMH I.68 3256 (333)
LO2/RP-I 2.63 3139 (321)
LO2/C3H 8 2.80 3217 (329)
2. Design Missions
,.'_ Three specific misslous were used as baseline for the dedicated
_ :.. OMS .ystem: (I) an easterly launch; (2) a polar launch; and (3)
a space station resupply. Table I%-2 shows the delta veloclry
requiremRnts for each of the three missions. Figures IV-I through
IV-3 show the tlmellnes for each of the missions.
<:_ ,/
3. Tankage Geometry ' ' "
Table IV-3 lists the tank dimensions considered for the study and
shows the sizes of cylindrical tanks coneldered for tb_ hlgh :..._
"_: " pre.sure systems, 172.5 Nlcm 2 (250 psia). Low pressure systems,
with storage pressures near amblent, were designed for spherical
• tank8 of the ea_¢ volume. Minimum ullage volumes of up to 5% _,':_..
were allowed to prevent cverpressurlzation due to propellant " !:
expansion :,__
1974004413-186
Table IV-2 OMS Miasion Requirements
Design--Easterly Launch Reference--South Polar I_unch Refsrence--Resupply Hlss£on, j. •
29,510 kg (65,000 Ib) Payload 18,160 kg (40,000 Ib) Payload 11,350 kg (25,000 Ib) Payload b
(Required), 185 km (I00 n mi), (_|ini_,t_),185 kn (IO0 n mi), (Ylinlmum),500 kr (270 n mi),
7 days 7 days 7 days _'"
"V m/set :V mlsec :
Function (ftlsec) Function (ft/'sec_ runctlot. (it/sac)
Circularizatlon 27.4 (90) 27.4 (90) Phasing Burn 40.5 033)
Termlnal Phase 9.)5 (32) On Orbit 9.75 (32) Orbit Correction 12.2 (40)
Initiation
Deorbit Burn 76.2 (250._ Deorbit Burn 76.2 (250) Orbit Correction 7.6 (25)
Excess 191 (628) Excess 39.0 (128) Phasing Burn 85.9 (282) :
Phasing Burn 72.5 (238)
Orbit Correction 6,7 (22)
Termlnal Phase tO.9 (3b) [
Oecrblt 134. (,.40)
Excess 56 (184)
Total 304.8 (}O00) Total 152.4 (500) Total 426.3 (14OO)
Table TV-3 Propellant _a_kag, Requirements for OHS Propellant
Acquisition System
Propellant Tempera,cure Range Tank Lensth , L Tank Diameter , D Volume/Tanka "
Propellants °K ft ft"
lo N O./ASC 275-322/272-322 495-580/490-580 3.87/3.84 12.7112._ 0.9710.97 3.2/3.2 2.6012.55 [92.0190.2
3. N O./,_ 275-322/255-322 _.95-580/460-580 3.87/3.87 12.7/_2.7 0.97/0.97 3.2/3.2 2.61/?.60 92.5/91.9
3. N u,.'_:H,. 275-322/278-322 495-580/500-580 3.65/3.93 12.0/12.9 0.91/0.97 3.0/3.2 2.20/2.81 77.9/99.:,
4. LOXIH, 90-97119-22 162-175135-40 4.16/6.12 13.6120.I 1.O311.52 3.415.0 3.24110.32 I14.71165.O
5. LOXIC_H-_90-971225-233 162-1751405-420 4.3913.a4 I ,.4112.6 1.0910.94 3.613.1 3.77/2.52 133.'.189.3
6. LoX/RP-I 90-971257-322 162-1751460-580 4.3913.56 14._III.7 _1.09/0.8B 3.6/2.9 3.77/2.03 133.1/72
7. LOXD_fH 90-971255-322 162-t751_0-580 4.0213.90 13.2112.8 1.0010.97 3.313.2 2.9412.67 IO4.1194.5
R. LOXIN.H_ 90-971278-_22 162-1751500-580 3.78/4.00 12.4113.L 0.94/t.00 3.113.3 2.41/2.85 85.21100.7P
9. LOX/._-50 !90-971_72-322 162-175/490-580 3.9613.90 13.0112.8 1.O010.97 3.3/3.2 2.82/2.66 99.7194.2
IO. LOXIUI_ 90-971255-322 162-1751460-5B0 4.11/3.93 13.5112 9 1.03/O.97 3.413.2 3.1312.72 110.9196.3
iO,tlS co_fxgurstlon has one fuel t_.nk and _ ' _qone oxidizer tamk in each of tlao modules. / _-D/2
4. Acceler,atlon Criteria _ si':
Acceleration criteria developed for this a ady, based on the best _'
available information, were as follows:
Translational Accelerations (OHS)--Rinimum, 0.0216 g
Hax _m, 0.0706 8 _ :,_:_
RCS Accelerations (in any direction)-- 2 thrusters, 0.0129 _
4 thrustere, 0.0258 g
6 thrusters, 0.0388 $ ;_:
8 thrustere, 0.0517 tt
tW-3 :::
'': ._ _
• ° " 2"_
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, For purposes of the study, no more than four thrusters in any one 3
" direction would be operated at any time. Directional acceleration i
criteria were as follo:s:
Pitch-Yaw, 0.0241 g !
J
Roll, 0.00938 g
5. Thermal Criteria
The thermal criteria used for the dedicated OMS LO2 system were
those criteria established _or the integrated OMS/RCS system of
Chapter III. The steady-state environmental heating rate for the
tank was considered to be 1,,58N/m 2 (0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2) and the
transient soakback heat from the engine was considered to be 239
W/m 2 (76 Btu/hr-ft2).
6, Propellant Utilization Criteria
The following propellant utilization requirements were considered
in designing the acquisltlon/expulslon system to provide gas-free
1/quid ou demand It was designed to provide liquid expulsion
instant_,neously _-Ithout allowing time for propellant settling
before expulsion. The liquid expulsion periods were assumed tc
vary from the minimum impulse bit o£ 8 _ec _o _ alr,_Ic =o_t_.n,_,o,_,_=
outflow duratioa of i000 =ec or more. The systsm was designed
to provide any number of liquid expulsions for these durations
until propellant depletion and to assure _he highest expulsion
af_iclency. The design flowrates are shown i_ Table IV-4. ,
TabZs IV-4 Prope_lan_ Flow Rate Ranges for an O_S Propulsion
l#odule
Wo, ks/s_c Wf, k_;/s*.c
(Ibm/see) (Ibmlsec;
Propellsnts Minlmum _c_mus Minlm,m MIximum
1:20jA-50 3.11(6.86) 8.90 (19.6) 1.94 (4.27) 5.54 (12.2)
/120_/_ 3.13(6.90) 8.94(19.7) 1.95(4.31) 5.58(12.3)
,_2OJN2H,_ 2.f_(5.81) 7.54(16.6) 2.38(5.25) 6.81(15.0)
LO2/A-30 3._ (7.85) 1.02(22.4) 2.03(4.48) 5.81(12,8)
LO2/M_ 3.G (7.92) 1.03(22.6) 1.95(4.31) 5.58(12.3)
I_2/M2Hu 2.8 (6.16_ 8.0 (17.6) 2.41(5.32) 6.90(15.2)
L02/_ 2.3 (5.0e) 6.6 (14.5) 1.78(3.92) 5.08(I_.2)
L021_,..1 2.7 (5.98) _.8 (D._) t.36 (3.01) 3.90 (86)
Lo2/c3_t 3.0 (6.59) 8.5 (18.8._ 1.27 (2.80) 3-%3 (80)
_,_: 15,540 N (3500lbf) • fit ( 44,4_0N (10,000 lbf).
G
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B. DESIGN ANALYSIS
i; Both the low- and high-pressure LO 2 dedicated OMS designs are
; analyzed. EmphasLs in the low pressure design was placed on op-
timizing the system weight, whereas the major part of the hlgh--
pressure analysis involved correct sizing of the trap system fo-
stability and refilling.
i. Low-Pressure System
The low-pressure LO 2 dedicated OMS propellant tanks were to be
designed in spherical configurations. The approach was to d_,sign
one tank for the largest LO 2 volume requirement shown in Table
IV-3. For LO2 with methane, this volume is 3.77m 3 (133.4 ft').
i The equivalent volume is contained in a spherical tank with a96.62-cm (38.04-in.) radius. However, a tank with 96.62-cm
(38.09 in.) radius of exactly 3.79 m3 (134 ft 3) volume was used
for the design comparisons. A true spherical liner inside this
tank, which would contain 95% of the tank volume (thereby leaving
a vapor annulus for the 5% ullage load), would have a radius of
I 95.09 cm (37.44 in.).
! The LO 2 tank for this dedicated OMS application is considerably
smaller than e_ther the LH2 Jr the LO2 tanks of the integrated
OMS/RCS systems discussed in the preceding chapter. It was not
clear that the conclusions r_ached in Chapter III were completely
applicable to the smaller systems. Therefore, further analysis
of configuration impacts on system design were conducted to more
clearly define optimum systems.
The first analysis was directed at determinLqg t:_epoeqible lim-
itation_ on system geometry imposed by the 5_ \'_or an_,:_s cri-
terion. Figure IV-4 comr_reg the radius cf a _lysphfr_ ro the
radius cf a _phere of equa: volume. A polysphele _c_'_;ling 95%
of the tank volume cannot have a radius that exc _c_i_,,_ radius
:'_" of the tank conLaining x_. A sphere with a rad_ c, 95.09 cm
(37.44 in.) represents the smallest geometric JolJ_ that can con-
rain" the 95% volume. Thus, any geometric figure such as a poly-
sphere with a finite number of sides will hav,_ a larger radius.
The ratio of the two limiting radii, 97.75:95.09 cm (38.09:37.44
L_.), iG 1.017. This ratio represents the largest ratio of radii
which the system could accommodate. Figure IV-4 indicates that
the 95X volume polyspherical liner contained in the tank must have
" more than eleven sides. This restrJctlon establlshes tl_ lower
_ limit for further invest'gatlon.
W-8
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Figure IV-5 shows the largest polysphere that ccfld be c_ntalned 7_
within a specific sphere. The ?igure indicdtes tlmt the largest
octosohere that could be placed in the sphere would contain only
90.0% of tile loadeu propellant. This percentage increases with
an increase in the number of sides. For example, a 20-sided
• polysphere would hold 98.25% of the circumscribed tank volume.
Figure IV--5 again demonstrates t|mt for c,5% containment withiu
_he device the polysphere must have morz than eleven siJes.
_ The surface area of _ screen device provides a good estimate of
system weight, weight generally directly proportionalbecause is
i to surface area Figure IV-6 shows the effect the number of sides
of a polysphere has on the surface area of the device when c,_m-
pared with the spherical case of either the same volume or the
scone radio The figure shows that a polysphere of eight sides
i with a volume equal to a sphere wil_ have 4.5L Litre surface area
than the sphere. The percentage is rtill greater than I% with
i _ 16-sided polysphere.
!
i These c_rves demonstrate the azpected result that as the number
i of sides of a polysphere increase, the physical chara_-teristics
l of a .';phere are more closely app;oximeted. However, the curves
| are useful for quickly eliminating impractical design aonfigura-
! •
I tions and estimating weights of proposeo concepts.
]
From this point, the design analysis proceeded to an evaluation
of two related design features: (i) wicking distance between the
channels, and (2) the aspecL ratio of the channels. These two
design features are functionally related because the combined
cross-sectional [low area of the channels was ._id constant for .
each configuration stud.'ed. The total flow area of the chmmels
was held eonstan_ so that the flow chara'terIPtics in the channels
would be approxi1_mtely the same for a wide range of system con-
figurations.
• The aspect ratio of the channels is defined, for purposes of this
study, as the ratio of the channel dimension in the circumferential
direction to the channel dimension in the radial direction. This
ratio is illust_ated in Fig. IV-7.
For a specific number of channels and a fixed total cross-sectlonal
area, as the channel aspect ratio decreases ,Le wlcklng distance
o_ the distance between the uhannels must increase. Accordingly,
a set of eonditlors could exist in which a low number aspect ratio
(normally <I) would require a wlcklng distance in excess of the
IV-lO
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wicklng capability of the screen. There[ore, because there Is
" an upper limit on the distance a pron_llant can wick in a par- i
ticular screen, there is a concomitant lower lira.iton the aspect II
"J ratio of the channels for any c_.nfiguration
U. I0 ,,?
" ; I0
• ,annel _-
Aspect Ratio = I0 Aspect Ratio = I/I0
" _ Figure IV-? Illustration of Aspect Ratio
i i The consideration of a wide range of channel aspect ratios re-
I ,", quired a basic assumption regarding system fabrication. With
channels having very large aspect ratios (on the order of I0), a
channel that included screen only on the inner and outer spher-
ical surfaces would have ample screen surface to assure small
pressure losses due to propellant flow into the device. Conversely,
for designs with low aspect ratios (aspect ratio <i), the screen
on the inner spherical surface adds little to the total surface
area of the device. For this design, the sides of the channels
must be fabricated of screen to assure adequate screen area.
Therefore, it was assumed that all three interior surfaces of the
channels were composed of screen hacked by perforated plate.
The designs were also assumed to be of all aluminum welded con-
struction, which is consistent with the design approach estab-
llshed under the integrated OMS/RCS design effort. Communication
screens were considered to be a single layer of 200x140G aluminum
perforated plate. The channels were considered to be two layers
of 200x1400 aluminum Dutch-twill screen separated by the aluminum
perforated plate structural member. Weights of various systems
were determined based on these assumptions.
Several different channel configurations were investigated through
a range of wicking lengths. The wicking lengths represent the
spacing between the channels. The maximum spacing considered was
38.1 cm (15 in.) because Lhe an_lysls described in Chapter I[ of
• this volume indicated 38.1 cm (15 in.) to be a maximum distance
IV-13 _-' -
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for LO2 wicking with the specified environmental heat leap of
2
1.58 W/m (0.5 Btu/hr-ft-). It should be noted that this wicking
distance was selected as a result of a preliminary wicking analysis.
Further wlcking analyses (presented in Chapter II), performed
subsequent to tiledesign of the integrated O.MSsystem, have sho_n_
LO2 to have additional wlcking capability in 200x1400 Dutch-twill
screen. Therefore, the designs are somewhat conservative.
As a result of previous findings, no configurations were considered
t
; that were less than 12-slded po]yspheres; i.e., no fewer than 12
" channels were considered. Figure IV-8 shows the results of weight
i comparisons for the different configurations. The figure illus-
trates two noteworthy trends for channel designs. The first ks
that the fewer channels in the system, the lighter the optimized
design will tend to be. The second observation is that each channel
system, consisting of a fixed number of channels, has a well-defined
minimum weight value. These minima occur at different wlcking
lengths for dlfferenL numbers of channels, but these different
wicklng lengths Correspond to essentially the same aspect ratio
for all configurations. For this particular tank geometry, that
I minimum weight aspect ratio is approximately equal to 2.
i Investigations were made to determine whether an aspect ratio of
i Z was universally optimum. These invest]gatlons showed that each
, tank system and each fabrication material has a unique optimum
aspect ratio. Moreover, as the totsl cross-sectional area of the
devices changes, the optimum channel aspect ratio changes also.
For example, for the hydrogen tank considered for the integrated
OMS/RCS system defined in Chap. III, the optimum aspect ratio
for a stainless steel system was approximately 2.5. For the same
system fabricated of aluminum, the optimum aspect ratio was ap-
proximately 6. However, the weight deviated only about 0.908 kg
(2 ibm) (less than I%) between aspect ratios of 4 and i0. Figure
IV-8 also shows that for the 3.8 m3 (134 ft3) LO2 tank studied,
the optimum system weight increases approximately 0.18 kg (0.4 Ibm)
per channel and a representative system weight would lie in the
17.25 to 18.6 kg (38 to 41 lbm) range.
J The volume of propellant contained in the acquisition/expulsion
device is an important concern because the smaller that volume,
the higher the expulsion efficiency. In terms of residual weight,
the volume contained by the device assumes added significance for
this design because of the hlgh density of LO2. Each of the con-
figurations considered in this study was analyzed to determine
this residual we lr,ht.
I _-i ...... I
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The impact of various combinations of channel number and spacing
was determined and results are shown in Fig. IV-9. The figure
i shows that for each channel configuration there exists a maximum
residual weight that tends to increase as the number of channels
in the system is reduced. The individual maxima occur at aspect
ratios approximately equal to unity, although these maxima occur
' a_ different channel spacings. Thus, the system hardware weight
minima and the system propellant residual weight maxima do not
occur at the same aspect ratio.
The curves in Fig. IV-9 tend to drop rapidly on the right-hand
side of the maximum values. This right-hand side is the area
I where aspect ratios are less than unity. This would seem to imply
that some significant weight savings, in terms of reduced residuals,
could be re_ilized by selecting designs from this side of the curve.
However, the majority of the weights represented by this portion
, of the curve are for configurations that would be impractical to
fabricate. As the aspect ratios become much less than unity, for
i this design application, the circumferential dimension of thechannels becomes too small to make fabrication practical.
( The effect of the various channel configurations on outflow ca-
_ pability was also assessed. It was determined that as the aspect
i i ratio decreased the flow rate capability increased. Figures IV-IO
| ; and IV-ll show how this phenomenon relates to the system hardware/
i I residual weight and channel spacing relationships. When the aspect! at os of the cha nels are large (>>I) or small (<<i), the viscous
I pressure losses due to flow of fluid in the channels comprise a
proportionally larger portion of the total available pressure
differentlal (determined by the bubble point of the screen) than
do the viscous pressure losses in channels of the same cross-
sectional area whose aspect ratios are closer to unity. However,
the total pressure losses are smaller for a given flow rate at a
smaller aspect ratio than they are at a larger one because of the
unique geometry of the channels as they form a manifold near the
tank outlet. Oentrally, the smaller the aspect ratio, the larger
the screen area available for flow into the device. Since flow
area through the screens comprises a large portion of the total
pressure drop in a system, the outflow rate capability is increased
as the aspect ration decreases (Fig. IV-10 and IV-11).
Figure IV-12 illustrates the total weight of the systems inves-
tigated. This weight is the sum of the hardware weight and the
residual weight of the system. Also shown are lines approxinmting
the constant channel depths for the systems. These lines of
constant channel depth indicate that the variation in weight for
IV-16 , . '_
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systems of varying numbers of channets with a 2.54-cm (1-in.)
depth is only approximately 1.36 kg (3 lbm). This difference
represents approximately 1% of the total weight of hardware and
residuals.
_ecause the weight difference between systems was not large,
arbitrary criteria became more important in the ultimate selection
of the system. Experience gained from fabricating various test
articles for the experimental phases of this program indicates
that some minimum channel depth exists below which fabrication
difficulties begin to offset other potential benefits. Therefore,
r a minimum cPannel depth of 1.9 cm (3/4 in.) was selected.
Figure IV-12 shows that for a 1.9-cm (3/4-in.) channel depth the
i weights range from 125 kg (276 Ibm) for 12 channels to 127 kg
(279 Ibm) for 18 channels. Although the 12-channel design is
Jl not significantly lighter _han any of the others shown, it is
i more attractive from a fabrication standpoint. With fewer chan-nels and sides of the polysphere liner, fewer welds must be made
to fabricate the device. From a fabrication cost standpoint,
this represents a potentially slgnificantmanufacturing cost
saving.
_herefore, the selected system for the low pressure dedicated OMS
appllcatlon consists of a dodecasphere (12-slded polysphere) screen
liner with a radius of 96.6 cm (38.02 in.). The device incorpo-
rates 12 channels, each 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) in depth, spaced approx-
imately 34.3 cm (13,5 in.) apart at the equator of the liner. The
liner is fabricated of 50% open, 0.75-am (O.030-in.) aluminum
perforated plate with one layer of 200x1400 aluminum Dutch-twill
screen. The channels are fabricated of 50% open, 0.76-mm (0.030-
in.) aluminum perfozated plate covered with two layers of _lumi-
I num 200x1400 Dutch-twill screen.The flow rate capability of the selected design is shown in Fig.
IV-13 for accelerations in both the plus and minus x dlrecti_n.
, From Table IV-4, the maximum flow rate for LO2 of 102.6 kg/sec
(226 Ibm/sec) occurs when it is combined with RP-I. The mlninum
rate is with hydrazine and is 6.6 kg/sec (14.5 Ibm/sec). The
maximum flow rate can be accommodated at an acceleration rate of
0.044 g in the -x direction and 0.072 g in the +x direction. The
minimum outflow rate can be maintained at 0.078 g in -x and 0.096
g in the +x direction. The OMS-produced acceleration is always
in the +x direction and the capability of the system to function
in an acceleratlon environment exceeds the 0.0706-8 (+x) OMS ac- ,
celeration criteria. Therefore, the design is sufficient for all
' pruposQd missions for which LO 2 is the oxidizer.
i.
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2. High-Pres Jre S_sLem
The high-pressure LO2 dedicated nMS system delivers _ropellant
to the using system at a tank pressure of 151.6 N/cmL (220 psia).
Between outflow events, tltetank pressure decays to the value
representing a saturated condition of the prLpellant. The pro-
pellant tanks were analyzed using the computer models detailed
in Chapter II of this volume. /
A pressure history for the dedicated OMS LO 2 system using helium
pressurization on a representative S'_uttle mission is shown in
:; Fig. iV-14. The figure shoas that after the first pressurization
event, the pressure in the. tank decays to a value of approximately
i 79.2 N/cm 2 (115 psia). During the ensuing coast period o_ more
! than five days, the environmental heat load causes the saturation
pressure to increase to 96.5 N/cm 2 (140 psia). This coast period
, is followed by other pressurization and outflow events at the
termination of the mission, Between each pressurization event,
i the pressure again decays to a value only slightly higher thanthe previous saturation pressure. The significant point to be
noted from Fig. IV-14 is that the tank pressure never reaches
151.6 N/cm 2 (220 psia). If that pressure were reached, venting
i of the tank would be necessary to maintain that pressure. There-
fore, for mission durations of seven days, it is not necessary to
i vent the ptopellanE tanks.
i
i _ A full tank screen liner is included in acquisition/ex_-ision
| designs to provide the capability of venting when necessary. But.
I because venting is not needed in the high-pressure dedicated OMS
LO2 tank, the need for a full tank screen liner is obvlated.
i _ Moreover, a tank without a full liner need not be spherical, soi_ the dedlcated OMS LO2 tanks for the high-pres_ure system were
considered to be of cylindrical configuration with hemispherical
end domes.
With the exclusion of a full liner from the _ank designs and the
requirement of the dedicated OMS tanks to outflow only during the
i settling acceleration produced by the OMS engine, refillable trapsb come attrqctlve propellant management candidates. The acceler-
1 ations produced by the OMS engine tend to settle the propellant
over the tank outlet. Thus, by positioning a screen trap over
', the tank outlet, the dzvice can be refilled during an OMS maneuver.
! The trap must be of a size sufficient to contain the volume of
• propellant required to start the OMS engines and settle the hulk
propellant over the trap again, At that time, propellant from the
: IV-23
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bulk region can refill the trap and feed the OMS engine directly. r
For the dedicated OMS system this trap size is determined by the i
amount of time required to settle the remaining propellant for i
the final OMS engine firing of the mission.
i
Of the three missions outlined in the design criteria, the easterly
launch mission presents the worst case for resettling because
only 31% of the original propellant remains onboard at .the ini-
tiation of+ the terminal OMS maneuver. The cylindrical OMS tank
: ' dimensions are i.i m (3.6 ft) in diameter and 4.4 m (±4.4 ft) in
length including spherical end domes. Based on an initial 5%
t ullage load and 31% propellant remaining immediately prior to
final OMS engine firing, the worst-case propellant orientation
" would leave the liquid 302.5 cm (ii_.I in.) from the tank outlet.
This distance assumes that the liquid has been settled at the tank
end opposite the outlet and has a flat interface.
I
: For an orbiter having a weight of 85,000 kg (170,000 ibm) returningi
; to Earth with a 20,430 kg (45,000 ibm) payload and the remainder
of the OMS fuel load, the acceleration a_ the initiation of the
_+ final deorbit OMS burn woulf' be 0,0272 g. The settling time can
P
_ be determined using the following equation:
i 2h
t = • [IV-l]
i where t = settling time, sec
= dimensionless safety factor
h = settling distance, m (ft)
a = vehicle's acceleration, m/see 2 (ft/sec 2)
For this missiun, the settling time is 4.76 sec. For a T value
of 2.0, the total settling time becomes 9.52 sec. At a flow rate
of 10.3 kg/sec (22.6 Ibm/sec), the mass _f propellant the trap
must contain is 97.6 kg (215 ibm). This ,,ass requirement assumes
a trap configuration that is completely stabl_ at all ti_es except
during refilling. Because there may be acceleration anomalies
that could cause mementary screen instabilities and loss of liquid
from the trap, the device volume was arbitrarily increased by one-
third to contain 130.3 kg (287 ibm).
One advantage of trap systems is the possibility of modular in- .:
stallat!on. This type of fabrication all_ws easy removal and in-
spection. _dular installation can be-acc_pllshed by making the
IV-25 i
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trap an integral part of a tank access cover which bolts onto a
flange in the tank dome. From a design standpoint it is desirable
to limit the size of the tank port covered by the tank access
cover to a diameter half that of tile tank diameter. Therefore,
the trap diameter was also limited to a diameter of half that of
the tank diameter. For the dedicated LO 20MS tank the trap diam-
eter was fixed at 54.8 cm (21.6 in.). To contain the re,uired
130.3 kg (287 lbm) of LO 2 the trap must have a height of 44.7 cm
(17.6 in.). The basic dimensions of the trap installed in the
tank are shown in Fig. IV-15.
The trap is fabricated of aluminum screen and perforated plate.
A liquid outflow annulus is included in the trap and liquid flows
from the trap bulk region into the annulus. The liquid annulus
is connected directly to tile OMS feedline to provide the outflow
path. The screen forminK the liquid annulus is a single layer
_ of 200x1400 Dutch-twill aluminum backed by 50% open area aluminum
• perforated plate. The trap cover is fabricated in a similar man-
ner of 165x800 Dutch-twill screen. This coarser mesh screen onL
i the trap cover has a lower bubble point and provides a preferential
i path for vapor ingestion into the trap bulk region rather than
: into the liquid annulus. This phenomenon would be possible onlyt
'_ during the short _ime when liquid is being exrelled from the trap
before the tank bulk propellant has settled over the trap. The
} trap screens are stable during all maneuvers of the RCS system
and will refill only during an OMS maneuver.
The tube extending above the trap cover is the trap vent ube.
The holes in the top of the vent tube have been sized to _e stable
under lateral (RCS) accelerations, but unstable during an OMS-
produced acceleration. During an OMS engine firing, the holes in
the vent tube first allow pressurant to enter the trap, forcing
liquid out of the device. When the trap is covered with liquid
after settling is complete, the holes in the vent tube allow vapor
to be vented from the trap as propellant flows into the trap through
the trap cover. The vent tube can be fabricated of solid material
because a screen vent tube would offer little, if any, additional
benefit or capability to the design. The length of the vent tube
is determined by the hydrostatic head required to cause the holes
in the top of the tube to be unstable when propellant is settled
over it during an OMS maneuver.
One advantage of refillable trap systems is their relatively light
weight. Moreover, the trap design proposed here may be removed
from the tank. The trap shown in Fig. IV-15 would weigh approxl-
mately 3.17 kg (7 Ibm). This represents less than 0.1% of the
total LO 2 loaded into the tank.
o
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3. Offloading Considerations
As noted in the integrated OMS/RCS discussion in Chapter Ill,
offloading requirements present some special problems for capillary
acqulsition/expulsion systems. In particular, designs incorpora-
ting nonrefillable channel designs (such as the low-pressure sys-
tem design) cannot be offloaded more than a few percent and still
remain full during the relatively high-g launch.
To accommodate the offload requirement in the low-pressure system
if it should be necessary, a truncated channel system in a cylin-
drical tank configuration would be a feasible option. A schematic
of this design is shown in Fig. IV-16.
i As seen in the figure, this concept is a basic dual screen liner
i variation which encloses a volume equivalent to tilesmallest an-ticipated total propellant l ad for the tank. For maximum off-
loading, all of the propellant can be contained within this de-
t
i vice at launch. For a lesser degree of offloading, some of the
propellant will not be initially contained in the device.
;
I The device incorporates a partial liner and channels into a system
that can be both vented and refilled. The top of the device in-
cludes a coverplate, which serves as the coverplate on he re-
' fillable trap and allows liquid to refill the bulk region of the
device during an OMS-produced acceleration. The channels also
extend across the coverplate so that communication is possible
between the settled bulk propellant not included in the device
and the outlet. This feature allows outflowing of propellant
even though it may momentarily not be included inside the trun-
cated liner volume.
For the high pressure system, the trap design can accommodate
any anticipated offload.
• C. DETA_LgD DESIGN
Jetailed design drawings of the proposed dedicated OMS LO2 systems
have been omitted from this chapter because we included detailed
designs for tLe integrated OMS/RCS in Chapter III. These are some-
wha* larger than the system considered here, but are very represen-
tative (_f the design and fabrication techniques necessary to produce
t_-. _._ller llner/chsnnel system for tha dedicated OM$. It should be
Q ,
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noted that the channel system selected here is nearly identical
to the 177.8 cm (70-in.) channel system fabricated under an IR&D
program. Fabrication and design details of this system are dis-
cussed in considerable detail in Volume III. All the information
necessary for a detailed design of a channel system is available
from these sources.
A trap detail design is presented in Chapter V and includes the
detailed design drawings. Additionally, the refillable trap de-
sign, presented here, was largely based on the significant effort
devoted to the Earth-storable propellant system studies of Volume
: V. This effort has also developed more details for the design
of refillable traps in addition to other systems. These efforts
make the presentation of detailed designs here redundant.
RESLV_TS AND CONCLUSIONS
I Designs for the acquisition/expulsion system of the dedicated
OMS/RCS LO 2 system were prepared. The designs include configura-
tions for both hlgh-pressure and low-pressure systems. The
acquisltlon/expulsion systems were designed to satisfy all of
the anticipated propellant expulsion and storage requirements of
I a typical dedicated OMS LO 2 system duty cycle. This includes
gas-free liquid expulsion during the acceleration of several
orblt-to-orbit maneuvers. The designs are passive, lightweight,
reliable, and flexible. The ability to fabricate, assemble, and
inspect these designs was demonstrated by building and checking
out a 177.8 cm (70-in.) diameter screen liner and channel assembly,
nearly identical in design to the system proposed here, under an
IR&D program.
It can be concluded that these designs are capable of satisfying
all the varied mission duty cycles and design criteria of the
dedicated OMS LO 2 system. Furthermore, confidence in the adequacy
of the designs was gained through the experimental programs de-
scribed in Volume III. Additional credibility in the designs was
gained from a thorough design review conducted by the Beech Alr-
craft Corporation.
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V. SPACE TUG POINT DESI(,N !!
!
_. The Space Tug is a proposed unmanned, reusable vehicle to be !
j _ carried Into a low Earth orbit within the cargo bay of the Space _
! Shuttle Orbiter. It is expected to be operational at approxi-
mately the same time as the Orbiter. The configuration, which
uses a liquid hydrogen/liquld oxygen propellant combination, is!
¢ being considered as an operational version of the Tug. Because
of the strong candidacy of the Space Tug as an operational ve-
,_ hlcle, the evaluation of its cryogenic propellant storage and
i feed system was considered appropriate to complement the two
' Shuttle orbiter designs presented in Chapters [II and IV.
i The method of approach for chls point design was consistent withthose Just mentioned. First, the Tug design requirements and
mission duty cycles were identified. This was followed by re-
{ viewing the NASA Space Tug baseline designs (Ref V-l) and also
I the Tug point design studies (Ref V-2 and V-3). A preliminarystudy selected the Martin Marietta cryogenic acqulsltlon/expul-
sion systems for further evaluation from the candidate systems
preseuted in Chapter II. After applying the Tug design criteria
and mission requirements, a detail design analysis was conducted,
which yielded a detailed design. The Martin Marietta designs
were compared with the NASA baseline design.
A. MISSION AND SPACECRAFT CRITERIA "
j'
The Space Tug is carried into a low earth orbit within the cargo
bay of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. It separates [rom the Orbiter
and continues to a higher orbit to deploy and/or retrieve a pay-
load. After deployment and retrieval, the Tug returns to the
Shuttle Orbiter f_ r the return flight to earth. It is a reusable,
unmanned, and remotely controlled spacecraft. Some of the criteria
used tO design the Tug are presented. All of this information *
was derived from NASA's baseline Tug document (Ref V-l).
l
i, .¢_ner&! Design Guidelines _ <
The following general guidelines and operational ground rules are
considered important for the design of the propellant storage and
faed system, i :
I ,,;2_V-I _ii2
!
._._' _ _[
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a. General GuZd[/he,;
' i) Advanced materials and concepts are used, assuming a 1976
' technology.
2) The Tug is designed for a successful mission completion proba-
bility of 0.97. This reliability figure does not account for
any degradation that might be caused by Shuttle or payload
failures and does not consider the possibility of completing
a mission in a degraded mode or using additlon_l support from
the ground or from Shuttle.
i 3) The Tug is designed as an integral vehicle with none of the
subsystems designed to be removable as a kit or single unit.
4) In a mission-abort mode (Shuttle once-around abort only) while
the Tug is still in the Shuttle payload bay, the Tug is capa-
ble of dumping its propellants and safing the subsystems for
safe reentry and landing.
b. Operational (,'_und Rules
l) The Tug is designed for ground-based operaticn with all pro-
pellant loading, payload/Tug assembly, maintenance repair,
and refurbishment to be done on the ground. The only orbital
operations are Tug undocking and redocking with Shuttle and
payload, and minimum functional testing of the Tug before
separating from the Shuttle.
2) The Tug is designed for an on-orblt staytime of six days un-
attached from the Shuttle. It is designed to stay one addi-
tional day in the Shuttle cargo bay in a standby condition
during earth-to-orblt ascent and orblt-to-earth descent for
a total of seven days.
3) The Tug is designed for the following operational require-
merits:
a) To separate from the Shuttle at 296.3 km (160 n mi),
28.5-deg with a 1362 kg (3000 Ibm), 4.57x7.62-m (iSx25-ft)
* payload attached; ascend to a geosynchronous orbit; deploy
the payload; retrieve a 1362 kg (3000 ibm), 4.57x7.62-m
(15x25-ft) payload within 7408 km (4,000 n ml) of the de-
_ ployed payload; return to the Shuttle with the retrieved
_" payload; redock with the Shuttle and return to earth.
v-2
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|• _ b) To separate from the Shuttle at 296.6 km (160 n lai),
; 28.5-deg with a 3623 kg (7980 ibm) 4.57x7.62-m (15x
25-ft) payload attached; ascend to geosynchronous orbit;
!_ _ deploy the payload; dock and return.
c) To separate from the Shuttle at 296.3 km (160 n mi) with-
i out a payload; ascend to geosynchronous orbit; rendezvous
i and dock with a 1911 kg (4120 ibm) payload; return w_th
_ that payload to the Shuttle.
4) The Tug (without propellant) and its payload will be installed
| in the Shuttle cargo bay. The Tug is designed to be installed
_ with the Shuttle either horizontally or vertically. Detailed
checks ou the Tug and payload are to be performed to installs-
; tlon.
I
i 5) The Tug is designed to remain in the Shuttle cargo bay in asafe condition for a maximum of 24 hr after landing, at which!
i time it will be removed and returned to a maintenance refurbish-
ment area.2. Performance Requirements and Mission Duty Cycle
The vehicle performance requirements and mission duty cycle that
were used to design the Tug propellant storage and feed systems
are discussed here.
u. DeZ_ V Budget - The delta V budget shown in Table V-i was
used for the baseline Tug mission. The baseline Tug mission as-
sumes that a payload is deployed and retrieved at geosynchronous
altitude 3.58xi04 km (19,364 n mi) and that the deployed and re-
trieved payloads are separated by some angular distance. For this
mission, a retro delta V of 15.2 m/see (50 ft/sec) is imparted to
the Tug after deployment in order to accomplish retrieval.
" The gravity losses incurred during a thrusting maneuver are a
function of the vehicle weight, payload weight, and engine thrust.
For the point design, the initial Tug weight is assumed to be i
1.20xlO 5 kg (65,000 ibm) and the engine thrust is 44,400 N (i0,000 i16f).
V-3
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_V mlsec (ftlsec)
Orbit
Event Main Engine Maneuver APS
Separate from Shuttl.e at 3.04 (I0)
296 km (160 n mi)
i
Perigee Burn 2447 (8,030)
Gravity and Turning 94.4 (310)
Losses
I Mideourse Correction 15.2 (50)
Apogee Burn i785 (5,858)
Gravity and Turning 3.048 (i0)
i Lo_ses
Stationkeeping 9.14 (30)
( Deploy Payload 3.04 (I0)
Inject into Phasing 30.48 (I00)
i Orbit for Ret-ievePayload
i Retrieve Payload 30.48 (i00) 4.57 (15)D o bit 1784 (5,854)
i Gravity and Turning 2.13 (7)
Losses
Midcourse Correction 15.2 (50)
First 314.8-km (170-n 2331 (7,649)
mi) Perigee Burn
Gravity and Turning 7.62 (25)
Losses
Circularization at 112 (368)
314.8-km (170-n mi)
Burn
Terminal Rendezvous 30.48 (i00) 4.57 (15)
Dock with Shuttle at 3.04 (I0)
314.9-km (170-n ml)
Contingency (2%) 171 (562)
,,.,L
Tote1 8739 (28,673) 91.4 (300) 57.9 (190)
I ._ J_ III III--__II _ I| __
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b. Mis_iun ['_),','_,'_and '_'zmctine - The orbJtai operations time-
line that satisfies the delta V budget is presented in Table
V-2. The Tug is used to deploy a payload, retrieve a different
_ payload from the mission orbit, and return and dock with the
_ft, Shuttle Orbiter in a 314.8 km (170 n mi) orbit. The payload to
be retrieved could not exceed a 7408 km (4000 11 mi) distance
": from the Tug at the start of retrieval
_
,2 The timeline describes the events, time duration and delta V re-
_ quired to perform the events. Also, the propulsion system used
v to perform each event and the propellants consumed and remaining
are identified. The propellant consumption schedule is consistent
_ with the delta V budget, propulsion system performance rc_uire-
'_. ments, and the baseline Tug weight requirement_i. The maximum
i _ mission of the 'Pug from Iiftoff to return to the launcil site is
. seven days.
_: 3. Propulsion System Characteristics and RequirementsE
The Tug has two propulsion systems--the main propulsion system
(MPS) perfoknns the large delta V maneuvers and the auxiliary
propulsion system (APS) performs the required attitude control
maneuvers. The general requirements and limitations of the MPS
and APS are described in the following sections. Operating char-
acteristics and performance requirements for each propulsion
system are also discussed.
a. General - The Tug MPS and APS are designed to satisfy the
following requirements and limitations.
I) No direct physical interface exists between the Tug propulsion
system and the payload.
2) While [n orbit after separation from the Shuttle, the Tug
propulsion system will provide attitude control for the Tug
with or without payload. The Tug will not provide attitude
control for experiment pointing.
3) No propellant sharing will exist between Tug and the payload.
4) the Tug can be loaded with propellants, p_essurants, and other
fluid reactants while in the Shuttle cargo bay on the launch
pad. Thia is accomplished through fill and drain systems that
are separate from those of the Shuttle, but accessible with
Shuttle on the pad in the vertical position and with the pay-
load doors closed.
V-5
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5' Propellant loading will be ac,:onl ' :ed in such a manner that
no contaminants are ]ntrodr'e,i ".he Shuttle cargo bay.
• 6) 7'Le Tug engine compartment _.,_' _rged by conditioned gas
•_.',_il th_ Shuttle car_o _ ,, the launch pad.
t
: 7) The lug ..'..i _ c_, !o_,._ '_y venting propellant boiloff
,, gases ._,bi_:on tii_:laud, ,,_.durinF_ launch and flight, in
t orbit, and du_r_nF. _een_ _v ,_hi]e still [n the Shuttle car_o
bay.
i 8) In the event of abort, _i_e Tug can safely dump propellantst
before Shuttle Orbiter landing. P_opellant dump provisions
are p_.ovided only during the orbital coast phase of an abort-
: to-orbit mode Acceleration for Tug propellant settling is
i provided by Shuttle.
; 9) The propulsion system of the Tug will be remotely checked out
whil_.• in the cargo bay before launch and while in orbit before
separation Lrom the Shuttle.
I0) No propellant sharing will exist between 'rug and Shuttle.
ii) Tug propulsion system prestart functions will be accomplished
aftel deployment, but before Tug and payload/Shuttle separa-
tion.
12) All Tug propulsion systems will be required to be in a safe
condition before ree,ttry from orbit in the Shuttle.
13) After retrieval from orbit, the Tug propellant vent and purge
interface will be reestablished.
14) Before reentry, the Tug propellant tanks will be purged of
residuals. Purge gases will be stored in the Shuttle cargo
bay.
15) Contaminants from the APS thrusters do not Lmpinge harmfully
on the payload.
16) The MPS and APS will be designed to meet fail operational/
fail-safe criteria.
I 6
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5. .'._Sd_e ....;_a Cha._aateristias and Reqz:irements - For the
Space Tug point design study, a single a.Jvanced state-of-the-art
high-performance LO2/LH2 engine was baselined. The engine char- !':
acteristics are presented in Table V-3. The engine has a variable
thrust and an idle mode capability. For the large delta V maneu- i
vers, the full engine thrust level is used. For intermediate delta I
H
V maneuvers, the enBine is throttled down to 20% of full thrust.
The reduced thrust operation eliminates extremely short burns that
would occur if the full thrust mode was used. A pressure-fed idle i
mode is utilized for turbopump and thrus _ chamber chilldown before i
start. For this operational mode, a low chamber pressure [less ,
: than 6.89 N/cm 2 (i0 psla)] produces a thrust of 63 Ibf.
,....... ,_a_._e..-_ :.:PS_._._. ..-_ Characteristics and Requirements
Propellants Liquid Oxygen/liquid Hydrogen
• Engine Thcasr 100%/20% !,4,480/8,896 (.I.0,000/2,000ibf)
i
Pressur_ Fed Idle Mode Thrust 280.2 N (63 ibf)
Nomin__l Engine MixtL1re Ratio 60:i
J
Engine Chamber Pressure 1268 N/cm 2 (1840 psia)
i Specific Impulse at 100% Thrust 470 sec
i Specific impulse at 20% Thrust 460 sec
I Liquid Hydrogen NPSX 4.57 m (15 ft) of LH2
i NPSH 0.609 m (2 ft) of LO 2Liquid Oxygen
LH2 Tank Operating Pressure 15.16 + i N/era2 (22 + 1.5 psia)
L02 Tank Operating Pressure 13.8 + 1 N/cm 2 (20 + 1.5 psia)
LH2 Tank Venting Pressure 15.5 N/cm 2 (22.5 psi_)
L02 Tank Venting Pressure 14.1 N/cm 2 (20.5 psla)
l_ Flow Rate 1.61 kg/sec (3.55 Ibm/sec)
LO2 Flow Rate 8.06 kg/sec (17.75 Ibm/sec)
F
!
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The engine is equipped with boost pumps for both propellants to i
allow NPSH of 4.57 m (15 ft) for LH2 and 0.61 m (2 ft) for LO2. !'
The tank operating pressures are 15.2 (22 + 1.5 psia) for the
LH 2 tank and 13.8 + i N/cm 2 (20 + 1.5 psia) for the L02 tank.
The vent relief settings for the--ventvalves are 15.5 N/cm 2 _
(22.5 psia) and 14.1 N/cm2 (20.5 psia) for the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks, L
; respectively. _:i
t
c. APS Operatincj _r_racteristics and Requirem.ents - The APS f
- operating characteristics and requirements are summarized in
Table V-4. This system provides the required thrust and total
: impulse to (i) maintain vehicle attitude control, (2) perform
, stage delta V maneuvers for mid-course corrections, (3) perform
translational maneuvers during rendezvous and docking, and (4)
perform vehicle and sensor pointing as required.
The APS has 16 thrusters with 132 N (30 Ibf) thrust each, mounted
in clusters of four at 90 deg intervals around the stage circum-
feret_ce. The thrusters operate on gaseous hydrogen and oxygen
. at a mixture ratio of 4:1. Pitch, yaw, and roll control is pro-
vided by firing appropriate pairs of thrusters. Translation isL
i _ obtained by firing pairs or quadruplets. The total maximum im-
J : pulse available from the APS is 780,624 N/see (175,500 ibf/sec).
, _, Table V-4 APS Operating Characteristics and Requirements
! _ Propellants ,Gaseous Oxygen/Gaseous Hydrogen
Number of Thrusters 16 (4 clusters of 4 each)
Thrust Level 132 N (30 ibf per thruster)
Specific Impulse 380 sec
Total Impulse Size 780,624 N/see (175,500 ib/sec) !
Mixture Ratio 4:1
GO2 Flow Rate, maximum* 0.113 kg/sec (0.25 ibm/see)
GH2 Flow Rate, maximum* 0.036 kg/sec (0.08 Ibm/s_c)
*The maximum flow rates occur (Ref V-2) when four thrusters .'
are fired simultaneously. The flow rates also consider mass
requirements for the propellant conditioning gas generators.
,%
!
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d. Acceleration and Thermal Characteristics and Requirements -
The mission acceleratlon and thermal environments affect the de-
sign of the propel/ant storage and feed system. The acceleration
levels and thermal characteristics that were used in evaluating
and designing the Tug propellant storage and fe,',_systems are pre-
sented in the following paragraphs.
1) Acceleration Envi_mment - The Tug acceleration environment
is determined by the propulsion system thrust levels and vehicle
weight. In order to define the accelerstion environment as a
function of the mission timellne, it is necessary to know the
variation of the vehicle weight during the m_sslon. In addition
to the propellant consumption schedule given in Table V-2 a
summary of the Tug weights used to calculate the acceleration
envlornment is presented in Table V-5.
Table V-5 Space Tug Weight Surmary
Total Tug Welght with 1362 kg (3000 29,510 kg (65,000 ibm)
Ibm) Payload
Tug Burnout Weight, Including Residuals, 2814.8 kg (6200 ibm)
But Not Payload
Payload Weight
]
! Deploy and Retrieve Payload 1362 kg (3000 ibm)|
Deploy Only 3623 kg (7980 ibm)
Retrieve Only 1911 k8 (4210 ibm)
A summary of the acceleration environment is presented in Table
V-6. The maximum acceleration during a MPS event is 1.51 g,
which occurs at the end of the burn to circularize into 314.8x
314.8-km (170 by 170-n ml) orbit without a payload. The minimum
acceleratlon during a MPS event is 0.092 g, occurring at the
start of the first throttled (20% thrust) burn. All of the MPS
thrusting maneuvers produce accelerations in the axial direction,
which settle propellants in the aft end of the tanks. The APS
thrusting maneuvers produce accelerations in any direction. A
maxlmumAPS acceleration of 0.02 g occurs during a tranalatlonal
maneuver with four thrusters firing and also during rotatlonal
maneuvers.
{
I
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,_ Main Propulsion System
_. Maximum Acceleration in Forward Direction 1.51 g
Minimum Acceleration in Forward Direction 0.092 g
, _ Auxiliary. Propulsion System
_ Maximum Acceleration in Any Direction 0.02 g
F
2) T_e_na! E_zviro_nent The Tug thermal environment is determined
i by the baseline design of the thermal protection system outlinedi in Ref V-I. Using the information presented in Refs V-I and V-2, "
the important heating rates and thermal protection parameters wereidentified and used to establish an overall heat flux for each
storage tank. The overall heat flux is used to evaluate and de-
sign the propellant storage system, specifically, the pressuriza-
tion and venting ana]_es.
The baseline Tug thermal protection system for the main LO 2 and
LH 2 tanks is a multilayer insulation (MLI) concept using two
blankets with I0 I yers each of perforated goldized Kapton and
Dacron net spaces. A Nomex mesh tension membrane is used as the
purge bag over the insulation. Each strut of the fiberglass tank
support system is covered with one blanket of MLI to minimize the
heat leak. In addition to the MLI on the main tanks, the dedi-
cated AP$ tanks (Located inside the LO 2 and LH 2 tanks) are insu-
lateA with foam to isolate them from the m.,in tanks. The LH2 MPS
feedllne has a 6.09 cm (2.4 in.) inside diameter. From t[-e tank
to the engine inlet, the feedline is wrapped with an additional
blanket of MLI and purged with helium. The LO 2 MPS [eedline has
a 7.36 cm (2.9 in.) inside diameter and is wrapped with teflon
tape. The APS feedllnes are vacuum-Jacketed stainless steel with
1.27 cm (1/2 in.) inside _i_meter. Both the APS feedlines and the
•
LH 2 MPS feed!ine have heat exchanger tubes through which a con-
ti:mous flow 1.081 kglhr (0.18 Ibm/hr) of hydrogen is maintaine_
to keep the lines chilled. A summary of the Tug thermal character-
istics is presented in Table V-7, %
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Table V-7 Spaae ?'u3 TheP,aaZ t'J_t_etc,'£_:l£,:_:
Main Propellant Storage Tanks
Insulation: Multilayer Double (;oldized Kapton with Dacron
Net Spacers
Configuration: 2 Blankets, I0 layers each%
t = 1.90xi0-5 W/m2_CK (I.ix10_5Insulation Performance: kef f
Btu/hr_ft_OR)
Pkeff = 4.35xi0 -7 W-kg/hr-m',-°K
(3.4xi0-5 Btu-lbm/hr-ft4-°Rf
[ _ = 0.05
p
_it Insulation Weight: LH 2 Tank : 80.35 kg (177 Ibm)
LO2 Tank : 38.6 kg (85 Ibm)
! Tank Supports ileating Rate: LH 2 Tank, 1.43 W (5.0 Btu/hr)
I
| LO2 Tank, 2.93 W (i0.0 Btu/hr)
MPS Feedline Heating Rate: LH2 Tank, 1.43 W (5.0 Btu/hr)
LO 2 T_nk, 0.586 W (2.0 Btu/hr)
Overall Heat Flux,
Estimated in Chapter IV: LH2 and LO2 tanks,
0.315 wlm2
(O.1 Btu/ft2-hr)
APS Storage Tanks
... Insulation: Spray Foam on Tanks
Insulatlou Weight: LH2 APS Tank = 5.0 kg (II Ibm)
._ L02 APS Tank = 2.72 kg (6 Ibm)
1
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_ B. NASA BASELINE PROPELLANT STORAGE AND FEED SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
w The propellant stozage and feed systems include all of the sub-
_ assemblies required to store and deliver liquid propellants toi
_. the MPS engine and the APS propellant conditioning units. This
section describes the propellant storage and feed systems for
the Space Tug MPS and APS that were baselined in Ref V-I. Addl-
tional information on the propellant and feedstorage systems
was obtained from Ref V-2 and V-3.
i. MPS Propellant Storage and Feed System
The general schematic of the MPS I,O2 and LH 2 storage and feed
systems is shown in Fig. V-I. The MPS storage tanks and the
feedline systems are described in the following paragraphs.
_. Sto,_gc T_nk - The storage tank includes all the pressure
vessels and associated hardware required to maintain and deliver
liquid propellants at the required temperatur, _ and pressures to
the MPS engine. Included as part of the storage tank are sub-
systems such as the tankage, thermal protection systems, pres-
surization, acquisition/expulsion, venting and propellant utili-
zation. The thermal protection was described previously.
l) Tankage - The LH2 tank is a cylindrical, 2014-T651 aluminum
alloy tank, 416 cm (164 in.) in diameter with hemispherical bulk-
heads. The LO 2 tank is an ellipsoidal structure consisting of !
welded 2015-T651 aluminum alloy bulkheads. The tan/:volumes are
53.8 m 3 (1904 ft3) and 20.0 m 3 (707 ft3) for the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks,
respectively. The tanks are sized to store a capacity of 3639 kg
of (8,013 ibm) of LH2 and 21,741 ks (47,889 ibm) of LO 2 with 5X
initial ullage in each tank. The weight of two tanks is 161 kg
(355 ibm) and 140 kg (310 Ibm) for the LH 2 and LO2 tanks, respec- I
tively, i
i
2) P_opeZZant Auquigition/E_pu_sion and Venting - Reference V-i
states that in-orblt venting is not anticipated during the low-g
coast periods. However, before soma of the engine burn pe:iods,
venting will be required to cool the main tank propellants and i
maintain the proper NPSH at the pump inlets. This in-ofoit vent-
ing will be accomplished after main tank propellants are settled
by an idle mode operation of the main engine.
i
i
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The idle mode operation uses propellants from the APS tanks to
cool the MPS turbopumps and main engine thrust chamber. The pro-
pellants are then ignited to produce 280.2 N (63 Ibf) thrust.
The total time available for this operation is 145 sec. A total
time of 45 see is a_located for clearing the propellants from the
vent ports and 45 se_: is allocated for tank repressurization. The
remaining 65 seconos _c,_available for the venting operation• The
gas-free liquid expulsion is accomplished following the settlinp
of the main tank propell_,nts over the outlet. The total mass of
propellants required for the,ldle mode operation during the Tu_
mission is 56.8 k_ (125 ibm).
3) PPesgu_zation System - The pressurization system is autogen-
ous and obtains pressurants from the APS gas accumulators, Pres-
surant temperatures are 166.8°K (300°R) and 278.0°K (500°R) for
GH2 and GO2 respectively. The tank operating pressures are
15.17 + 1.0 N/cm 2 (22 + 1.5 psia) for the LO 2 tank and 13.8 + 1.0
N/cm2 _20 ± 1.5 psia) f-or the LH2 tank.
!
4) Propella_zt Utilization S_istem - A closed-loop propellant i
utilization system minimizes the propellant residuals. The sys-
tem uses compacitance probes located inside the main propellant
tanks to continuously monitor liquid levels during burn periods,
b, MPS Feedline8 - The feed system consists of the ducting and
valving required to route propellants from the tanks to the i
engine. The LH2 feedline has an inside diameter of 6.1 cm (2.4
in.) and is wrapped with multilayer insulation, A hydrogen heat i
exchanger is used to remove heat from the feedline to malntain
liquid at the engine interface. The heat exchanger consists of _
6.35 mm (i/4-in.) of tubing brazed to the feedline wall. The
LO2 feedline has an inside diameter of 7.36 cm (2.9 in.) and is I
wrapped with Teflon tape. Because of its short length, no pro- !.
pellant conditionin_ t_ required for the LO2 feedline. The LO2
feedline length is estimated to be 0,457 m (1.5 ft) and I_I2 feed-
line length is apprcximgtely 6.70 m (22 ft)
2. APS Propellant Storage and Feed System
The APS propellant storage and feed system is completely Inde-
pendent of the MPS storage and feed system. The APS propellant ]
storage and feed system maintains and delivers liquid propellants
to the inlet of the APS propellant conditioning units, which
condition the propellants for recharglnR the GN2 and GO 2 accumu-
lators. The accumulators provide gaseous propellants to the APS
thrusters and pressurlze the maln propellant tanks before and
during a main engine burn. In addition, the APS storage and
V-15
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feed system supplies liquid propellants to the main engine during
• the idle mode operation and liquid hydrogen for Lll2 feedline, APS
feedline, and turbopump cooling. The general schematic for the
APS storage and feed system is shown in Fig. V-2.
a. Storage Tank Design - The APS propellants are stored in in-
sulated tanks mounted on the inside bottom of the _S tanks.
4
, The cylindrical LH 2 APS tank is approximately 183 cm (72 in.)
long with a diameter of 122.1 cm (48 in.). The LO 2 APS tank is
also cylindrical, and has a diameter of 76 cm (30 in.) and a
t length of 92.2 cm (36.3 in.). Both tanks are insulated with
i foam that weighs 5.0 k_ (II Ibm) and 2.7 kg (6 ibm) for the LH 2
and LO 2 APS _anks, respectively. The weights of the APS propel-
'! lent tanks are 24.9 kg (55 ibm) and 13.6 kg (30 ibm) for the Lh 2
; and LO 2 tanks, respectively.
i Propellant acqulsltlon/expulsion devices are mounted inside theAPS tanks to provide the gas-free liquid expulsion during low-g.
The devices use capillary screens that are configured in a basket
i . or trap arrangement at the bottom of each tank. The trap can be
refilled with APS propellants under the main engine acceleration
environment. The trap volume is sized for worst-case propellant
between refills. The weights of the screen devices
usage are
10.8 kg (24 Ibm) and 4.08 kg (9 ibm) for the APS LH 2 and LO 2
I tanks, respectively.
The APS tanks are pressurized using gaseous helium. A 0.05 m 3
1.75 ft 3) spherical tank is used to store the helium at 2068
N/cm R (3,000 psla) within the APS LH R tank. The helium pres-
surer, for the LO 2 APS tank is routed through a heat exchanger
in the LO 2 MPS tank to raise its temperature to that of liquid
oxygen before it enters the tank. The helium pressurant for
the LH 2 APS tanks enters the tank at the normal helium storage
temperature. The helium storage co_talner is titanium and
weighs 13.16 kg (29 Ibm). The total mass of stored helium is
approximately 9.62 kg (21.2 ibm). The weight of the associated
helium pressurizatlon plumbing and valvlng is e_timated to be
- 13.6 kg (30 ibm).
APS tank venting is provided by routing vent lines to the MPS
vent system. The APS tankage is protected from negative pres-
sures by appropriate valving.
_i £ V-16• I
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iFig. V-2 NASA Eas_line APS Sohematic
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b. APb" _'ee_fL;_e - The APS teed system col,._i_t uf the necass'qry
lines, valves, and regulators to route propellants from the APS
; tanks to the APS propellan_ conditioning units, tile ._fPS engine,
and the liqu_d hydro?,en heat exchangers. The feedlines are 1.27
: cm (1/2 in.) inside diameter vacuum jacketed stainless steel
lines. To maintain the AP_; turboDumps and [eedlines in a chilled
condition, liquid hydrogen is continuously flowed 0.081 k_,/hr
(0.18 ibm/hr) through the heat exchangers, mounted on the outside
of the feedlines and on the pumps, and then is dumped overboard.
%
i C. MARTIN MARIETTA PROPELnANT STORAGE AND FEEl) SYSTEM
This section presents Martin Marietta's designs for the Space Tu_
LH2 and LO 2 propellant stor,_e and feed systems. The design ef-
fort was concentrated on the subsystems that affect the acquisi-
i tion and expulsion of gas-free liquid propellants for both MPSand APS. %tten_ion was also given to methods for accomplishing
liquid-free venting to achieve tank pressure control during low-g
i coast periods, There was no evaluation or investigation of the
! " thermal protecticn system for the propellant utilization system.
The baseline thermal protection system and plopellant utiliza-
I tion system described in the previous section are compatible
with the Martin Marietta designs presented.
' The followinr, paragraphs discuss the preliminary design and de-
sign analyses conducted to define the propellant storage a_.d
feed systems for the Tug. The design effort was separated into
storage ta,nk designs and [eedline designs. However, the two de-
signs use the same concept and are functionally inseparable.
---- _i-- " IIIII__ __ _ IL_
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, i. Preliminary Des ign
a. Storage Tanks - .Martin Marietta proposes three alteznative
{ designs to the NASA baseline Space Tug. Each of the designs can
satisfy the baseline Space Tug missio, as a minimum requirement.
However, all the Martin Marietta designs, except the basic design,
offer the advantages of increased flexibility and reduced com-
' plexity while remaining competitive from a weight standpoint. The
:_ basic Martin Marietta design is a refillable trap, the second
• _ alternative is a system of channels, and the third is either a
' _ trap or channel system with the addition of a full screen-liner.
i _±± unree aesxgns are varla_1ons of the Martin Marietta Dual-
' Screen-Liner (DSL) concept. The operational characteristics of
these systems were discussed in Chapter II.
_ Using the Martin M_rietta concepts, the propellant storage and
i _ feed system requirements for both the MPS and APS can be satis-
_o fled with a single storage tank for each propellant. The Martin
Marietta designs are integrated MPS and APS storage systems
rather than dedicated systems as baselined by NASA.
In addition to selecting the storage tank designs, the prelimi-
nary design analysis identified the capillary retention require-ments resulting from th Tug acceleration environm . The d
sign approach followed was consistent with that of the two previ-
I ous designs. The chief consideration when designing a system
to prevent gas ingestion into the controlled liquid region is
the hydrostatic head to which the system will be exposed. If
the differential pressure expressed by
P - ogh [V-l]
exceeds the pressure retention capability of the screen, the
screen will become unstable and vapor will enter the controlled
liquid region. The larger the hydrostatic head (expressed by h
in the equation) exposed under the same conditions of accelera-
tion, the finer must be the weave of the screen employed. There
is a practical limit to the fineness of screen meshes, but, be-
cause the capillary retention capability of multiple layer screens
is additive, the pro_ ._m of capillary retention requirements ex-
ceeding the capability of a single screen layer of even the finest
meshes can be circumvented. Figures V-3 and V-4 illusLrate how
multiple layered screens must be employed for various conditions
of acceleration and hydrostatic head.
i V-19
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In the feeder channel design, the hydrostatic head, against which
the capillary device must maintain a stable condition, is essen-
_=11v_ the lenRth_ of the tank liner, or 5.2 m (17 it), in the Tug
LH2 tank. The maximum acc=leration produced by the MPS engine
thrust is approximately 1.5 g. Because an operational require-
ment of the system is that the channels always remain stable,
Fig. V-3 shows that an aluminum system using the finest commer-
cially available aluminum Dutch twill screen (200x1400) would
require 16 layers of screen to support 5.18 m (17 it) of ].F:at
1.5 g. This is illustrated by the horizontal and vertical dashed
lines on the figure. The figure shows that a trapped liquid an-
nulus, 0._04-m (l.O-ft) high, would require only one layer of
screen. Similarly, on Fig. V-4, the LO2 system trap could be de-
; signed for 1.5 g with a liquid annulus, 14.2 cm (0.47 ft or 5.6
• in.) high.
The liquid annules of the trap is designed so it will not break
down and ingest vapor. However, the trap cover plate must be de-
signed so that, onder certain conditions of acceleration, i.e.,
an MPS burn, it will become unstable and allow liquid to enter
the trap while the vapor Is purged out of the trap. This is
,_ necessary because the trap is sized so it contains only enough
: propellant to satisfy propellant requirements between MPS burns.
_ The refillable characteristics are similar to those of the NASA
j baseline APS low-g expulslon/acquisltlon devices.
, Absolute stability is not a requirement of the fully lined tank
*
; of the trap design. The function of the liner is twofold. It
will (i) keep liquid from contacting the tank wall and (2) pro-
t
vide a _pace from which the system can be vented. Continuous
venting is not a system requirement. The liner can be allowed
to break down during a full MPS burn. Under these circumstances,
liquid will enter the vapor annulus between the screen liner and
the tank wall. This liquid can be forced back into the central
region by the increasing pressure in the vapor annulus caused by
' the normal ambient heat leak into the tank after the screen has
become fully rewetted during a zero-g c_ast period. These
, processes are detailed and analyzed in Subsection 2, Design
Analysis.
' With the basic designs for the propellant storage tank estab-
lished by this preliminary design analysis, a more detailed
analysis of the various aspects of the concept was undertaken.
A summry of that analysis, along with schematic diagrams of
the candidate systems for both tbe oxygen and hydrogen tanks
and a more specific discussion of some of the design features
follows in Subsection 2.
V-22
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?_ b. _'eedZiaez - For the feedline design, the DSL concept was also
;" considered as an alternative to the NI_A baseline thermodynamici
vent sysuem ('F_S). By expanding LH 2 and passing £t through heat
exchangers, the TVS maintains liquid propellant in the Lll2 b_S
i feedlJne and the LO_ and LH 2 APS feedlines, Because of the low
LH 2 tank pressure, a thermodynamic advantage is realized only in
_, the LO 2 APS feedline. The amount of superheat obtainable in LII2
heat exchanger systems is negligible, Some system complexity is
: _ added because of the TVS control system.
: Technical considerations important to the design and operatien of
• _ a capillary feedline system were presented in Chapter II. The
discussion presented was general in nature and established the
• preliminary design for the screen liner feedline concept. After
_ establishing operational ground rules and design criteria, a more
detailed analysis of the various aspects of the concept was under-
_ taken, The Tug design criteria, operational requirements, and
_ feedline geometries were applied to the screen liner feedline con-
cept. A detailed design of the feedline and a discussion of spe-
i _ ciflc design features follows.
_ 2. Design Analysis
Detail design analyses of several critical operational require-
ments and system geometries wer_ applied to the preliminary de-
signs presented previously to yield critical sizing parameters.
The results of the design analyses were used in the detailed
designs of the propellant storage and feed systems.
Schematic diagrams of the Martin Marietta design alternatives
were presented in Chapter [I. The various analyses unique to
each of these designs are discussed here.
a. Refillable '/'pop ,qjJtem - The first alternative to the NASA
baseline system is a screen trap positioned over the tank out-
let. The traps are designed to maintain stable conditions under
_ii accelerations imposed by the mission except under the accelera-
tion produced by the full-thrust firing of the MPS engine. The
trap cover is designed so that the settling bulk oropellant will
refill th_ trap during MPS operation. :i
The trap dimensions were established as the result of analyses .]
discussed later. The volume of the LH2 trap is U.82 m 3 (28.9 ft3)
and the w)lume of the LO 2 trap is 0.27 m 3 (9.41 it3). In addi-
tion'to the screen trap system, the design includes a screen
feedline to eliminate the need for an active thermodynamic feedline
V-23
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cooling system. The dimensions of the feedline screens are
7.37 cm (2.9 in.) in diameter for LO 2 and 6.1 cm (2.4 in.) in
diameter for LH 2- A 5.l-mm (0.2 in.) vapor atmulus is provided
in both feedlines.
I) _ .P_opectan. l!biZizczt-EonAnalysis - The trap for the acquisi-
tion system must be sized so it contains sufficient propellant
to satisfy all the requirements occurring between MPS burns.
The propellant requirements include:
a) The maximum APS requirement between any two MPS burns, in-
eluding requirements for systems that tap the APS, such as
• the autogenous pressurization system and the fuel cells;
. b) Sufficient propellant to start the MPS engine and settle
the bulk propellant;
e) Liquid for engine chilldown prior to start;
d) Provisions for liquid lost from the trap because of vapor-
ization at the screen surfaces due to environmental heat
load and engine soakbaek heat.
Table Y-2 shows that the most severe requirement for prope 1ant
I occurs between Events 8 and 16. During this 72-hr period,
165.7 kg (365 Ibm) of l.O2 and 30.4 kg (67 Ibm) of LH 2 are used
• by the APS sysr_.,,l.
The propellant required to start the MPS englue and settle the
bulk propellant is variable, depending on the time in the mis-
sion. A worst-case analysis would use the lowest acceleration
level experienced d_rlng the mission. However, the propellant
utilization schedule is such that there is no possibility for
the trap to be uneovereJ until after the perigee burn, Event 4.
The next firing of the MPS engine produces an acceleration of
approximately 0.45 g which was used to determine the settling
time in the following equation.
t = T /2h/a (v-2l
The distance, h, across which the propellant must be settled was
assumed to be the entire length of the longest tank (LH 2 tank),
i.e., 5.33 m (17.5 ft). The z term is essentially a safety factor
and was assumed to be 3 for this analysis. Using these assump-
tlons, the resulting settling time is 4.5 seconds, and at 1.61 kgl
sec (3.55 ibm/sec) and 8.05 kg/sec (17.75 Ibm/sec) for l,H3and L02,
respectively, the requirements are 7.26 kg (16 Ibm) of LH? and
36.3 kg (80 Ibm) of LO2.
t
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' The vaporization that could occur at the trap screen surfaces
would be the result of two separate sources of heat. The en-
vironmental heat leak into both the hydrogen and oxygen tanks
is approximately 0.315 W/m 2 (0.1 Btu/hr-ft_). The steady-
state heat soakback from the engine feedline into the trap ,,as
assumed to be 5,270 W (5 Btu/hr) in the hydrogen tank and _,I08 W
(2 Btu/hr) in the oxygen tank. Therefore, the total heat input
to the traps was assumed to be 9,633 W (9.14 Btu/hr) in the LH 2
trap and 3,425 W (3.25 Btu/hr) in the LO2 trap. Over a 72-hour
! period the resulting vaporization was found to be 1.55 kg (3.43
ibm) cf LH2 and 1.151 (2,54 Ibm) of LO2.
A summary of the propellant requirements for the traps is shown
in Table V-8.
ii TabZe Y-8 tO2 _nd 5He Reauirement8 for Tra_ Desijn
Mass, kS (ibm) Volume, m3 (ft 3)
, ,, , ,,
LE 2 LO2 LH2 LOp.
APS 30.4 (67) 165.7 (365) 0.425 (15) 0.145 (5.13)
i.
. Resettle 7.2 (16) 36.3 (80) 0.101 (3.6) 0.0316 (1.12)'
i Vaporization 1.5 (3.4) 1.14 (2.5) 0.02 (0.7) 8.5x10 -_ (0.03)
P ill __ D Ig ___
I
Total 3t.23 (O6.t) 203.2 (447.5)] 0.546 (19.3) 0.177 (6.28)
-- i
The trtp_ v,r, staid to e¢com0date 0.817 m3 (28.9 ft 3) in the
L_:- trap a_ O,_l a' (l.4! ft _) ta the DO 2 trap, which includes i
8 |.$ _-_f_ f_cto_ _ tk, _tal _olumes In Table V-8. ! .
Tab;, v-0 _ tt_ _J_t] s6f,_y factor for the settling require- i
i
1
i
, _ "
- ._
i
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Table V-8 Propellant Trap Settting Safety Factors
Volume in Trap at Beginning of Coast 2.7 (28.9) 0.87 (9.41)
Period, m3 (ft3)
Used by APS or Lost Due to Vaporization 1.45 (15.7) 0.48 (5.16)
during Coast, m3 (ft3)
Remainin_ Prior to MPS Burn, m3 (ft3) 1.22 (13.2) 0.39 (4.25)
r
!
Required for Resettling, m3 (ft3) 0.33 (3.6) 0.I0 (i.12)
t
; Safety Factor 13.2/3.6 ffi3.67 4.25/1.12 = 3.8
2) Hyc_'oetatic Analysis - The ultimate size and shape of any •
i capillary screen retention device is largely determined by hydro-
: static considerations. This is especially true of traps an@,
I particularly, refillable traps. A refillable trap must, by itsvery nature, be unstable undec certain conditions of acceleration,
i while remaining stable at other times. Satisfying these criteria
. involves the careful selection of differing screen meshes for use on
the various of the device.parts trap
Figure V-5 illustrates the critical dimensions considered in the
stabl)Ity analysis. The dimension, hI, represents the helght of
the contzolled liquid region or the trap liquid annulus. This
J dimeffsion must be such that the screens containing the liquid in
the liquid annullm do not become unstable and allow vapor to enter
the liquid region. The entry of vapor into the liquid annulus is
a serious occurrence because (1) liquid propellant rocket engines
and their associated pumps are, generally, not capable of accept-
ing liquid-vapor mixtures and (2) a sufficient amount of vapor
could exist in the trap annulus that would cause the trap to
cease functioning properly. The liquid annulus must, therefore,
_+ be designed so the screen selection is stable uvder the highest
accelerations in the +x and -x (axial) direction and also under
all accelerations in the_y or +z (lateral) directions over thei -i distance, w, denoted in Fig. V-$.
Designing the cover plate for a refillable trap requires careful
attention to the dimensions denoted as h2, and h 3. The cover
plate must function properly under four discrete sets of condi-
tions° •
__I V-26
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Figure V-5 Refillable T_p Schematic
Condition I - The trap is completely uncovered and the accelera-
tlon is in the -x direction in Fig. V-5. This is essentially a
settling mode condition. Under this condition, the total ex- J,
posed hydrostatic head is the dimension, h_. While it is desir-
able to maintain stability during this kind of maneuver, it is
not absolutely essential during an MPS burn because any propel-
lants will be settled over the trap within approximately 1.5 sec.
Condition 2 - The trap is uncovered and acceleration is in the
+x direction. This condition tends to move propellant to the
v opposite end of the tank, away from the trap. The hydrostatic
head for the trap is still, h3, but in this case the cover plate
must remain stable for the hydrostatic head denoted by, h2.
Condition 3 - The trap is uncovered and the acceleration is in
the _ or _+z direction. This condition results from a transla-
tional or rotational APS maneuver. If the tank is on the center-
line of the vehicle, the translational maneuver causes larger
"| hydrostatic heads and the trap cover plate must be stable across
the dimension, W.
e[ ,
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_, Condgtion 4 - The trap is covered by settled propellant and the
acceleration is in the -x direction. This is a refill mode. The
,: cover plate must be unstable over the distance, h2, for the ac-
celeration conditions imposed so the liquid will enter the trap
and purge the trapped vapor. This condition will occur during
--_ an MPS burn.
! These conditions must be satisfied while considering tileadditional
constraint that the trap must contain a predetermined volume of
propellant.
t
Designing a refillable trap that will satisfy all the conditions
discussed while containing a specified amount of propellant may
not always be possible. This is particularly true if the criti-
cal accelerations are generally of the same magnitude. However,
the acceleration environment produced by the Space Tug makes it
a vehicle that is particularly adaptable to the refillable trap
i concept.
i
Figures V-6 and V-7 were used as an aid to the proper selection
of screen meshes for the trap cover plates for LH2 and LO2 tanks.
The curves represent the capillary retention capability of in-
dlvldual screen types with the two cryogens of interest. Super-
imposed on the graphs are shaded areas representlng the aea
thzough which a curve must pass to satisfy the condition indi-
cated. The conditions are those set forth on the previous page
with regard to refillable trap design. Only those curves that
: pass through all three of the shaded areas represent a screen,
i which would satisfy all the requirements and be accept.ble for
the trap cover plate design. Condition 4 was decermtned by us-
'_ Ing the lowest acceleration for which the trap cover plate must
I be unstable. This condition occurs at the end of the apogee
• I burn and at the beginning of the deorblt burn. The coordinates
for Condition 4 are h2 and 0.46 g. The coordinates for Condl-
't tlon 2 are h2 and 0.02 g and for Condition 3 they are W and 0.02 g.
In the coordinate system the lower left-hand quadrant represents
unstable conditions while the upper right-hand quadrant repre-
r_]!!II sents stable conditions. Figure V-8 illustrates these quadrants.
Figure V-6 shows that only two screen options are available for *_"
_ the hydrogen system, 24x110 and 30x150. The oxygen system (Fig.
_ V-7) has four options; however, two screen options are marginal _
_ leaving 30x150 and 80x700. i-_
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Figure V-8 Illustration c,J"Stable and Unstable _'egion
Normal design practice calls f r the application of a safety
factor when designing screen systems. This philosophy is
usually adopted to assure that the system will function properly +
despite dozradations in the bubble point of the screens which
may occur during the forming and fabrication process. Using
the selected screens the estimated safety factors for the sys- _
ternsare shown in Table V-10.
Table V-IO Prope_lan_ Trap Design Safety _actore
Condition LH2 L02
),
i 2 2
&
2 13 17.5
3 2.6 3.5 i
3
4 I.79 i.32 !
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It should be noted that the safety factor listed for Condition 4
: is in favor of breakdown. A safety factnr of 1 would normally
assure the occurrence of breakdown.
: The addition o[ a screen feedline to the system introduces a
special condition to the problem of hydrostatic stability. The
feedline effectively increases the values of hi and h3 to include
to include the feedline length. This can add considerably to
the hydrostatic head. In the _ase of the hydrogen system, the
inclusion of a feedline means an addition on the order of 3.65 m
(12 ft).
!
e
With the screen feedline, the system may be allowed a functional
f anomaly. When the MPS engine is fired, the feed]in_ is allowed
f
! to break down and drop liquid out into the feedl_ne liquid annulus.
' ' This liquid is replaced from the trap reservoir _o that vapor is not
i ingested into the The liquid level r_es in the feedline
system.
, vapor annulus until the distance between the rising liquid level
i and the top of the liquid annulus of the trap represents head re-
tention capability of the screen. At that point the liquid level
in the feedline vapor annulus will cease risi:g and the system
i will function normally as described previously. This loss ofliquid represents a very small amount and may only occur in the
I LO 2 MPS feedline.
This operational mode does depend somewhat on the transient char-
acteristics of the engine, pumps, and valve system. The fluid
flowing down the feedline will experience some pressure loss due
to viscous effects; conversely, the acceleration produced by the
engine will cause the pressure to increase and always be highest
at the engine valve inlet. If the fluid demanded by the pi_p
spinup and engine start transient causes a pressure drop that
exceeds the pressure built up by the acceleration start transient
exceeding the bubble point of the feedline screen, then vapor
will momentarily be ingested into the feedllne flow. The type
of information necessary to evaluate this possibility was not
available; therefore, no attempt was made to carry out the analy-
sis •
b, Channel System - The channel system proposed as the second
alternative to the NASA baseline design is functionally similar
to the trap system previously described. The channel system
uses a screen-enclosed, controlled-llquld region in direct com-
i munication with the tank outlet. The design consists of a hum-
L,, bet of screen feeder channels spaced around the tank perimeter
and extending the full length of the tank. These channels supplyA/]'
__$ liquid on demand _rom the bulk liquid region through a manifold
to the tank outlet. The channels are positioned so that one or
J
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more channels will always be in contact with the propellant an_
outflow will be possible. Because of the large hydrostatic head
and acceleration environment, the screen surfaces of the feeder
_ channels are fabricated of multiple screen layers to take advan-
tage of the additive nature of individual screen capillary reten-
_ tion capabilities. This is necessary because the screens have
the capability of wicking liquid, and any vapor tha _ is ingested
_ into a channel through the screen may be trapped when tile screen
! wicks over again. A significant amount of trapped vapor in the
_ channels could, in certain situations, render the channels in-
I _ operative. Therefore, the system must be designed to prevent vapor
i _ ingestion into the controlled liquid region, i.e., the channels.
i i 1) Hydrostatic Head Requirements - Figures V-3 and V-4 illustrate
! _ the multilayered screen requirements for the LH 2 and LOo_ tanks, "
_ respectively. When a screen device extends the full length of a
, %
_ tank and is exposed to a high acceleration environment, the num-J _ bet of screens required to maintain the device in a stable condl-
tion increases notably. As illustrated, the LH 2 tank requires
16 layers of 200x1400 Dutch-twill screen.
Any screen device with large surface areas requiring many layers
of screen suffers a weight penalty. Weight can be reduced by
limiting the screen surface areas to the minimum required by
other =han hydrostatic considerations. These considerations are
discussed in the following sections.
2) Hy_odyn_mic Req _rements - The screen surface area of a
screen device may be reduced by reducing the size of the devzce.
The approach taken with the channel design was to reduce the
size by limiting the nu_er of channels to the fewest number
possible consistent with hydrodynamic considerations and propel-
lant demand requirements.
With a minimum number of channels in the design, it is highly
probable that, for a large part of the time, only one channel
will be in contact with the bulk fluid. Therefore, the channels
were sized so that one channel could handle the propellant flow
rate requirements of the MPS engine. The cross-sectional area
of the channels was selected so that the viscous losses in the
channel and the velocity head were acceptable when compared to
the available capillary retention capability. The channel de-
sign also considered configurations that, although they minimized
the total amount of screen in the systems, still exposed large
screen areas to the propellant in cases where the hulk propellant
was ne.rly exhausted. This consideration reduces the effects of
viscous losses due to flow of propellant into thl_ system [rom the
bulk reg|on.
V-33 '>.
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f3) 6'onfi:2uz,_zt_,_ '/'_xd,:,ot'j':_ - In order to determine which of
A
several candidate design and configuration combinations was the
i
most attractive from a weight standpoint, a comparison matrix I'
was constructed. The matrix for the I,H:, tank appears in Fig. _
V-9.
' The four most reasonable channel configurations and four repre-
: sentative channel designs were combined to compare system hard-
+ ware weight, residual propellant weight, potentially unavailable
propellant weight, and the combined weight of these three.
The first configuration selected was a conventional four-channel
design. Four channels were considered to be the minimum number
necessary to function properly. The second configuration added
I two intersecting channel rings to the four-channel configuration.
, Each ring was positioned at the intersection of the tank-hemis-
pherical end dome and the barrel section. Tile th'rd ,-onfigura-
tlon was a six-channel design. The fourth configuration was
identical :o the second, except that all but one of the channels
in the barrel section had been removed.
These channel designs were selected, primarily, because they
reduced the total screen area. The first design was fastened
directly to the tank wall, thereby, eliminating one channe side.
The second design represented those designs adopted for applica-
tions where high acceleration loads were not present. The third
and fourth designs reduced the necessary screen to a single chan-
nel side only. Both the channel configurations and designs are
- depicted in the matrix headings.
The weights entered in the matrix represent the four wight con-
siderations previously mentioned. Hardware weight is entered
in the upper left quadrant of each matrix square. The three
figures represent weights using three different screens. The
top number represents the weight of a 200x1400 aluminum Dutch-
twill screen system. The other two numbers represent system
weights for aluminum screen systems of 325x2qO0 and 450x2750
Dutch-twill. These meshes are not currently co_nercially avail-
able a_ the present time and serve only to illustrate the po- _"
tentlal weight savings to be realized by developing these alumi-
num screens. _,
The number in une upper right quadrant represents tlm weight of _'
the propellant contained within the device. The number in the
lower right quadrant represents the weight of propellant that
could remain in the tank under the most adverse conditions
V-34
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m
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" i
- without being in contact with the device and, therefore, unavail-
_<_ able for expulsion. Also indicated is the equivalent percentage |
of the total propellant load that this weight represents. i
The results of the matrix study show that the four-channel con- ifiguration is not attractive because the potentially unavailable[
propellant weight is comparatively high. The other three config- i:
urations are closely grouped. The six-channel design: has the
• smallest hardware weight, but, potentially, can trap five times ii
• as much liquid as the uther two. The weight advantages realized
" by removing the channels in the barrel section are small in the il
: four-channel and ring design and the modes of anomalous failure
i
t _ are increased. Therefore, the configuration consisting of four :
; _ channels with intersecting circumferential rings was adopted.
: i Of the channel desigr.3, the semicircular design was consistently
- _ lighter and was, therefore, chosen as the preferred design.
_ This combination was also adopted for the L02 tank with the dif-
, _" ference that only one intersecting ring was added to the basic
four-channel configuration. That ring is at the equator of the
i _ L02 tank. The hardware weight for the system is approximated at
T _ 43.3 kg (95.4 ibm)
! . i A w_y of further reducing the weight of the system hardware is to
J _ design the channels with screen '%indows" instead of continuous
I
_' screen surfaces. These windows could he large enough to handle
i ! the required flow rates without imposing large pressure loss
penalties on the system. They could be strategically placed so
i that perhaps only a few could cover all posslble propellant
orientations. These considerations require more detailed mission
duty cycle and tlmellne information that is Dot availabl_-, There-
l fore, no attempt to assess the potential weight savings was under-taken. _ _
The weights for hardware indicated for the channel systems do not
include estimates of the weight additions necessitated by various _ ,.
fabrication and Joining processes. These weights are not con-
sidered significant and do not alter the relative attractiveness'
of the proposed systems. A reasonable figure for estimating
these weights would probably be i0% of the listed hardware weight.
o. Full Liner System - Tlle full liner system proposed as the
third Martin Marietta alternative to the NASA baseline system is
a variation of the two designs previously discussed A full tank +• ;
screen liner is added to the trap or the channel design (as shown
in Fig. II-2 snd II-5). The channels and trap are constructed as
an integral part of the liner and are located on the inner side of !
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the liner in the bulk propellant region. The liner provides the
added capability of venting the system at any time during the
mission. This capability is realized, however, by adding some
weight to the system.
1) TI'.Gp and Charmer $_s_en_ - The specific details of the re-
flllable trap are unaltered by the addition of the liner to the
system. However, the channel system requires some design modl-
fication in the positioning of the screen surfaces. Adding the
liner makes it impossible for the propellant to enter the chan-
nel through the side nearest the tank wall because the propellant
is kept off the tank wall by the liner. Therefore, the screen
surface must be changed. The difficulty in designing a curved
multiple layer screen surface to withstand the buckling pressure
{ load experienced by the channel required the use of a cross-
sectional shape other than the semicircular design proposed
previously. The design selected appears in Fig. V-IO. 4
_ S'_ree_ _'
n i
Channel t.------__ .3
Yull x_ Channel
Liner
(a) Channel Without Liner Co) Channel With Liner
Figure V-IO 6_Z CongFz_u_on8 for h_Zio.,tion W_:_ and
W_hou_; a I_ZZ Tank Someen Liar { .
The screen surfaces are on the inside of the liner and the outer
surface is made of plate. That latter surface serves no function
in the design, other than tO withstand the hydrostatic head, and
there is no need for screen.
The purpose of the liner is to provide the capability of non-
ud3sion-dependen¢ venting, and, as such, must be able to support
some pressure dlffereutial to function properly. To do thl8 the
screen must be fully wetted. Special provisions required to as-
sure that the screen Is wet are discussed next.
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| 2) Wieking Analy3is - After a MPS burn th _. screen and liquid will
. ! have entered the vapor annulus. The screen liner may have drled
i out. This is especially true near the pre:surization port, be-
,. cause the pressurant must enter through t_-escreen liner to cause
_ the propellant to be expelled. In order for tlletank to be vented
I again following a MPS burn, the liquid in the vapor annulus must
I _ be forced back into the bulk propellant region inside the screenliner. This can be done only after the screen liner is rewetted.
•
i ;
The average environmental heat load in the tank is not large.
: I Even so, a,J discussed in Chapter II, a single layer of unsupported
i screen will not wick liquid in a zero-g condition more than a few
•, inches. It will eventually reach an equilibrium state at which
s _ the liquid front will cease to advance along the screen because
I the mass flow into the screen is balanced by the vaporizationi rate alov_ the wetted screen lengtL. Moreover, the mass flow rate
; ' | in the screen is a function of the viscous losses encountered by
• i flowing liquid through the screen. Therefore, since the screen
! cmmot rewick along its whole length from a source in a fixed po-
_ sttion, an additional method of rewetting must be provided.
A number of channels were included in the design to pump liquid
along the screen liner from the pool of liquid that will have
settled at one end of the tank after a MPS burn. The channels
are designed to take advantage of the pressure difference that
exists across a curved llquld-vapor interface as expressed in
the basic relationship
where o is the fluid surface tension and R 1 and R2 are the prin- !
clple radii of curvature of the interface at the point of interest. |J
t
The channels have a V-shaped cross-section, which provides the i
flow area for transferring fluid. I
wi in.Ch.=.l i
(a) (b) t
F_FIt'e V-11 Ceosa.-SectH.on of W_ok_.ng Chu,_neZ
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• As shown in Fig. V-ll(a), at the point where the channel enters _!
the pool of settled propell&nt, the surface tension of the fluid ,_
will cause a very small radius of curvature to be formed in the
_ channel. When the MPS burn is terminated, the stable zero-g
interface assumed by the settled propellant will have a large .f,
radius when compared to the radius in the channel at the point
where the channel enters the pool. These differences in curva-
ture will result in a lower fluid pressure in the channel than .',
in the bulk propellant. This pressure gradient will tend to .;
• flow propellant from the bulk volume into the channels. The ad- '
, vanclng interface in the channel will continue to have a small i
radius, while the channel upstream of the advancing interface
[ will gradually fill with fluid, as in Fig. V-ll(b). In a low-g
. (I0-5 g) situation, the channels will eventually be filled.
l
t The channels are designed so that when filled to a certain mini-
i mum level, the liquid will come into contact with the adjacentscreen and begin to wick into the screen perpendicularly away
from the channels. The channels are spaced so that the distance
between them does not exceed twice the distance that can b- wicked
by the screen alone under a steady heat leak of 0.315 W/m 2 (0.I
Btu/hr-ft2).
As the liquid flows into the channels it is affected by boLn the
gravitational environment and the viscous drag associated with
the flow. Under the worst conditions these two forces can act in
an additive manner to retard the flow and even limit the length
' of the channel that can be filled. This problem was studied ex-
tensively under work performed for the Viking Orbiter. Zero-g
drop tower experiments were performed with subscale models and
the results of these tests were correlated to analytical models
(Ref V-4). These results indicate that wicklng times of several _:_
minutes are reasonable. UsinE the model described in Chapter II,
;_ wlckln8 in the screens to half the distance between the channels
_,., is estimated at 2.5 minutes for LH 2 across 11.4 cm (4.5 in.) and
, 4 mIDutes for LO2 across 30.4 cm (12 in.).
_. 3) P_esgu_;_It_on AnaZ_s_8 - Adding the full liner with the ad-
_ ditlonal system eapabillty of venting at any time requires know!-
edEe of the functional characteristics of the pressurization and "=
venting system. _
u) $_s%e_ Opera,rig CF_uoteristio6 - For all the Martin Marietta :-"
desisns, the system operation was simplified over that of the NASA _(
baseline. The Martin Marietta system uses only autoEeneous pres-
surlzatlon for both the liPS and APS expulsion requirements. Also, 'i:
V..AO "_
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because the Martin Marietta design does not use separate tanks
for APS propellant storage, a single vent system for e)ch of the
MPS tanks is used. Pressurization takes place in the same man-
ner as the NASA baseline for the nonllner Martin Marietta de-
signs; therefore, this discussion is devoted to the liner case.
During a pressurization event, the autogenous gas enters the
i outer so not impinge on outerannulus that it does the liner.
After exceeding the bubble point of the screen liner, the pres-
.I surant enters the bulk region and the tank pressure increases
I to the pressure regulator setting. During outflow, pressurlza- _
i tlon continues in the same manner with the outer annulus gasemperatures be g igher tbm the bulk ullage temperature.
completing an period, pressure drops,
After outflow the tank
i rapidly and the gas temperatures cool down to approxLmately ;
|
liquid temperatuz_. During a high acceleration burn period,
liquid from the bulk region will enter the usually llquld-free
| outer annulus because of the high hydrostatic heads and also)
because of some localized dryout of the outer liner. However, _]
following the expulsion event, the outer liner will rewet as Jmentloned in the previous section and capillary stability will I
be established. During the following coast period, the pressure
rise in the outer annulus will force the liquid back into the ibulk region. As mentioned in the wlcklng analysls discussion, 4
this will take only a few minutes and then venting of the ]
outer annulus can be accomplished without venting any llquid. JVentln_ using the preferred system discussed in Chapter II, is
initiated following the pressure collapse which usually takes
several hours.
b. £ssion SimuZa#_on - The pressurization and venting processes
i_:- for the Martin Harietta propellant storage and feed system were
simulated using the mission timeline given in Table V-2. Because
of the unique pxopellant control and management devices employed,
simulation of these processes cannot be accomplished using typi-
L cal tank thermod_amic- computer programs. A typical computer t
'_: program predicts tank pressures and fluid temperature histories
_'_/ for flat gaa/liquid interfaces, bulk liquid in contact with the
tank wall, etc. The pressurization and venting analyses and
- simulations were couducted using the DSL computer program dis-
_' cussed in Chapter II. "
2
k
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: i For the mission simulation, the exterval heat leak is assumed to
: _ bz constant over the entire tank wall. Heat leak into the tank
wa_ computed using the thermal protection criteria presented in
_ Section A. The calculations, using an effective thermal con-
_ ! ductivity for the MLI of 1.9xlO-7 W/cm-°K (l.lxlO-5 Btu/hr-ft-°F)
I _ { and an ambient temperature of 294.6"K (530°R) yield a heat leak
. of 0.315 W/m 2 (O.l Btu/hr-ft 2) for both tanks.
For pressurization and outflow, the MPS operating characteristicsF
and requirements -resented in Table V-3 were used. The total
pressurant used for all of the pressurization and expulsion events
, (both MPS and A._S) was calculated. The total vented mass for
each tank was calculated over the ll7-hour mission. The pressure
and fluid temperature histories for each tank were predicted with
the liquid temperature histories considered to be one of the more
critical of the parameters. In order to satisfy the NPSH require-
ments the vapor pressure of the bulk liquid could not exceed 13ol
N/era2 (19 psla) and 12.41 N/cm 2 (18 psla) in the LH2 and LO 2 tanks,
,' respeetlvely.V
The results of the mission simulations are pr_ 3ented in Table V-f1
and in Fig. V-12 and V-13. Table V-ll gives a summary of such
important pz_surlzation and venting paramete_ s as pressurant
I usage, vented 1_ss, vent frequency, and final conditions for each
propellant tank. Figures V-12 and V-13 show that the vapor pres-
sure in each tank never got above the vapor pressure required to
satisfy NPSH. The peaks indicate a pressurization and outflow
event followed by s pressure collapse during coast. For" the long
toaat periods, the tank pressure decreased and approached the
vapor pressure corresponding to bulk liquid temperature. The DSL "
_ 7" venting technique was capable of maintaining the required tank _
¢
_ _ _ pressure and liquid vapor pressure in each tank.
"_-
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,- Table V-11 _.tes_tt_; oj" }4"e::c.,_ri, zat',]on a_zd l'i',;, .".'.z ,':,:.".;, :t',,:
":_ Parameters BO2 Tank , LH2 Tank
-- ,_
Initial Liquid Temperature, _K 91.2 (164) 20.8 (37.5)
(°R)
I Initial Pressure, N/m 2 (psia) 10.75 (15.6) 11.5 (17.3)
i Vent Band, N/m 2 (psi) 0.207 (0.3) 0.028 (0.04)
. Vent Frequency, cycles/hour 3.3 12
:|
Total Mass Vented kg (ibm) 16.1 (35.5) 27.2 (60)!
i Pressurant Temperature °K (°R) 278 (500) 166.8 (300) :
Total Pres_urant Required, kg 96.7 (213) 19.06 (42)
(ibm OK)
Fiv_l Bulk Liquid Temperature, 92.1 (165.6) 21.2 (38.1)
°K (°R)
Final Vapor Pressure, N/m 2 12.3 (17.8) 12.9 (18.8) !
(psla) i
Mission Time - 116.6 hours.
_ ._
d. FeedZ_ne AnuZ}_8_.8 - A screen liner weight comparison similar
to that- performed for the integrated OMS/RCS was conducted for
the Space Tug propulsion system to determine weight penalties
associated with stainless steel and aluminum fine mesh screens. %
A similar result was obtained, in that, although a weight sav-
Ings may be realized (MPS feedllnes 20% and APS only 10%) with
aluminum screen, it is not significant onough to outweigh the
other important design criteria in screen selection. Because
Space Tug faedlines are also stainless steel, compatibility was
a ma_or concern.
An approach consistent with the i_tegrated OMS/RCS feedllne study
wa_ applied to the Space Tug propulsion systems. Analyses were
conducted to identify screen liner feedllne design as applied to
the MPS and APS LH2 and LO2 systems for each acquisition/expul-
sion device previously presented. The number of layers of 325x
;.300 Dutch twill screen required Co maintain a gas-free liquid
,-ore ware established and the propellant boiloff from each line
estimated. The design approach considered storage tanks with and
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without screen liners separately because there is a basic change
in design ground rules for the two concepts. This is discusse@
' in detail in the following subsections.
1) _fPS Feedline Design Analysi6 - The imposed acceleration of
the MPS is always positive, i.e., a vector in the opposite direc-
tion of feedline flow and tending to settle propellants in the
aft end of the tanks. As previously discussed, this is an opti-
mum design condition because the term pgL becomes negative in
Eq [II-i0], helping to decrease the pressure drop along the feed-
line. The worst design condition for the MPS feedline would,
therefore, be for the mivimum acceleration during system opera-
tion. This approach is valid _or all of the acquisition/expul-
• sion devices analyzed for the Space Tug MPS.i
' Based on MPS full thrust flow rates of 1.61 kg/sec (3.55 ibm/set)
i and 8.05 kg/sec (17.15 Ibm/set) for the LH 2 and LO 2 systems, re-
spectively, corresponding feedline velocities are 7.92 and 1.64
I m/sec (26 and 5.38 ft/sec). These values were used throughout
• the MPS capillary feedllne analysis.
i Storage Tanks without Screen Liner8 - The proposed nonliner
storage tank concepts do not provide a iow-g venting capability.
Therefoce the engine idle mode must be used for propellant condi-
tioning and venting capability as discussed in Section B. Under
these conditions, propellant settling is possible in the MPS
feedlines as well as in Lhe propellant tanks.
Based on engine idle mode thrust and duration of 267 N (60 ibf)
and 145 sec, respectively, calculations were made to determine
settling distances. These distances are consistently greater
than those required for the propellant to travel to the feedline
outlet. Therefore, liquid will displace the gas, resulting in a
feedllne vapor annulus filled with liquid during normal engine
operation. Under these conditions, gas ingestion into the feed-
llne liquid core becomes impossible. Should some gas remain,
however, gas ingestion is still precluded as long as liquid is
_ present, because screen resistance to liquid penetration is much
less than for _ gas.
For an acquisition/expulsion device without a screen liner, the
main design requirement for the MPS feedlines is that the b'lh_le
point of the feedline screen be greater than the bubble point of
the communication screen. A single layer of 325x2300 mesh stain-
i: less steel Dutch-twill screen meets this criterion. Therefore,
a single screen layer is sufficient to assure that gas-free liquid
?
J
i_ v-_6
i
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_,.,_ is provided to the ,qPS turbopu_t_.ps for both the Lltl and I,O 2 feed-
i'_ ¢ . lines for the nonlinet _t;;rage t_.uk s,,,st_ms. It. should be noted
:', 7 thau the primary function of the .,_e_L liner in this feedline de-
:, _ sign is to maintaln gas-fr_e iiqui_ _i_i_ic, the liquid core during
I! coast when inaideut _,eatii_ _,_'-_i_::f,.-a,:]ineis vaporizing propel-
iant at th_ _cr_L_ -_,lllacc.t!"
i _..__j_ _.:,,-.o_ , -_u_;:,_. ,,'_:'._- Ti_e propellant acquisition/
_ expulsion devices with full tan_ liners p_-ovide low-g v__:nting
'_ i ; capability independe_-_t of the system duty cycle. Therefore,
_, propellant s=ttling anJ engine idle _,od_-eperatiou i.__n,_t re-
._ _ quired, r_e ._creen liner in _he deszgns presented is unstable
& throughout mos_ of th_ basel_n_ mission, which assures prope±-
' _ ! lant settling in nhe feedline a_ steady-state conditions. How-
during thi_ condition not exist andever, engine start, _y pro-
, pellant settling during the MPS start transient is of major
_ interest.
'_ _ Based on _[PS thrust buildup data (Ref V-2), propellant settling
i distances during the MPS engine start transien_ were calculatedat various full thrust acceleration levels using Eq [V-2]. These
data are show_ in Table V-12 with the required distance for pro-
I . pellant settling at the feedline outlet shown for both propellants•
It is clear from these data that propellants will not be settled
, in Lhe feedline before full thrust is reached. The system must,
I therefore, operate with a gas-filled vapor annulus to satisfy
Eq [lI-.lO],
Tab/.e V-7_ _.'r,,p._l_antSettli_g D_stan_'e d_ing MPS Stm't Transient
Approximate Required
Propellant Settling Distance, m (it)
Full ft_rust Settling Distance,
A,',oeleration, g m (_t) LH 2 LO 2
0.16 0.045 (0.147) 6.70 (22) 0.914 (3)
1.3 0.363 (I.19) 10.36 (24) 3.05 (10)
1.51 0.421 (1.38) 11.28 (37) 3.35 (11)
Solutions of Eq [II-i0] at various acceleration values for the
LH? system are shown in Fig. V-14. Curves for the feedline out-
let and inlet are sho_¢n for bo_h storage tank concepts. These
numbers conser_ativeiy represent the required layers of screen !
necessary to assure gas-free llquid in the feed£1ne core, Maxi- ,_
TW_ and minimum MPS a¢ceierations are also shown _• %
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" At low-g levels th_ numbur ot _cre_.n t_,.,_._,_t:q,,i_e.,!at th= feed- !
"; line outlen Js sighifi_antly g v_,_t_, tl.an a[ the- islet bcca_ise i
': the _gL term is sm_]i c0mpar,., _o the .,is, o,_s lo_._ t=r,a. Design- ,i
: ing ¢or worst-case conditions Lu.i6 g _cc_Ic_aLi_,a) ;_q,,i_-cs 6
layecs of screen at the feedline inlet and 14 layers of screen
at the outlet for the trap sy._tula. Ti,u _.ha,mel system lequires i.
5 and 13 layers o[ scle_n lot tll_ I_.,111,e t,llct and outlet, ,'e-- (
spectively, t
Using these n,.mlbers the req_i_d la>,eLs ,Jr _._em_. as a function
of feedline length is plotted Jn Fig. V_J5 [,_ Lb_ f,l{2 '_IP.S.The
;. average number of screen !ayera, as determined at the feedline
midpoint are I0 and 9 for the trap and channel systea_s, respec-
tively. These numbers result in ]iner weight _avings, compared
to a design where the layers of screen are constant foc the en-
_ tire feedline length.
AS mentioned in Reference V.-1 and V-2, the I.O 2 _S re.edline does
not require active thermal conditioning because of its short
, ; length. However, should propellant conditioning become desirable,
_'he necessary design data are shown in Fig. V-16. 15_o layers of
, screen a_e required to preclude gas ingestion with _ trap device
' and only one layer is required for a channel system, lhe added
_; acceleration head, due to th_. increased L, of the channel system
! accounts for the reduction in the _equired screen layers.
Table V-13 summarizes the design requiremen',_ for a Space Tug hPS
} capillary feedline system.
Acquisition/Expulsion Required Layers of 325x2300 Mech Screen
_: System LH 2 LO 2
Trap without Liner I 1
Channel witho-t Liner i I
Trap wit" Liner "14, 6 2
!
Channel with Liner "13, b 1
*At feedline outlet and inlet, respectively.
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2) ,4PS F_ed$_.ne .4>,.a_yz_': - The acceleration environment for the
APS is significantly different from the MPS Just discussed. Ac-
: celeration in any direction may be encountered during system
operation with magnitudes as high as 0.02 g. This results in a
' worst-case design condition for capillary feedlines; i.e., an ac-
celeration vector in the direction of flow. The term 0gL in Eq
I [II-i0] is now additive with the rest of the pressure losses.
Also, under these conditions, liquid cannot be forced into the
:. ',_ feedllne vapor annulus region regardless of the acquisition/ex-
, pulsion device used
t
APS flow rates are 0.036 kg/sec (0.08 lbm/sec) for LH2 and 0.11
, k/sec (0.25 ibm/sec) for LO2, Resulting feedline velocities
" are 4.11 and 0.79 m/sec (13.5 and 2.61 ft/sec) for LH 2 and LO2,
respectively. Based on these data, an acceleration of 0.020 g,
• and a feedline length of 2.44 m (8 it) for both systems, the re-
" quired layers of screen were determined for each acquisition/
: expulsion device concept.
S_or_ge Tank8 _t_out Screen Liners - APS operation is basically
unaffected by the presence or absence of a storage tank liner.
' The capillary feedline system must supply gas-free liquid with
a gas-filled vapor annulus whether or not a liner is presenz in
the acquisition/expulsion system. Proper design requires that
Eq [II-I0] be satisfied. The layers of screen required to
satisfy this relationship are shown in Fig. V-17 as a function
=
_' I of feedllne length for the LH2 system. .%n average of 4.2 layers
of 325x2300 Dutch-twlll screen are required for both the trap and!
| channel systems without a storaze tank llner. A maximum of seven
-' _ screen layers are required at the feedllne outlet.,4
Requirements are less demanding for the LO 2 system. Due to the
"- small feedline velocity and increased screen pressure retention
capability with LO2, a maximum of two layers of screen are re-
,: quired at the feedllne outlet for the trap system. At the inlet
= only one layer of screen is required. For a channel acquisition/
expulsion system, we presume that a single layer of screen through-
, " out the feedlina length will assure a gas-free liquld core.$
Storage Tunke _,i_h S_een Line_ - The addition of a tank liner
_ to the storage tank acqulsltlon/expulsion device does not affect
the basic operational enviromaent of the AP$ capillary feedline. _.
However, the pressure drop in the system is increased by an amount "_
equal to the bubble point of the liner. This added loss must be
: i. accounted for in the design of the feedline system. The effect
.'-_'_ on feedline design is to require an additional screen layer con- -<
_ • _':_; pared with the nonliner systems. ;
.i?z i:
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The required screen la --rs for the LH2 system are shown in Fig.
V-17 as a function of teedllne length for the subject acquisition/
expulsion devices with a tank liner. A maximum of eight screen
layers are required at the feedline outlet while only three lay-
ers are required at the inlet for both the trap and channel sys-
tems. For the LO2 system, two layers of screen are required
throughout the length of the feedline for both the trap and chan-
nel systems when a full tank liner is incorporated into the ac-
quisltlon/expuls ion device.
The AP$ capillary feedline design requirements are summarized in
Table V-14.
TabZe 7-14 Spare T,_j APS Cap£_y Fe_dZ_ne Des_ffn Requir___ents
i Acquisition/Expulslon Required Layers of 325x2300 Mesh Screen :
-- -- I
I System LH 2 LO2
p, ,= !
Trap wlthout Liner 7, 2* 2, I*
Channel without Liner 7, 2 1
Trap with Liner 8, 3 2
Channel wlth Liner 8, 3 2
*Requlreaents at feedllne outlet and inlet, respectively________ , .
3) Bo_.Zo_f Armrests - As mentioned earlier, the effective cool- i
lag capacity of a capillary feedline at low pressures is due
aainly to the heat of vaporization of the liquid used. During
equilibrium conditions and for a simplified analysts, the amount
of propellant boiled off can be estimated by the hza, _of vaporiz-
ation of the fluid divided by the heating rate, q: .-
1 Liquid hTdrogen APS feedline heating fluxes are assumed to be the !
I same as those for the HP$ feedline, which are based on an environ-
mmt temperature of 238.7°K (-30°F) and feedline temp-erature of :_
20g°K (-423"F). A single 1D-layer blanket of MLI results in a
heaCin S rate of 1.43 W (5 Btu/hr). Liquid oxygen boiloff was ,
calculated using the same heat flux associated with LH2 heatin S _"
rates. Thla should be a -onservative approach due to the lower
temperature differentials with LO2 as compared to LH2. . "-_/:
u
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Table V-15 summarizes the propellant losses due to feedline boil- !
• off for both the HPS and APS. Total propellant boiloff is 1.87
- kg (4.13 Ibm) of LH2 and 0.91 kg (2.0 ibm) of L02 based on a Space ,
Tug six day mission. These values do not include losses due to
: feedline or engine chiildown but are for liquid filled lines at "
thermal equilibrium. Chilldo_n times and boiloff should not vary _
significantly from those specified in the baseline document. !
2able V-15 Estimated BoiZoff for a Martin Marietta Screen Liner
Feedl _ne
J
-- -- L__
LIi2 LO2
MPS APS MPS APS _.
eoiloff Rate, 0.012(0.026) 0.0013(0.0028) 0.0041(0.009) 0.0024(0.0054)
kg/hr (IbnJhr) i
Total (HPS 0.013(0.029) 0.0065(0.014) i
+APS)
ks/hr (Zbmlhr) i
Propellant 1.87 (4.13) 0.91(2.00)
Boiloff ,*
ks (Ibm)
i i ,, =, =
• Based on a Space Tug 6-day missl _.
D. DETAILED DESIGN
This section presents the Martin Marietta detailed designs for ;/,:
the Space Tug LH2 and LO 2 atora&e and feed systems. Engineering ;- _
drawlngs illustrate the stocage _ank designs. The results of
selected detail weight evaluations are presented, as well as a ._
discussion of the fabrication and structural considerations for ..;
the designs.
1. Storage Tank DestKn8 _
There are essentially two methods of fabricating screen propellant I;_-_,,
ecqdisition, system: (1) with screen supported by perfocated platf_ I _
and (2) with screen atRached to a framework but unsupported by a,_y I ...._:_
backup material between attach_nt points, A wetted screen car t/!_. ._,_
................ •-- _ _- ._T-' ,._. ........ "'"' ":_'_',,..... ", .,.-_- ' , -,,_'_.',."n/_', ...... ._.,'_',_':................ :--........................
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support a pressure differential that depends on the bubble point
of the wetting fluid. Therefore, the screen and any supporting
structure must be able to withstand the tensile stress of that
internal differential pressure or the _o_pressive buckling stress
of the external differential pressure. The capillary retention
capability of 200x1400 Dutch-twill in LH2 is approximately 0.034
N/cm 2 (0.050 psi) and, in LO2, it is approximately 0.26 N/cm 2
(0.375 psi). Capill_ary systa,.s are normally designed for the
buckling failure mode; this is also the case of the Space Tug
deslgn.
In the cas-_ where the design incorporates screen backed by per-
forated plate, the perforated plate carries the load and little
additional structural support is needed. Where unsupported screen
is used, the framework carries the co_resslve load while the
screen attached to the framevork experiences tensile stress.
Where possible, the various designs for both the LH 2 and LO2
propellant acqulsition/expulslon systems were analyzed for mini-
mum weight using both co,lstruction techniques.
The designs for the LH2 and LO2 refillable trap systems are shown
in Fi8. V-18 end V-19, respectively. The figures also include a
screen liner; however, the design of the trap is unchanged by the
addition of'the liner. The trap Is fabricated of perforated plate
and screen. The annular section of the trap has two layers of
200x1400 screen end the structure is formed by fabricatlng a sand-
wlch of'two screen layers separated b- .:heperforated plate. The
trap is positioned waay from the wal) - at coennunication exists
between the veper annulus of the feeds. ,e and the tank volume,
which is not occupied by the trap. The trap weights for aluminum
and stainless steal were compared to assess the merits of the two
structural material possibilities. Those weights appear in Table
V-16.
TabZe V-'.$ We_ht C_son of LO2 u_d LH2 T_up Designs
|i , : i J • l i ,,,
Aluminum Design Stainless Steel Design 1
J LO2 Trap, k_ (Ibm) 4.63 (10.21) 15.7 (3_4.58) ,.,._
• • -14
MI2 Traps kg (lbm) 16.16 (35,6) 4_..76 (94.2) :_
,m i i nm "' ' ' ' ' i
_r _ SP
Clearly, the aluminium syst_ holds the advantage :in weight even •_:_
theush thi,_ker Sags nuatertals are required in the desiKn. There- _:_
fores aluahaum was selected for the Martin Marietta trap designs _i_
U the first alternative to the NASA baseline system. "_i
v-as ,t!.
\
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The channel system proposed as the second alternative to the
NASA baseline design is also an aluminum system. The plate used
to form the semicircular section of the channels is 0.76 mm (0.030
in.) gage. The system designs are shown in Fig. V-20. The screens
placed diametrically a,:ross the channel are supported only at
their points of attachment to the channel edges. As determined
previously, the system hardware weights are 110.5 kg (243.5 ibm)
and 43.3 kg (95.4 ibm) for the LH2 and LO2 tanks, respectively,
when aluminum is used.
The third Martin Marietta alternntive to the NASA baseline design
incorporates a full tank screen liner into either of the other
two designs. The trap and channel designs were relatively simple
i t in design and fabrication. Adding the liner to the system requires
i some considerations. The liner must be wetted so thatadditional
it can s_pport the pressure differential necessary for proper
venting. The liner screen distances across which wlc|-ing must
occur are too large to depend on wlcking from any one liquid
i source such as the clmnnels, the trap, or the settle bulk pro-
pellant. The wlching channels described previously were incor-
porated into the design to provide the capability to wich liquid
to the screen liner. These channels also serve as structural
I members to support the screen liner.
The LH 2 and LO 2 trap and liner designs are shown in Fig. V-18 and
V-19. The designs for the LH 2 and .LO2 propellant acquisition/
expulsion system were analyzed for minimum weight, considering
both construction techniques (I) screen hacked by perforated plate
and (2) unsupported" screen attached to a wicking channel frame-
work. Both aluminum and stainless steel were considered in the
comparison.
The weight comparison study also considered the maximum wlcking
_ lengt_ of a given screen and fluid combination to determine which
was more critical--the maximum wicking length or the maximum
distancp between support points across which a screen can main- :
tain structural integrity. Structural integrity in the case of _
. screens is a severe deflnitl n. Not only can screen rupture not ,_
ba tolerated, but even a de&radation of the screen bubble point,
• caused by slight enlargement of the screen pore3, is unacceptable.
_"_
_j _- _ •---_.-_-_.,_..-...--._. ,,..-,7..,--_................,- o . .
........._,_,__ _'_ __ ..........................
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For a LH2 screen liner, the maximum distance between the suppo_t-
: ins channels for the 200x1400 mesh aluminum screen is 22.8 cm (9
... in.) and is determined by the structural criteria pre_ented in
Chapter II. The maximum distance for the s_me killd of structure
.: for stainless steel is approximately 45.7 cm (18 in.) also deter-
mined by structural criteria. Fo_ oxygen the maximum distance
t
, between wicking char lels for aluminum screen backed by perforated
plate is 83.8 cm (33 in.) and is determined by wicking criteria
presented in Chapter 11, while for stainless steel unsupported
screen is 22.8 cm (9 in.), determined by structural considerations.
The four _abrication options listed here were the lightest of
i eight options originally availab]e. A summary of this informa-
, tion is presented in Table V-17.
To_le V-17 Cha,,_:elSpaa_ i_es[_n ,.:p_fo_oa.d "ni,.cp/a
i Channel Spacing, cm (in.)Design
' Type of Screen Criteria LO 2 Liner LH_,Liner
i Aluminum Structural Perforated 22.8 (9.0)*Plate*
i 200x1400 Mesh Wicking 83.8 (33.0) 76.2 (20.0)Stainless Structural 22.8 (9.0)* 45.7 (18.0)*
Steel
200x1400 Mesh Wicking 83.8 (33.0) 76.2 (20.0)
I
*Designates the controlling criterion.
A weight compariso:, study of the two LO2 candidate construction
materials (stainless steel and aluminum) was performed using
the trap and liner design. The stainless stee! design consisted
of an unsupported stainless steel screen liner attached to a
framework of stainless steel wicking channels similar to those
shown in the system drawings, and a trap _f stainless steel screen
supported by p_rforated plate.
The channels were spaced 32.8 cm (9 in.) apart. _he aluminum de-
sign had a liner of perforated-plate-backed screen att.ched to a
framework of flow channels and an aluminum trap identical in de-
slgn to the stainless steel system trap. The channels for the
aluminum liner were spaced 60.9 cm (24 in.) apart. This spacing
imposed a slight weight penalty on the aluminum system_ but was
more real_ ._c in terms of volumetric efficiency because a poly-
: sph¢'e with 60.9 cm (24 in.) sides more closely approximates the
,_' volume of the vehicle tank than does one of 8.3 cm (33 in.) sides.
_'. The comparison is summarized in Table V-18.
""
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Tabie V-18 Weiah_ Comp_'iac.n of LO 2 ',"rapa,'/.Liner Desig;u_ _"
'.
_ Component Alumin_m Stainless Steel
_ Liner Plate, kg (ibm) 37.81 (83.3) 0 (0) i
Liner Screen, kg (ibm) 8.71 (19.2) 17.45 (38.45) i;Channels, kg (Ibm) 10.62 (23.4) 41.08 (90.5)
Trap (Plate and Screen) 4.64 (10.21) 15.69 (34.58)
_ kg (ibm)
"_ Total 61.79 (136.11) 74.24 (163.53)
The comparison shows quite clearly that the aluminum design of
i _ screen backed with perforated plate is lighter than the stainless
_ steel d_sign with unsupported screen. The aluminum design was
selected for the LO2 tank, with a trap and liner.
L
A similar study was conducted to compare the weights of the LH?aluminum and stainless steel designs for the trap and liner. 7n
I this study, as in the previous one, all perforated plate was as-
sumed to be minimum gage: 0.76 mm (0.030 in.). The gage for the
aluminum channels was also considered to be 0.76 mm (0.030 in.)
"ahile the thickness of the stainless steel channels was assumed
to _ 0.51 mm (0.020 in.). For the aluminum desigll in the LH 2
_ ._, _he channels or st_ingers were spaced 22.86 cm (9 in.) apart.
In addition to the stringers, additional supporting ribs were i-
also added with 22.86 cm (9 in.) spacing for addltlonal required
support of the aluminum screen. The rib gage was also assumed
to be 0.76 mm (0.030 in.) and the aasumed cross-sectlon appears
in Fig. V-21.
u
1.90 cm (3/4 in.)
, i • |l | _
i _ im i "}
I ,
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The stainless steel design was similar, but t.leribs and stringers
were spaced 45.72-cm 18-in. centers. The stairless steel ribs were
0.51--,, (0.020-in.) thick, In all cases the pe-forated plate was
assumed to have an open ro closed area ratio of 0.50.
The weight comparison of the two candidate designs is shown in
Table V-19.
Table V-i9 Weijht Co_ar_8on of LiI2 Trap aud Liner Oesign_t
CoNposmnt Aluminum Stainless Steel
Wicking Channels (Stringers), 48.12 (106.0) 48.12 (106.0)
kg (Ibm)
Ribs, kg (Ibm) 28.16 (61.8) 23.6 (52.0)
S=reen Liner, kg (ibm) 15.9 (35.2) 31.96 (70.4)
i
,. Trap, kg (lba) 16.1 (35.6) 42.76 (94.2)
: ]
; _ Total 108.3 (238.6) 146.5 (322.6)
The table shows that for the LH2 tank propellant acquisition sye-i
, tem application, the aluminum design is also substantially light ar
than the stainless steel design and, accordingly, the aluminum
design was selected for the Space Tug LH2 tank with a trap and
liner.
Aluminum was also the choice for the channels and liner systems.
The breakdown of weights for the LH2 and LO2 systems is presented
in Table V-20.
:
Table V-20 Weight8 of LH2 and LO2 Channel.16iner Designs
LH2, kg (1bin) L02, k_ (Ibm)
Wlckln_ Chann._Is 41.45 (91.3) Wickin8 Channels 10.6 (23.4)
_._
Ribs 23.33 (51.4) Liner Screen 7.$8 (16.7)
Screen Liner 13.25 (29.2) Liner Perforated Plate 32.77
(72.2)
Flow Cha.nels 150.27 (331.0) Flow Channels 58.56 (129.0) .
i i m %7
Total 228.31 (502.9) 109.5 (241.3) _
V-.66 " "_-
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The volumes enclosed in the controlled liquid regions of the four
designs are 0.118 m3 (4.18 ft3) [or the LH 2 and LOz trap designs
and 1.23 m3 (43.5 ft3) and 0.65 m3 (9.38 ft3) for the channel
designs.
The cable method used in the integrated OMS/RCS design is al_o
used her_ for attaching the screen liner assembly to the propel-
lant tank wall. As previously mentioned, this approach was re-%
viewed by Beech Aircraft Corporation. In their judgment, the
attachment design is conservative.
| An important consideration in the fabrication of the screen de-
vice is maintaining the retention capability durin_ any forming
and mssembly processes. To ensure that the capillary retention
capabil_t_ is wirhln the specifications, the _arlous components
of the LH 2 and LO2 systems mu_t be bubble-polnt tested. The
bubble point tests shoulO be conducted after every assembly
process in the fabrication sequence. The screen should be checked
in the as-received condition before any fabrication is attev_.ted.
Each sL_assembly (for example the trap coverplate) should be
checked as it is completed. In the instance where the subassembly
employs multlple screen layers, such as the trap liquid annulus
or the flow channels, the subassembly should be bubble point
tested after each screen layer is added. The large screen liner
for the LO2 tank can be fabricated in indlvidual gore sections.
The LO2 tank liner is formed to 20 gore sections of perforated
plate and screen in each hemisphere, and the hemispheres are
we!ded together at the equator. Each of these gore sections can be i
tested for bubble point individually before they are assembled
to form the liner.
#
The LH2 liner has no perforated plate. The as-rc_alved screen
can be bubble point checked and then welded into place on the
wicking chanuel framework. The T-section of the ribs is elimi-
nated at points where they are _oined to the wicking channels
•
so that _:heflow in the channel will not be impeded by obstruc.-
tlons, i
t
2. Feadlina Design I
Important design details in a capillary feedline zystem were dis- !
closed in the previous &nalysls of the integrated OMS/RCS feed- !
lines. Except for the d_enslons, the discussion presented, as
well as Fig. V-19, apply to the Space Tug propulsion system,
Fabrication, support structure design, system operation, an_
infestation were considered and will not be discussed here.
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Vapor-annulus gap selection was based on the same criteria as
: those previously discussed. For the Space Tug, baseline diam-
eters are significantly different for the MPS and APS systems.
Baseline diameters (screen liner inside diameter) of 6.1 cm (_..4
in.) and 7.4 cm (2.9 in.) for the LH 2 and LO 2 MPS, respectively,
i and 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) for both APSs are noted. The primary con-
!
i cern in small lines, such as the APS, is fabrication problems
] arising from system design (close tolerances, etc). For the MPS,
_ the weight penalty associated with increased feedllne diameter
! and the annulus volume required for the boiloff rate are doml-
i natlng factors. Annulus gaps of 0.95 cm (3/8 in.) and 0.32 cm
i (1/8 in.) were selected for the MPS and APS feedline_ on t'e
i basis of these considerations. The resulting feedllne geometry
i was used in estimating capillary feedline weights for the Space
Tug systems analyzed.
A breakdown of system weights is shown in Table V-21. The weights
shown are for screen liner acquisltlon/expulslon devices. They
are also representative of nonllner devices as well, with the ex-
ception of the LH;:MPS. A reduction in assembly weight from 33.9
to 22.8 kg (74.8 to 50.2 ibm) is realized for the LH 2 MPS feed-
line with a nonliner tank configuration.
Table V-21 Space Tug CapiZlary Feedline Weights
LH2 iFeedllnes LO 2 Feedllnes
-- I ,|
We tght MPS APS MPS APS
Screen Liner, 1.94 (1.3) 0.21 (0.14) 0.34 (0.23) 0.08 (0.05) +.
i kglm, (Ibmlft)Pipins, kg/m 1.37 (2.26) 0.46 (0.31) 0.87 (2.6) 0.45 (0.30) . :
I (lb_ft)
+_ Total Feedline, 5.30 (3.56) 0.67 (0.45) 4.22 (2.83) 0.53 (0.36)
kg/m (ibm/it)
Assembly, 33.9 (74.8) 1.6 (3.6) 3.9 (8.5) 1,3 (2.8)
"+ kg (Ibm)
_e capillary liner weight includes the screen and spacer material
end excludes support standoffs. Additional weight for standoffs
should be small, however. Total capill&ry feedline weight is _im-
ply the sum of liner and piping components. This is given in
!_ weight per unit lenghts and abe-lute weight of tLe system, based +:
} r-68
I
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on the estimated lengths of 6.4 m (21 ft) and 0.91 m (3 ft) tar
the LH 2 and LO2 MPS lines, respectively, and 2.44 m (8 ft) for
both APS llnes. The screen liner accounts for only 34% of the
total system weight for the LH2 lines and ii% for the LO 2 lines.
The data presented here should be competitive wit_ the baseline
design on a weight basis.
E. CO}_ARISON OF NASA BASELINE AND MARTIN MARIETTA STORAGE AND FEED
SYSTEM
I. Operational Considerations
Both the baselLne and the Martin Marietta designs use surface
tension devices as the basic means for providing gas-free liquid.
However, functionally, the two systems differ greatly.
The first Martin Marietta alternativ_ to the baseline design is
the refillable trap. This systel has capabilities identical to
those of the baseline design and at the same time eli_/nates the
requirement for two APS tanks and the APS pressurant supply tank.
Thus, the requirement for four pressurization, four vent, and
four sets of fill and drain lines (shown in Fig. V-l) has been
"educed by 50%. Therefore, the attendant lines and valves are
not required. The screen feedline also elinttnates the need for
the LH2 feadline heat exchanger c_n the MPS LH2 feedline and _.he
APS feedlines. The elimination of these components and subsys-
tems reduces the weight of the system, and, as is discussed in
the next section, the refillable trap system is considerably
lighter than the baseline desisn. This condition alone makes it
an attractive option.
Of equal importance is the significant increase in the simplicity
of all the systems. As many as 12 valves can be eliminated from
the baseline feed, fill, drain, and vent system (Fig. V-l), to-
gether with the feedline heat exchanger by adopting the Martin
F_rietta system design. An additional six valves and two feed-
line heat exchansa_ can be eliminated from the pressurization • _
system. Because a specific failure rate is intrinsic to each "_
component, a reduction in the number of components i_'_les an
. increase in the reliability of the overall system. Tb, elimina-
tion of the two s_&rt ranks in the Martin Marietta designs also
reduces the number of pressurization and vent systems by twc.
_ _ _ ......
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The baseline Space Tug design uses two different pressurization
: systems, in addiLion to _he autogenous pressurization systems
for the main tank, a cold gas helium pressurization system is
' _ used in the APS start tank. This high-pressure cold-gas system
! is heavy when compared to other pressurization schemes. It is
" also sensitive to changes in the APS or MPS start up require-
, : manta, if the requirements for APS pro ellants were to increase,
=_ _ _ the idle mode settling time were increased, or if a different
-: .ngine requiring more chilldown prcpeliants were substituted in
•_ • _ the system, the start tank and related pressurization components
.
woul0 experience s.gnlflcant weight increases. By contrast, the
i _ Martin Marietta systems pressurize only with autogenous gas from}| the acculaulators. Any additional pressurant requirements would
i I be met by loading only the additional liquid propellant needed
for conversion to the gaseous pressurant.J
; The Martin Marietta trap design is operationally much more flex-
" Ible. The size of the APS tanks in the baseline system limits
.. the total usage of the system. A fixed amount of APS usage and/
, or a fixed number of MPS starts are determined by the tank size.
Therefore, a change in the mission requiring more APS usage or
more MPS burns would not be possible without major system modi-
• m fications. The alternative trap design is not nearly so mission
limited because the traps are refi£1able. The only restriction
is that the total liquid usage between any two MPS burns must not
exceed the capacity of the trap and the MPS thrust dur_&ion must
be sufficient to settle the propellant and refill the traps.
Therefore, changes in the mis&ion can be more readily accommodated
by the Marrln Marietta refillable trap system design.
" In summary, the basic Martin Marietta alternative design offers
several advantages over the NASA baseline. The MartlnMarietta
.syste offers all the c pabilities claimed by the ba eline sys-
tem and both require an idle mode engine operation to settle pro-
pellants before venting. However, the Martin Marietta design is
lighter, significantly less complex, and hence, more reliable and
_" !_. somewhat less mlssion-dependent.
• __ Nearly total mission independence is achidved with the second
. _ .j,',_' " Martin Marietta alternative design, the channel system. Mission
- _'_ independence is achieved at the cost o ¢ some weisht increase over
_ _-_ the trap _yst_m. The discussion of th, Martin Marietta _rap sys-
"_ :_-_ ' " t_ advantages is applicable to the channel system as well. The ,_ important difference betw en the channel system and the tra_ or
::' _.' the NASA baseline systems is the freedom from mission constraints :
:;- [_:_ i that it offers. The channels are positioned so they will always
_ _, _ be in contact with the unrestrained bulk liquid somewhere in the
_. ,_ 2! __ ,Iq
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tank. Therefore, as long as there is propellant in the tank,
and regar=less cf when o_ how the previous mission event oc-
curred, APS activation is possible. Since venting can only
occur immediately prior to an MPS burn, the propellant will
always be settled when the MPS engine is fired. However, the
idle mode engine startup requirement is not constrained in any i
way by the channel design, and the MPS engine can be restarted
as many times as a mission may require.
The Space Tug baseline document indicates that venting during ._
a coast period may not bp required. Even though this claim has
not been substantiated, the NASA baseline design does not pro-
vlde for venting capability except during a MPS Idle mode. For
the purpose of strict comparison, the first two Martin Marietta
alternative systems were designed for the same limited "entlng
capability featured by the NASA baseline system. With a.,ysys-
tem which cannot be vented as conditions may require, an anomal-
ous condition requiring venting during a coast period could
Jeopardize the mission. There ray also be advantages realized
from the removal of the requirement for a MPS engine with an idle {
mode capability. Since the idle mode requirement is dictated
strictly by the nature of the acquisition system and _ts vent-
ing capability, the third alternative des&gn proposed by Martin
Marietta (which can be vented at any t4_me) offers an attractive
option. The third Martin Marietta alternative involves the addi-
tion of a full tank screen liner to either of :he othet" two
systems--the trap or the rt_nnel8. The discussion of operational
characteristics of those two systems remains valid with the one
exception that the third systmn can be vented as conditions re-
quire. The design also removes the propellant from the tank wall,
thereby substantially reducing the possibility of localized hot
spots and nucleation points in the propellant. Such points can
cause rapid increases in pressure rise rates in the tanks. Thus,
the trap-liner system is independent of mission constraints to the
extent allowable by the trap volume, and the channel liner system
'_ has complete functiorL_l independence of any mission that misht
be required of the Tug.
2. Weight Considerations
a. H_'_a_e W_,gh_e - Co_parison8 between the NASA b_saline Space
'" Tus propellant storage and feed systm and the weights of _.he -1-
," tarnativa Martin Marietta designs appear in Tables V-22 and V-23.
+ Table "-22 shows the comparison between the NASA baseline end the
first tw_ alternatives--the refillable trap system and the channel |
8yst_. T.2d weishts b" the MPS feed, fill, drain, and vent system
V-71
I
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, for the Martin Marietta design reflect the savings realized
: from eliminating a number of unnecessary componercs from the
baseline system.
;
The basic storage tank weight category indicates that the refill-
able traps are considerably lighter and the channel system is
somewhat heavier than the b_,seline design. The refillable _rap
system compares exactly with the capablllty of the baseline sys-
tem and is, therefore, an attractive option because of its re-
duced weight and increased reliability. At some weight increase
over the baseline system, the channel design offers complete
functional independence of mission duty cycle because it can
de!Ix_r propellant at any time regardless of the propellant
orleBration in the tank.
b. _es_dua_ We_gh_ - Normal design practice in-elves assessing
a weight penalty against a system for the amount of propellant
contained within the controlled liquid region of the screen de-
vlce _or the systems described here, those weights are:
LE2 trap, 8.53 kg (18.8 Ibm)
L02 trap, 55.38 kg (122 Ibm)
LH2 channels, 88.5 kg (195 Ibm)
LO2 channels, 302.8 kg (667 ibm)
F. CONCLUSIONS
Ballad on the analytlc_l and comparative evaluations conducted
under this study, the ,_artln Marietta capillary concept offers
the bast approach for _a_.Is£yl;.,.g the _ryogenic propellant storage
and feed requirements c f a typical Earth-orbiting vehicle planned
for the late 1970's an J early 1980's, The capillary concept can
satisfy a wide range o_ operatin,_ conditions and cryosenic stor-
a6e applications. The basic concept can be easily modified tc
_et s_ecific d_sign criteria and mission requirements.
Jd"
In this study the DSL concept was evaluated and modified to satis-
fy the propell_nt storage and feed requirements of the Space Tug.
• • A comparison between the preferred Mart'n Marietta design and the
i_ i NASA baseline Tug design showed that tl . Martin Marietta design
was much simpler and more passive. The Martin Marietta design re-i .,.
i _ quires fewer propellant tanks and associated hardware such as dis-
• _ connects, lines, valves, etc than the baseline design. In addlLion
the Martin Marietta design eliminates the requirements for propel-
i lant settling and vep+ing asing _he idle mode engine operation.
_ This places the requirement for the idle mode operation entirely
; l on the necessity for turbopump ass=.mbly and engine thrust chamber
chllldown. Since the lug requirements emphasize system reusability,
long life, high reliability, etc the Martin Marietta propellant
I storage a,Ld feed system cryogenic design is considered to be more
attractive than the NASA baseline design, and, therefore, the
• Martin Marietta design is the preferred system for the Space Tug
_ppllcatlon. The weight comparison showed that there was some
weight saving advantage over the NASA baseline by the Martin
Marietta system having equivalent capability; however, systems
having increased capa_llity and mission independence incur some
additional weight penalties.
' . , )
i! ' ''!
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i Vl. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The DSL tank/feedline storage system and specific designs were
i presented in earlier chapters. It is a promising system for in-
i corporation into Earth orbiting vehicles for the subcritical
i storage of cryogens. The plan, including cost and schedule, to
i develop and qualify the DSL design for a specific application
and mission will, of course, be different depending on the system/
i mission criteria and Forguidelines.
example, qualification
• costs for the system are drastically different for the manned
and unmanned missions. The specific cryogen, system capacity,
type of liquid demand (i.e., number of expulsions and desired
fluid quality), tank and feedline geometries, packaginb, mission
duration, adverse acceleratio_ criteria, allowable vent periods
_nd desired fluid quality, cost and schedule implications_ num-
ber of systems, and design margins will be different from one
application to the next.
As discussed in this volume and in Volume III, considerable ef-
fort has been expended with regard to analysis, design, fabri-
cation and ground testing _o verify the design and operational
.} characteristics of the DSL system. The stratification phenomena
I (discussed in Volume III) and the limited low-g test durations
' (provided in drop towers and aircraft flying Keplerian trajec-
tories) justify Martin Marietta's position that an orbital test
to verify llquid-free vapor venting performance for the DSL is
the key requireme,tt for the development program, regardless of
the specific deslgn and application. Two different orbital ex-
periment approaches are presented in Volume IV.
The plan presented in this chapter deals with the development of _ "
the DSL tank/feedline design for use in the in_egrate,J 1,5/RCS
system (L}{2 and LO2 storage). The integrated s_orag_ _!_pl_:a- ]
tion is discussed in Chapter III.
This plan emphasizes the events, 'osts, and schedale ioL devel
opin E the system to be incorporate¢ into the orbiter. C_r". _._
budgetary and 1973 dollars.
V[-i
t
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A. OBJECTIVES, GUIDELINES AND APPROACH !
i. Objectives I
i
The objectives of this plan are to outline the steps and estimate i
costs associated with the development of the DSL cryogenic pro- !
pellant storage and feed system.
2. Guidelines
The DSL system considered is the integrated OMS/RCS design de-
veloped under this phase of the program and shown schematically
in Fig. 11-59. The propellants are liquid oxygen and liquid hy-
drogen. Because the primary problems associated with the stor-
age and use of cryogens are created by their low temperatures,
the development efforts for liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen
i considered to be similar with and
are respect to COSt complexity.
; Our experience over the past few year_ has involved the develop-
ment of spherical and cylindrical screen configurations in sizes
ranging from less than 0.3-m (l-ft) dia to a spherical DSL tank
,. 1.78-m (70-in.) dia, While buildin_ this latter device, screen
fabrication techniques were developed that allow realistic as-
" sessment of the development requirements for full-scale czyogenic
systems.
| The systen components were shown in Fig. II-59 and include the
folluwing.
i) The propellant tank assemblies are spherical and are 3,81-m
(12.5-ft) in diameter for the LH2 system and 2.51-m (8.25-ft)
ir diameter for the LO2 syst,_m.
2) The propellant manasement devine in each storase tank is a
complete screen lln_r with 20 liquid feed channels. One
tank for each propellant _ontains a reentry tank as part of
the liquid outlet manifold.
3) The OMS and RCS feedlines are vacuum Jacketed with capillary
screen liners. The tank-to-tank transfer lines are va=uum
Jacketed, but not screen llned, The OMS and RC$ liquid hyd_o-
sen feedllnes are 18.3-m (60-ft) and 3.05-m (lO-ft) long,
respectively, with an inside diameter of 10.2-cm (4-1n.).
The OMS and RC$ liquid oxysen Zeedllnes are 4.58-m (15-ft)
and 3.5-m (10-ft) long, respectlvely, and also have an in-
side diameter of 10.2 cm (4 In_).
II __ __ _ ........ 7i ---
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For this plan, only one tnnk and feedline for each pcopellant
will be dev_loped. Other propellant system components such as
_ valves and disconnects are not covered by the plan and will be
_ simulated for development testing using existing ground type
components.
1_ _ 3. Approaoh
Although testing of the DSL tank concept under I (as described
g
in Volume III) has verified predicted liquid expulsion perfor-
mance and other crit.i'_% operational characteri_,tics, stratifica-
tion effects preven1_ed liquid-free venting. The latter must be
successfully demonstrated during an extended low-g test. A pro-
gram to design, _lid and fly such an orbital experiment is de-
scribed in Volume !?_ The orbital module includes a 0_76-m
(30-1n.) diameter 102 tank with a comple6e liner and 12 flow
channels, similar in design to the OMS/RCS tank configurat'ons.
A screen liner feedline was also included as parL of this module
to p-ovide low-g demonstrations of _ingle phase LO 2 expulsions
and intermittent ,_nd near-continuous vapor venting. This type
of orbital uxperinent provides final _erifiaation of the DbL pro-
pellant management design for cryogen storage. A number of
. flight options were investigated as reported in Volume IV. One
of the two preferred options, a dedicated payload on th_ Atlas F,
or Atlas F/Burner II, launch vehicle would cost between $5 and
$7 million. The second option, to fly the test module on the
Titan Ill/Centaur proof flight as a tertiary payload, indicate¢ _
a cost of only $1.6 m_lllon. This lower cost was due to the
shared payload approach and benause the experiment w_.s allowed
essentially unlimited weight und space within the payload shroud.
The flight was also one-of-'_-kind with a relatively short time
schedule.
In summary, the cost for the orb _al de_on_tratlon can cange from
the $1.6 million (tertiary payload) to $7 million (dedicated pay-
load). The reader should refer to Volume IV for details of t,Le
orbital program plan.
In addition to the orbital demonstration program, a second 18-
month program is also required to develop the specific prototype
DSL system design. The basic eleme_its of this program (shown in
Fig. VI-I) are detailed in this c_apter. The s_cond program is
initiated following com_letlon of the orbital program.
,?
VI-3
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!i After program go-ahead, the design requirements and criteria are i_
: identified a . a design specification document is published. [
This document establishes the guid_llnes and ground rules for
th_ 6-month detail d_ lgn effort that terminates with the tom-
' pletion of detvil fabrlcatio_, drawings for the prototype DSL •
tank and feedline system.
Some subscale model tests will be conducted to support the design
effort. In addition to these tests• the englaeering laboratory
will fabricate and assemble the test fixtures required for the
,_ototype P_i.tank and feedline performance tests. The lO-month
._ricatic and assembly effort will start at the end of the
fo_rth month after program go-ahead. All of the fabrication and
_ • _embly will be done at Martin _rietta's fabrication facility.
The detail schedule am_ costs for this development program are
presented in the final section of this chapter.
0
B. DSL TANK AND FEEDLINE DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
i. General
i
The work items and costs associated with the development of the
complete airborne cryogenic propellant storage and feed system
are not covered by this plan. The detailed development steps
and costs for the DSL tank and feedline are treated because this "_
type of system has not yet been used in a spacecraft. The fol-
lowing paragraphs describe the required development effort for
the DSL tank and feedline to be brought to the flight qualified .
t_! status.2. DSL Tank and Feedline _
• The DSL tank and feedline designs used for this development study •
were shown in Chapter III (Fig. 111-16 through III-18). The
"'_ capillary screen assemblies for both the tanks and the feedltne8
consist of stainless steel (300 series) Dutch twill screen sec-
_ tions resistance-welded to perforated stainless steel sheet metal
subassemblies. The assembled liners are suspended within the
aluminum alloy propellant tank8 by braided stainless steel cables.
The tank vent lines are of aluminum alloy and the tank liquJd
outlet lines are stainless steel. The propellant tanks are covered
by multilayer insulation consisting of alternate Layers of alumi-
nized Mylar and glass paper. The tank assemblies are suspended
• within titanium spherical vacuum Jackets using braided stainless
steel cables•
VI-4
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i
i The engine feedllne assemblies are similar to those for the tanks
with regard to construction and materials. Screen liner assem-
• _ blies are of fine mesh stainless steel screen and perforated i
[ stainless steel sheet.
i
%
3. Development Status Sunmmry
+
i Tables VI-I and VI-2 present summaries of the key design items
_ for the DSL tank and feedllne system, along with an assessment
{ of the development status of each. Fabrication development status
: i is presented _n Table VI-3. Although such a system has not been
flown, the considerable analysis, design, and testing conducted
; I under this phase of the program during Contract NAS9-10480 and
7
I under Martin Marietta in-house programs, have produced a high
, _ level of development. However, a number of the design, fabrica-
i I tlon. assembly, and inspection details require additional In-
i vest:gation.i '1 Th_ long-_erm low-g data obtained from the orbital experimentI[ _ will complete the _nformatlon needed to verify the DSL design
I _ and full-scale system performance. The thermodynamic dat_ ob-I tained, for example, will substantiate the analytical model used| _o size the tank and feedllne annull and tank line sizes, as well
j | as establish the insulation requirements. The experiment, in ad-!
I I providing a vapor venting single-
dltion to demonstration of and
phase liquid expulsion, will also allow evaluation Of the pcoto- !
type vent control system.
C. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The second phase of the development program will be initiated i
following the completion of the orbital test program. The ob-
Jectives of this phase are to complete the development of the
flight prototype I/42 and LO2 acqulsltion/expulslon systems.
During thls phase, the results of the orbital test program will
be used to evaluate the integrated OMS/RCS designs (presented in
Chapter III) and make design changes as required. Detailed fab-
rication drawings will be made and two prototype (LH2 and LO2)
systems will be fabricated and tested. The design analysSs, fab-
rication and testing tasks are detailed in the following para-
graphs.
vl-7
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De•lgn Feature Dcvelol_ent Status _lditional l)tvelopment i
Performance
Incipient Boiling The LH 2 tlmtS under Phase A shoved Orbital experiment desired.
that liquid expulsion could be
achieved without generating vapor
• within the liquid flow channel•. !
Superheat required for localized
boiling has been studied by i.
Oniversity o[ Michigan under
I HSFC funding for several, con*
: 8ecuttve years, Haranaoni !
effect vlm alas studied by )OK; i
• under Project Ci._O, Contract
; NAS8-I1328. Numerous other _,*di_8
re_orted in the liter•ture.I
: Pressuri_clon Gfl_ nnd CHe pres•urlzutlon None . . . orblti_l data would
a_ces•fully demonstrated for further verify performance.
; contlnuou• r.nd lnte_lctent LR2
-I g expuIsiems under Phase b.t
Vapor Collapse Studied analytically and exper,- O_bital experf3am_t desired.
mentally (KC-135 tests_ under
i Phase A.
i Tank Loading Successfully d_on•tratad using LN 2 None.
and LH 2 under Phase A test using
63 5-ca (25-1n.) dieter odel.
( Svste_ Controls
i Vapor Venting Systes developed for P_ue A t_t• Orbita_ t_t would be ban_lcial.appl s mdequste f LH2 and LOz
t orbital •tor_•.Fluid Quality Liquid/vapor sense-• and flow- Orbital test data appear
J meters used in Phase A I_ 2 tests desirable.
appear adequate for LIi 2 stud LO2
storage.
}4ass Gagtng No such device has beer. used; hoe- Orbital test dat_ m_e desirable.
ever, nucleonlca •y•tan under
develolment b7 Ar and I_ g_li_
berne developed by I_SA appes_" to
be suitable to DSL.
e_3t__lo._
Spray Technique Concept to spray liquid over •crees Addttlon&l 1-8 testg_ vould
device co bubble check ha• bmm provide additio_l verification.
_per/_ntally verified usin8 mll
tank models at,d for the 1,78-a
(70-in0) diameter
Bubble Point See earlier item. No_.
i
I
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"PabZe 7I-2 DSL Feed_7,ze. DeveT_o_,_er_t S,_.a_.j _.
i ......
Desll;n Feature Develol_ent Status Add(tlonal Development im ' = ..... e" |
Per form_nce
-_ Vapor Ventln| Successfully demonstrated for 1.01-s IRdD Prosram in progre,_.
(40-1n.) lens model usin8 Preen under Orbital test is requlred.
: I-$ testa, Phase A. }_A IRdD Projru
In prosress to demonstrate vs_tin$ for
6.1-4 (20-St) lens model uain8 LN2 as
test liquid.
Liquid bpulsion Successfully desorm:rated for 1,01-u IR/,D Prosras in prosress.
(&O-in.) IonS m)del uainS Preen under Orbital test is desired.
"_ l*s tests. Phase A. }_dA IR&D ProEran
i. proiress,
f
: Transient rhenomemt Preen system (above) yea successfully Ilt&D Pro_r_ in prosress.
[ de*shattered under etertup and
i ahutdmm sequences; on*Jolt_ LN_IIL&DProsrmm to provide edditiohl
data.
t_et end Dry Liner The Preen system, smntiot_d earlier. Orbital experiment is requlred.
l Conditions yes successfully dqmonatratnd under
initially wet condltlons, The LN_
i IIJJ) Prosrem in prosreas vii1 provide
J these l-s data.f
i Rut Soakback Analysis has been perforsed _ndsr Additional I- 8 testa and orbltal
Phase A end under Contract NkqT-7$4 test required.
end other contracts. Specific point
dsai8n is required to assess saline
j hut soskback. _urboptmp assembly(TPA), effects on DSL dul|o.
System Controls
Vapor Ventin8 See DSL tank (similar item), orbital tea_ data are desirable.
Fluid _lity Sos DSL tank (similar item), orbitaZ data are deairabl_.
. Valvin 8 Valvin 8 to Join feodliM vapor restart Orbital data are dealrabls.
vith that for tank. A_llylia ted
deaip done under Phase A and Phase
C (Vol IV).
!nsp_ c t ion
Spray Technique See DSL tank (aLmllar item). Additional I-S tescin8 desired.
Bubble Point See DSL tank (similar item). _tone.
,_i' J YZ-IO
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demiSe,rome i. m_m
F
(;
7o_Ze V!-J Fczbric_t_o_z DeVelopment :_vr_z_ d
Deai&n Foa_u_s Develo_ent Sr,t,le Addit tonal Development ,
Pine-Hash 5 'teen Techniques are available for sinsle ;;one required; hovever, more
_rotllin8 and compou_l curvstur¢. The latter, york is required re," the double
however, presently dqrades screen curvature if St i, to becamr I.
bubble point by a_ much as $OZ. The candidate formir._ Cechniq.e. _
sinale curvature technique used for
the 63.$-c_ (15,0-tn.) diameter model
under Phase At and for the 1.78-W (70-
in.) diameter screen liner unaer the !
HHA IR&D Proarea, 18 acceptable. 1he
bubble point delradation is nearly
sere when colpared to the "u !
received" bubble point. :
0
; Screen Joints| Joinir4 of the Dutch twill screen has Hot_ york is desired for th_
bean successfully demonstrated for el,sin ,m and titanium :o reach
stainless, 81uoinun, at_d titaniull, the stainless status.
; Stainless systems hays successfully
been flmm. The Joinin I tt:hniques
i in_lude areains, veldine, and variousdiffusion bondinl techniques. The
" 63,5_cu (25,0-in.) disaster uodel
; used nearly 100X tin solder for cost
; and schedule reasons.|
Dissbtilar 14etal The usual practice is to avoid the use More york is desired.
i Jotnin8 of dis|lmllar Htals; however, tech- '"niquem are available. For exaaplm.under JPL Contract 951709, _r_i_
( Harietta Joined stainles_ screen to
titanium plat@ ustn8 rivets covered
by water Klua.
NuZtllmyer Screen The Dutch twill screen channels for Nora york is desired with
the 63.$-c8 (2$.O-ln.) dimter model reaard to cloeel) _peced ,_ine-
were composed of two layers of screen, mesh screen layers.
The feedline, in particular, for the
in*sainted JtCS/01_ system baselined
here requires uultilayer dcroen.
_ora of thin work is plammd under a
14st,in Naris,is II(d) Prairie durin_
calendar year 1973.
Clo_in 8 Techniques Hutin l_rietta, under previous ;R_D HeM.
york. ham deliOMtrated ch_ical clean-
l_J and other technique& ecceptabte for
fine mesh screen. In fact, data are
available far imerston of _2Sz1300
ecrae_ in li_aid fluorine for up to 35
dey_. No effect on bubble point, was
i_laured.
laspect/o_ See bubble point technique, as dim- Hone.
cussed earlier.
Screen Support Various techniques have beeu de- None.
ycleped to support .'.ha fine-u_sh
screen...porforated plate, co,roe
scree_, and coMbine, los of screen
and p_te.
Screen-to-T_nk I)iffere_t oupport techniques are Hone, Orbital experinent ia
presented in thLs volume a_d tn desired.
Volum_ IV to support the screen co_-
flauratio_ _rlthin the tank and feed-
line.
VI-II
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• _ The design analysis conducted under Phase A (discussed in Chapter
: III) yielded engineering or conceptual type drawings for the in- !
tegrated OMS/Ru$ LH. and LO-, systems. The analytical models and I
design methods used were verified by ground tests. These designs t
were also reviewed by Beech Aircraf_ Corporation of Boulder,
' : Colorado (Ref VI-I), and found to be completely adequate for in- ;
corporation into a man-rated, flight _ua:ified cryogenic storage
system.
, Under this design analysis task, the orbital test results will
' be reviewed The test data will ba used to modify the analytl-
cal models and design n_thods developed under Phase A as required.
The integrated OHS/RCS designs will then be reevaluated and the
• required design will be buJlt. A design task to develop detailed
: fabrication drawings for two prototype (LH: and LOt ) systems will
i be conducted•
i Analyses that will be performed to support the detailed desI8,effort include stre_s and dynamic, theruml and thsrmodynamlc,
and fluld mechanics. With the basic system configuration and
size established (i.e., tank volume, feedllne length and diam-
eters, and valvlng requirements) a system layout will be made to
locate major components and select support and attachment points.
Th_ combined stress and dyv.suLtc analysis will be conducted usln s
launch and flight accelerations, acoustic loadlns, propellant
tank slosh, pyrotechnic shock, and vibration as input data. Thi_
a.alysls vili be ,,b_,c_ to several iterations as the component
designs are made, I_ will continua throushout the 6-month deslsn
task wlth the flnal iCeratlon followlns the final design changes.
The thermal _;_ thermodynamic and the fluid sechanlcs analyses
under this task will review the results of the orbital test pro-
gram. Of particular interest in the thermal and chermodynamAc
at'ca will be the ventln S performance characteristics, the low-$
thermal stratification effects, and end heatln S on the feedllne.
Low- S fluldmechanlcs data, which impact the design, include
screen wtcklns, communication screen performance, and bulk fluid
control. _siSn modifications viii be incorporated based on
these data.
V1-12
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2. Fabrication and Test
Under this task, the _anufacturing _nd inspection techniques re-
quired to produce a full-scale flight qualified system will be
developed. Forming and Joining screen segments and screen and
sheet metal sections are basic fabrication tasks. All devices
fabricated te date have been acco_lished by skilled laboratory
technicians on a one-of-a-kind basis. Soft soldering, fusion
welding, and resistance seam and spot weiding nmthods have been
used to build the test devices. £n every ease, the test device
wa_ used [or basic capillary de_:ice performance investigation.
, }_thods now must be developed _o form and Joi_ sections of a
z full-scale system capable of _ithstandlng flight e_ ,Ironments
; In addition, the inspection techniques required of a full-scale
i system must be developed. In partlcular, an In-tank and in-
. feedline method of verlfyln s screen liner integrity and clear, ll-
• aess will be developed. This w_rk will be acconpllshed as a
part of the fabrication of the tanks and feedlines for the scale
i model test program.
Fabrication and assembly of the subscala tab_ models will be
' done in Martin Marietta's £ngineering Test LaboratozT. These
i teat dev£ces do not require the formal ensinaerin 8 drawings or
the quality control during [abrication that flight hardware re-
quires. Fabrication and assembly of the prototype tanks and feed-
lines, on tha other hand, will _a completed in the manufacturing
area. This e'fort _equizes the planning and control normally
used with deliverable flight hardware. Formal quality control
techniques, tooling, and standard manufacturing processes will
b_ used to develop the overall manufacturing plan for fabrication
of fl£ght _ystems. Fabrication and aJstably of procured parts
such as the vent-control components will occur at vendor plants
under controls similar to those used for the tanks and feadlines.
These suppliers are regulated by component design specifications
and a component acceptance test Is used to provide a final _heck
of supplier manufacturlns quality.
At /east one complete system for each propellant _ill be fabri-
cated and assembled for the system development test. Major com-
ponents of the system will be assembled in the manufacturing
area. These will then be moved into the laboratory test area
for complete system assembly. Because _he major features of the
system provide for low-g p_opellant management, _d_ich cannot be
tested under 1-g conditions, the t_at program will be relatively
conventional. Fill and drain, outflow, pressure cycling, tem-
perature cycling, and thermal performance tests will make up the
major portion of the test program, i
Vl-13 ,_
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.D, DSL T_ AND FEEDLINE COSTS
Cost estimates for the developing of the DSL tank and feedline
,. systems are presented under two categories: (1) the Orbital
Experiment and (2) Prototype DSL Tank and Feedline Development.
Table VI-4 lists the cost for each item and total cost for each
category of development. Again, it must be emphasized chat cost
: estimates are budgetary.
Table VI-4 DSL Tank ,_ndFceJline Oevelopmen_ Prog_m C_ts
; , ! - ,.
! Program Phase i Costs
!
_. I. Orbital Test Program $1.6 to $7M
II. Prototype DSL Tank and Feedline
i _velopmenC
i A. Design Analysis $460KB Fabrication 575K
i C. Develops,ant Tests $370KD. Addit,onal Developlg_nt Items
I 1. Fine-_sh Screen For_tn S andJoining $ 30K
[ 2. D_ssts/lar Natal Joints $ 30K
3. IISL Inspection and Checkout $ 53K
t i| it m
Subtotal $1.52M
ii i i ii • mat|
TOTAL COSTS $3.12 to $8.52M '
Costs for the full-scale DSL tank and feedl£ne include the devel-
opmnt of two flight hardware quatity tanks and fee41ines, with
the remainder of the davelopaant test system made up of unquali-
fied around components. Also, coats are presented for the devel-
opment of three item that w_ra not considered under the orbital
test prosram: (I) fine r_ah screen formln B and Jolnln 8 (2) dis-
similar metal Joints, cud (3) DSL inspection and c'tackout.
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E. DEVELOPHENT FEOGRAH SCHEDULE
r_
j r
i The program schedule wlth milestones for dsvslupment of the tank
and fesdllnes for the intesratsd OHSIRCS propellant storage and
feed system is shown in FI8. VI-2. The 20-month span covers a11
: necessary operet2ons from prosram p-ahead to the end of devel-
op,,enc test for the prototype systems. All supplier components
'_ such as .h_coff valves, resuletors, check valves end fllters are i
not fltsht qualified durtn$ the prosram. _,s propellent tanks,
, _ tncludtn 8 propellant :anasement devices end the screen liner
- feed4ines, complecs development tsstln$ at • component and system
, : level and are ready for system f'_Ighg q_11f_cetlon at the en_._ of
' _ 20 months. An arms of concern with re6Jrd to msintalnin$ the
_ schedule Is the development of msnufecgurln8 techniques for rut1-
, scale DSL tank and f_dIine fsbrlc4tlon. Work to date has been
t
; _ of • _.avelopmontel nature wlth conslderebls hendcreftln8 by
._ _ skilled specialized technicians. Th#8 gyps af fabrication nov
i _ must be scaled up go norsal asuufaccLcrln 8 operations.
i, I Prosrss _o-Ahud (Orbtt_l Teat Proltram Camp:eta) _-
DesLSn and .4nalyt, La
l Kay _evelopwn¢ Its
i _ DSL Tank md Fo_/ILu ill ....
t PIrOcut _l_lSg
Lo_S-Ls_ tt_ Start _,
I_y Devel_t |tl Hatar/_ls
Tmak end faedline H_ari-aa _-- ....
T_st _gam I_teg/alo
Pabr _:at/_a .
Teat PLeurae md Models
Un.Tmke __-- . _ ._
at. 1"oe41tees
_etm Teat Fs©itXty
Toot/_
&d,_aleendModelTests
NL Tankeae IPeedlf_e hrfo_m_e Testa
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The passive DSL tank/feedline design is extremely attractive for i
efficient and reliable subcrJtical storage of cryogens during ex-
tended periods at Iow-g. The results obtained during this phase
of a rather significant analytical and experimental effort tend
: to verify the predicted DSL performance and o_erational flexibility.
The acquisltion/expulbion system designs presented here for the in-
tegrated OMS/RCS (LH-_and L02), the dedicated OMS (Lu2), and the
: Space Tug (LH2 and LO2) appear mos_ capable of satisfactorily meet-
ing the spacecraft and mission requirements. The design_ were
developed using the analytical and design methods verified by the
comprehensive ground tests conducted under this phase of the p.o-
, gram. Testing of a representative subscale DSL tank model, using
LH2 as the test liquid, successfully demonstrated vapor-free liq-
, uld outflow and the performance of the communication (gas annulus-
i to bulk region) screen liner. However, testing of this 63-cm (2_-
in.) diameter model described in Volume III, did not demonstratet ; •
' . liquid-free vapor venting because of the l-g thermal stratification
t
l _ phenomena.
j It is recommended, therefore, that _he next step in verifying the
i , DSL concept is to conduct the orbital test program outlined in
Volume IV. The orbital test bed provides the long-term, low-g
environment needed to demonstrate v por venting, liquid cryogen
outflow, and bulk fluid control. This test is considered to be &
vital step in the development plan outlined in Chapter VI.
t
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